1. Aaronson DS, Odisho AY, Hills N, Cress R, Carroll PR, Dudley RA, Cooperberg MR
   Proton beam therapy and treatment for localized prostate cancer: if you build it, they will come
   Northern California    22332166
   KP author(s): Aaronson, David S

2. Abbas MA, Cannom RR, Chiu VY, Burchette RJ, Radner GW, Haigh PI, Etzioni DA
   Triage of patients with acute diverticulitis: are some inpatients candidates for outpatient treatment?
   Southern California    23061533
   KP author(s): Abbas, Maher A; Chiu, Vicki Y; Burchette, Raoul J; Radner, Gary W; Haigh, Philip I

3. Abbas MA, Tam MS, Chun LJ
   Radiofrequency Treatment for Fecal Incontinence: Is It Effective Long-term?
   Southern California    22513440
   KP author(s): Abbas, Maher A; Tam, Michael S; Chun, Linda J

4. Abdulla FR, Sarpa H, Cassarino D
   The expression of ALK in mycosis fungoides, stage IA
   Southern California    23205942
   KP author(s): Abdulla, Farah R; Sarpa, Hege G; Cassarino, David S

   Invasive cervical cancer risk among HIV-infected women: A North American multi-cohort collaboration prospective study
   Northern California    23254153
   KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J

   Radiofrequency ablation of lung tumors: imaging features of the postablation zone
   Southern California    22786987   PMC3393883
   KP author(s): Eradat, Jillbert

   Subcutaneous Panniculitis-Like T-Cell Lymphoma in Two Pediatric Patients: An HIV-Positive Adolescent and a 4-Month-Old Infant
   Southern California    23092204
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Cassarino, David S

   Associations between childhood obesity and upper and lower extremity injuries
   Southern California 22789612
   KP author(s): Adams, Annette L; Kessler, Jeffrey I; Deramerian, Krikor; Smith, Ning; Black, MaryHelen; Porter, Amy H; Jacobsen, Steven J; Koebnick, Corinna

   Ten-year hip fracture incidence rate trends in a large California population, 1997-2006
   Southern California 22349963
   KP author(s): Adams, Annette L; Shi, Jiaxiao M; Takayanagi, Miwa; Dell, Richard M; Funahashi, Tadashi T; Jacobsen, Steven J

   Health System Factors and Antihypertensive Adherence in a Racially and Ethnically Diverse Cohort of New Users
   Northern California/Colorado/Georgia 23229831
   KP author(s): Adams, Alyce S; Schmittdiel, Julie A; Uratsu, Connie S; Dyer, Wendy; Magid, David J; Beck, Arne; Ho, P Michael; Butler, Melissa G

11. Aelony Y
   Best Current Therapy for Patients with Malignant Pleural Effusion
   Southern California 23171534
   KP author(s): Aelony, Yossef

12. Ahdout J, Mirmirani P
   Weft hair extensions causing a distinctive horseshoe pattern of traction alopecia
   Northern California 23158648
   KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi

13. Aickin M, Elder C
   From medical records to clinical science
   Northwest 23251122 PMC3523940
   KP author(s): Elder, Charles R

   Comprehensive stroke center treatment and outcomes for elderly adults with cerebral aneurysms and subarachnoid hemorrhage
   Northern California 23057457
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Akins, Paul T; Axelrod, Yekaterina K; Arshad, Syed T; Hartman, Jonathan; Ji, Cheng; Hawk, Mark

Potential impact on estimated treatment effects of information lost to follow-up in randomised controlled trials (LOST-IT): systematic review
BMJ. 2012 May 18;344:e2809.
Northwest 22611167
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

A Review of the Knowledge Base on Healthy Worksite Culture
Northern California 22446571
KP author(s): George, Vicki

17. Alexandru D, Satyadev R, So W
Neurothekocoma in the posterior fossa: case report and literature review
Southern California 23012602 PMC3442765
KP author(s): Satyadev, Radha; So, William W

18. Alexandru D, So W
Evaluation and management of vertebral compression fractures
Perm J. 2012 Fall;16(4):46-51.
Southern California 23251117 PMC3523935
KP author(s): So, William W

19. Allen LA, Magid DJ, Zeng C, Peterson PN, Clarke CL, Shetterly S, Brand DW, Masoudi FA
Patterns of beta-blocker intensification in ambulatory heart failure patients and shortterm association with hospitalization
Colorado 22709128
KP author(s): Magid, David J; Zeng, Chan; Clarke, Christina L; Shetterly, Susan; Brand, David W

Performance of Claims-based Algorithms for Identifying Heart Failure and Cardiomyopathy Among Patients Diagnosed With Breast Cancer
Med Care. 2012 May 25.
Northern California/Georgia/Colorado 22643199
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Davis, Robert L; Magid, David J

21. Allison JE, Fraser CG, Halloran SP, Young GP
Comparing Fecal Immunochemical Testing: Improved Standardization Is Needed
22. Alperin M, Kivnick S, Yee Trudy Poon K
Outpatient laparoscopic hysterectomy for large uteri
Southern California 23084671
KP author(s): Alperin, Marianna; Kivnick, Seth; Poon, Kwun-Yee T

Mid-Atlantic 22944874
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael

Design of the Value of Imaging in Enhancing the Wellness of Your Heart (VIEW) trial and the impact of uncertainty on power
Northwest 22333998
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

Vitamin D levels in Hispanics with multiple sclerosis
*J Neurol*. 2012 May 16.
Southern California 22588255
KP author(s): Langer-Gould, Annette

Trends in the incidence of acute kidney injury in patients hospitalized with acute myocardial infarction
Colorado 22332157
KP author(s): Masoudi, Frederick A

27. Ammon Avalos L, Galindo C, Li DK
A systematic review to calculate background miscarriage rates using life table analysis
Northern California 22511535
KP author(s): Avalos, Lyndsay A; Li, De-Kun
28. Ampofo K, Pavia AT, Chris S, Hersh AL, Bender JM, Blaschke AJ, Weng HY, Korgenski KE, Daly J, Mason EO, Byington CL
   The Changing Epidemiology of Invasive Pneumococcal Disease at a Tertiary Children's Hospital Through the 7-valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine Era: A Case for Continuous Surveillance
   Southern California 22330164
   KP author(s): Bender, Jeffrey M

29. Anadkat JS, Kuzniewicz MW, Chaudhari BP, Cole FS, Hamvas A
   Increased risk for respiratory distress among white, male, late preterm and term infants
   Northern California 22222548
   KP author(s): Kuzniewicz, Michael W

30. Anand N, Park JH, Wu BU
   Modern management of acute pancreatitis
   Southern California 22341246
   KP author(s): Anand, Neeraj; Park, Jung H; Wu, Bechien U

31. Anderson KR
   Editorial Comment on END-2011-0599-OR.R1
   Northern California 22486339
   KP author(s): Anderson, Kevin R

   Medication Exposure in Pregnancy Risk Evaluation Program
   Georgia/Southern California/Colorado/Northwest 22002179 PMC3361624
   KP author(s): Davis, Robert L; Cheetham, Thomas C; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H

33. Andrade SE, Raebel MA, Boudreau D, Davis RL, Haffenreffer K, Pawloski PA, Toh S, Platt R
   Health maintenance organizations / health plans
   Colorado
   KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A

34. Andrade SE, Scott PE, Davis RL, Li DK, Getahun D, Cheetham TC, Raebel MA, Toh S, Dublin S, Pawloski PA, Hammad TA, Beaton SJ, Smith DH, Dashevsky I, Haffenreffer K, Cooper WO
   Validity of health plan and birth certificate data for pregnancy research
   Georgia/Northern California/Southern California/Colorado/Northwest 22753079
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Davis, Robert L; Li, De-Kun; Getahun, Darios T; Cheetham, Thomas C; Raebel, Marsha A; Smith, David H

35. Angier H, Devoe JE, Tillotson C, Wallace L, Gold R
*Matern Child Health J. 2012 Sep 27.*
Northwest 23014890
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

Oral Alveolar Soft Part Sarcoma in Childhood and Adolescence: Report of Two Cases and Review of Literature
*Head Neck Pathol. 2012 Sep 8.*
Southern California 22961078
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

A Multisite Study of Long-term Remission and Relapse of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Following Gastric Bypass
Northern California/Southern California 23161525
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve; Coleman, Karen J

38. Asgari MM
Skin carotenoid levels may not reflect vitamin A (retinol) levels
Northern California 23062893
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

39. Asgari MM, Brasky TM, White E
Association of Vitamin A and Carotenoid Intake with Melanoma Risk in a Large Prospective Cohort
Northern California 22377763 PMC3352977
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

40. Asgari MM, Olson JM, Alam M
Needs assessment for mohs micrographic surgery
Northern California 22117877 PMC3225895
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

41. Ash JS, McCormack JL, Sittig DF, Wright A, McMullen C, Bates DW
Standard practices for computerized clinical decision support in community hospitals: a national survey
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

42. Ash JS, Sittig DF, Guappone KP, Dykstra RH, Richardson J, Wright A, Carpenter J, McMullen C, Shapiro M, Bunce A, Middleton B
Recommended practices for computerized clinical decision support and knowledge management in community settings: a qualitative study
Northwest 22333210 PMC3334687
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit

43. Austin JM, Cooksey CM, Minikel LL, Zaritsky EF
Postcoital Vaginal Rupture in a Young Woman with No Prior Pelvic Surgery
Northern California 22429501
KP author(s): Austin, Jennifer M; Cooksey, Christie M; Minikel, Laura L; Zaritsky, Eve F

44. Avins AL
Needling the Status Quo: Comment on 'Acupuncture for Chronic Pain'
Northern California 22965282
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L

45. Avins AL, Cherkin DC, Sherman KJ, Goldberg H, Pressman A
Should we reconsider the routine use of placebo controls in clinical research?
Trials. 2012 Apr 27;13:44.
Northern California 22540350 PMC3404895
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L; Goldberg, Harley; Pressman, Alice

46. Avins AL, Lee JY, Meyers CM, Barry MJ, Complementary and Alternative Medicine for Urologic Symptoms (CAMUS) Study Group
Safety and Toxicity of Saw palmetto in the Complementary and Alternative Medicine for Urologic Symptoms (CAMUS) Trial
Northern California 23063633
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L

47. Ayala E, Wilson SR, Ma J, Knowles SB, Buist AS, Strub P, Lavori PW
Influence of body mass index on effects of a shared asthma treatment decision-making intervention
Northern California 22383576
KP author(s): Strub, Peg

48. Azzam RI, Alshak NS, Pham HP
AIRP Best Cases in Radiologic-Pathologic Correlation: Hepatic Epithelioid Hemangioendothelioma
Southern California 22582359
KP author(s): Azzam, Ramzi I; Alshak, Najeeb; Pham, Hong P

Collinearity of protease mutations in HIV-1 samples with high-level protease inhibitor class resistance
Northern California 23085775
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey

50. Bach PB, Gould MK
When the Average Applies to No One: Personalized Decision Making About Potential Benefits of Lung Cancer Screening
Southern California 22893040
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

Benefits and Harms of CT Screening for Lung Cancer: A Systematic Review
Southern California 22610500
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

52. Baek WS, Swenseid SS, Poon KY
Quality care assessment of Parkinson's disease at a tertiary medical center
Southern California 23163830
KP author(s): Baek, William S; Swenseid, Shannda S; Poon, Kwun-Yee T

53. Balamane M, Varghese V, Melikian GL, Fessel WJ, Katzenstein DA, Shafer RW
Panel of Prototypical Recombinant Infectious Molecular Clones Resistant to Nevirapine, Efavirenz, Etravirine, and Rilpivirine
Northern California 22664973
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey

54. Balekian AA, Gould MK
Predicting in-hospital mortality among critically ill patients with end-stage liver disease
Southern California 23059012
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K
55. Ballard DW  
In response  
*Med Care.* 2012 Apr;50(4):361.  
Northern California 22410404  
KP author(s): Ballard, Dustin

Bortezomib in the rapid reduction of high sustained antibody titers in disorders treated with therapeutic protein: lessons learned from Pompe disease  
Northern California 23060045  
KP author(s): McGann, Judeth K; Feldman, Jon; Tannenbaum, Jesse; Kobori, Joyce

Low maternal retinol as a risk factor for schizophrenia in adult offspring  
*Schizophr Res.* 2012 May;137(1-3):159-65. Epub 2012 Feb 29.  
Northern California 22381190  
KP author(s): Quesenberry, Charles P; Shen, Ling; Schaefer, Cathy

58. Barnes DE, Yaffe K, Byers AL, McCormick M, Schaefer C, Whitmer RA  
Midlife vs Late-Life Depressive Symptoms and Risk of Dementia: Differential Effects for Alzheimer Disease and Vascular Dementia  
*Arch Gen Psychiatry.* 2012 May;69(5):493-8.  
Northern California 22566581  
KP author(s): McCormick, Mark; Schaefer, Cathy; Whitmer, Rachel

Long-Term Effects of Incident Diabetes Mellitus on Cardiovascular Outcomes in People Treated for Hypertension: The ALLHAT Diabetes Extension Study  
Georgia 22396585 PMC3359874  
KP author(s): Barzilay, Joshua I

60. Barzilay JI, Gao P, Clase CM, Mente A, Mann JF, Sleight P, Yusuf S, Teo KK, on behalf of the OnTARGET/TRANSCEND Investigators  
Albuminuria and Rapid Loss of GFR and Risk of New Hip and Pelvic Fractures  
Georgia 23184565  
KP author(s): Barzilay, Joshua I

61. Barzilay JI, Howard AG, Evans GW, Fleg JL, Cohen RM, Booth GL, Kimel AR, Pedley CF, Cushman WC
Intensive Blood Pressure Treatment Does Not Improve Cardiovascular Outcomes in Centrally Obese Hypertensive Individuals With Diabetes: The Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD) Blood Pressure Trial
Georgia 22723577  PMC3379577
KP author(s): Barzilay, Joshua I

Impact of Participant and Interventionist Race Concordance on Weight Loss Outcomes
*Obesity (Silver Spring).* 2012 Jul 2.
Northwest 22751084  PMC3504135
KP author(s): Vollmer, William; Funk, Kristine; Stevens, Victor J

Recurrent Guillain-Barre Syndrome Following Vaccination
Northern California 22267712
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Lewis, Edwin M; Bakshi, Nandini; Klein, Nicola

A postmarketing evaluation of the safety of Ann Arbor strain live attenuated influenza vaccine in adults 18-49 years of age
Northern California/Program Offices 22425787
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Hansen, John; Bartlett, Joan; Aukes, Laurie A; Lewis, Edwin M

A postmarketing evaluation of the safety of Ann Arbor strain live attenuated influenza vaccine in children 5 through 17 years of age
Northern California/Program Offices 22386746
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Hansen, John; Bartlett, Joan; Aukes, Laurie A; Lewis, Edwin M

Safety of Zostavax-A cohort study in a managed care organization
*Vaccine.* 2012 Sep 8.
Northern California 22963800
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Hansen, John; Emery, Michael H; Fireman, Bruce; Bartlett, Joan; Lewis, Edwin M

67. Bayliss EA
Simplifying care for complex patients
Colorado 22230824  PMC3262468
KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth
68. Bayliss EA, Ellis JL, Shoup JA, Zeng C, McQuillan DB, Steiner JF
   Association of Patient-Centered Outcomes With Patient-Reported and ICD-9-Based Morbidity Measures
   Colorado 22412004  PMC3315135
   KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth; Ellis, Jenn L; Shoup, Jo Ann; Zeng, Chan; McQuillan, Deanna B; Steiner, John F

69. Bednarczyk RA, Davis R, Ault K, Orenstein W, Omer SB
   Sexual Activity-Related Outcomes After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination of 11- to 12-Year-Olds
   Georgia 23071201
   KP author(s): Bednarczyk, Robert A; Davis, Robert L; Omer, Saad

70. Beheshti M, Graber CJ, Goetz MB, Bluestone GL
   Clarifying the Role of Adjunctive Metronidazole in the Treatment of Biliary Infections
   Southern California 22942200
   KP author(s): Beheshti, Manie; Bluestone, Gary

71. Behl AS, Goddard KA, Flottemesch TJ, Veenstra D, Meenan RT, Lin JS, Maciosek MV
   Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Screening for KRAS and BRAF Mutations in Metastatic Colorectal Cancer
   Northwest 23197490  PMC3514165
   KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB; Meenan, Richard; Lin, Jennifer S

72. Bell DS
   Anticonvulsant treatment of compulsive sexual behavior
   Southern California 23145391
   KP author(s): Bell, Dwight S

73. Bellamy P
   Financial implications of increasing medical school class size
   *Perm J.* 2012 Fall;16(4):78-9.
   Southern California 23251124  PMC3523942
   KP author(s): Bellamy, Paul

74. Bendeck SE, Chow S, Bennett RG
   Staged Trilobe Pedicle Flap to Repair a Large Cutaneous Lip and Nasal Vestibule Defect
   Northern California 22289439
   KP author(s): Bendeck, Sandra E

75. Benirschke SK, Rush SM, Zwipp H, Carpenter B, Schuberth JM, Reddix RN Jr
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Locking Plates
Northern California 22267863
KP author(s): Rush, Shannon M; Schuberth, Jack

Consensus Statements for Management of Barrett’s Dysplasia and Early-Stage Esophageal Adenocarcinoma, Based on a Delphi Process
Northern California 22537613
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

Obesity Treatment for Socioeconomically Disadvantaged Patients in Primary Care Practice
Colorado 22412073
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra

78. Berg LJ, Delgado MK, Ginde AA, Montoy JC, Bendavid E, Camargo CA Jr
Characteristics of U.S. Emergency Departments That Offer Routine Human Immunodeficiency Virus Screening
Northern California 22849642
KP author(s): Berg, Laura J

Atopic dermatitis: an overview
Southern California 22962911
KP author(s): Berke, Rebecca G; Singh, Arshdeep; Guralnick, Mark

Vitamin D Supplementation and Depression in the Women’s Health Initiative Calcium and Vitamin D Trial
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest/Northern California  
22573431  
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S; Caan, Bette  

Racial/Ethnic Differences in the Prevalence of Proteinuric and Nonproteinuric Diabetic Kidney Disease  
Northwest  
23238659  
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

82. Binswanger IA, Nowels C, Corsi KF, Glanz J, Long J, Booth RE, Steiner JF  
Return to drug use and overdose after release from prison: a qualitative study of risk and protective factors  
Colorado  
22966409  
PMC3414824  
KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M; Steiner, John F

83. Binswanger IA, Redmond N, Steiner JF, Hicks LS  
Health Disparities and the Criminal Justice System: An Agenda for Further Research and Action  
Colorado  
21915745  
PMC3284594  
KP author(s): Steiner, John F

84. Black D, Perrin N, Rosales AG, Friess D, Boardman D, Dell R, Santora A, Chandler JM, Rix MM,  
Orwoll E, Feldstein AC  
Incidence and demography of femur fractures with and without atypical features  
*J Bone Miner Res.* 2012 May;27(5):977-86.  
Northwest/Southern California  
22275107  
KP author(s): Feldstein, Adrienne C; Perrin, Nancy; Rosales, Ana G; Boardman, David Laurence;  
Dell, Richard M; Rix, Mary M

Higher prevalence of obesity among children with asthma  
Southern California  
22252049  
PMC3348709  
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen; Smith, Ning; Porter, Amy H; Jacobsen, Steven J; Koebnick, Corinna

HLA-Associated Phenotypes in Youth with Autoimmune Diabetes  
Southern California  
22913598  
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen; Lawrence, Jean M

87. Black MH, Sacks DA, Xiang AH, Lawrence JM
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

The Relative Contribution of Prepregnancy Overweight and Obesity, Gestational Weight Gain, and IADPSG-Defined Gestational Diabetes Mellitus to Fetal Overgrowth
Southern California   22891256
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen; Sacks, David A; Xiang, Anny H; Lawrence, Jean M

Assessment of Biases Against Latinos and African Americans Among Primary Care Providers and Community Members
Colorado   23153155
KP author(s): Price, David; Steiner, John F

Immunogenicity and Safety of Two Tetravalent (Measles, Mumps, Rubella, Varicella) Vaccines Co-Administered with Hepatitis A and Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccines to Children 12-14 Months of Age
Northern California   22622699
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola

90. Bleil ME, Adler NE, Pasch LA, Sternfeld B, Gregorich SE, Rosen MP, Cedars MI
Depressive symptomatology, psychological stress, and ovarian reserve: a role for psychological factors in ovarian aging?
Northern California   22760086
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

91. Bleil ME, Adler NE, Pasch LA, Sternfeld B, Gregorich SE, Rosen MP, Cedars MI
Psychological stress and reproductive aging among pre-menopausal women
Northern California   22767452
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

92. Bleil ME, Appelhans BM, Adler NE, Gregorich SE, Sternfeld B, Cedars MI
Pubertal Timing, Androgens, and Obesity Phenotypes in Women at Midlife
Northern California   22865899
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

Severe hypoglycemia symptoms, antecedent behaviors, immediate consequences and association with glycemia medication usage: secondary analysis of the ACCORD clinical trial data
Northern California  22646230  PMC3433360
KP author(s): Dudl, R James

Incidence of Herpes Zoster Ophthalmicus: Results from the Pacific Ocular Inflammation Study
Hawaii  23207173
KP author(s): Tham, Vivien M; Vinoya, Aleli C; Parker, John V; Uchida, Aileen

96. Bornhorst1 JA, Greene2 DN, Ashwood34 ER, Grenache34 DG
Alpha 1-Antitrypsin Phenotypes and Associated Serum Protein Concentrations in a Large Clinical Population
Northern California  23188087
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N

Risk of heart failure in breast cancer patients after anthracycline and trastuzumab treatment: a retrospective cohort study
Colorado/Northwest/Georgia  22949432  PMC3433392
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S; Delate, Tom; Magid, David J; Goddard, Katrina AB; Davis, Robert L; Habel, Laurel

98. Bracci PM, Sison J, Hansen H, Walsh KM, Quesenberry CP, Raz DJ, Wrensch M, Wiencke JK
Cigarette Smoking Associated With Lung Adenocarcinoma In Situ in a Large Case-Control Study (SFBALCS)
Northern California  22814813
KP author(s): Quesenberry, Charles P

Smoking and survival after breast cancer diagnosis: a prospective observational study and systematic review
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Aauthored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23053660
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Kroenke, Candyce H; Habel, Laurel; Castillo, Adrienne; Weltzien, Erin K; Caan, Bette

100. Braithwaite D, Satariano WA, Kwan ML, Hiatt RA, Kroenke C, Caan BJ, Moore DH
Prognostic Impact of Comorbidity among Long-Term Breast Cancer Survivors: Results from the LACE Study
Northern California 22573979 PMC3470873
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Kroenke, Candyce H; Caan, Bette

Pediatric Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension and Extreme Childhood Obesity
Southern California 22633290
KP author(s): Brara, Sonu Malik; Koebnick, Corinna; Porter, Amy H; Langer-Gould, Annette

102. Brasky TM, Potter JD, Kristal AR, Patterson RE, Peters U, Asgari MM, Thornquist MD, White E
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and cancer incidence by sex in the VITamins And Lifestyle (VITAL) cohort
Northern California 22212612 PMC3319091
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

103. Britton JR
Altitude, oxygen and the definition of bronchopulmonary dysplasia
Colorado 22343395
KP author(s): Britton, John R

104. Britton JR
The assessment of satisfaction with care in the perinatal period
Colorado 22554136
KP author(s): Britton, John R

Targeted maximum likelihood estimation for prediction calibration
Northern California 23152434
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Long term follow-up of health-related quality of life in young adults born very preterm or with a very low birth weight
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Link</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>PubMed ID</th>
<th>Author(s) Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Bruno, Christine; Ip, Eric J

114. Budny AM, Schuberth JM
Autologous Split Peroneus Longus Lateral Ankle Stabilization
Northern California 22819615
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack

Photon-based Fractionated Stereotactic Radiotherapy for Postoperative Treatment of Skull Base Chordomas
Southern California 22772429
KP author(s): Bugoci, Darlene M; Girvigian, Michael R; Chen, Joseph CT; Rahimian, Javad

Comparison of 4 recruiting strategies in a smoking cessation trial
Northwest 22584086 PMC3357184
KP author(s): Meenan, Richard

117. Burd EM, Sharp SE
Answer to february 2012 photo quiz
Northwest 22268127 PMC3264167
KP author(s): Sharp, Susan E

118. Burd EM, Sharp SE
Photo quiz: a 36-year-old with recurrent conjunctivitis
Northwest 22268126 PMC3264179
KP author(s): Sharp, Susan E

119. Burton CZ, Twamley EW, Lee LC, Palmer BW, Jeste DV, Dunn LB, Irwin SA
Undetected Cognitive Impairment and Decision-Making Capacity in Patients Receiving Hospice Care
Southern California 22322907 PMC3309124
KP author(s): Lee, Lana C

120. Butler MG, Farley JF, Sleath BL, Murray MD, Maciejewski ML
Medicare part D information seeking: The role of recognition of need and patient activation
Georgia 22296720
KP author(s): Butler, Melissa G
Twenty-year depressive trajectories among older women
Northwest 23026957
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

Detection and recognition of hypertension in anxious and depressed patients
Colorado/Northern California/Georgia 23032145
KP author(s): Powers, J David; Magid, David J; Tavel, Heather M; Schmittdiel, Julie A; Beck, Arne; Butler, Melissa G

123. Byrnes HF, Miller BA, Aalborg AE, Keagy CD
The Relationship Between Neighborhood Characteristics and Recruitment into Adolescent Family-Based Substance Use Prevention Programs
Northern California 22042521 PMC3276736
KP author(s): Aalborg, Annette E

Effect of Postdiagnosis Weight Change on Hot Flash Status Among Early-Stage Breast Cancer Survivors
Northern California 22430275
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

125. Caan BJ, Kwan ML, Shu XO, Pierce JP, Patterson RE, Nechuta S, Poole EM, Kroenke CH, Weltzien EK, Flatt SW, Quesenberry CP Jr, Holmes MD, Chen WY
Weight Change and Survival after Breast Cancer in the After Breast Cancer Pooling Project
Northern California 22695738
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Kwan, Marilyn L; Kroenke, Candyce H; Weltzien, Erin K; Quesenberry, Charles P

Safety Climate and Medical Errors in 62 US Emergency Departments
Colorado 23089089
KP author(s): Magid, David J

Association of Electrocardiographically Determined Left Ventricular Mass With Incident Diabetes, 1985-1986 to 2010-2011: Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study
*Diabetes Care*. 2012 Nov 16.
Northern California 23160723
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Correlates of Heart Rate Recovery Over 20 Years in a Healthy Population Sample
Northern California 21796053
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara; Sidney, Steve

129. Carpenter JS, Newton KM, Sternfeld B, Joffe H, Reed SD, Ensrud KE, Milata JL
Laboratory and ambulatory evaluation of vasomotor symptom monitors from the Menopause Strategies Finding Lasting Answers for Symptoms and Health network
Northern California 22228321 PMC3326209
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

Are pediatric quality care measures too stringent?
Northwest 22956704
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

131. Castle PE, de Sanjose S, Qiao YL, Belinson JL, Lazcano-Ponce E, Kinney W
Introduction of human papillomavirus DNA screening in the world: 15 years of experience
Northern California 23199954
KP author(s): Kinney, Walter

132. Castle PE, Fetterman B, Poitras N, Lorey T, Kinney W
Safety Against Cervical Precancer and Cancer Following Negative Human Papillomavirus and Papanicolaou Test Results in Human Immunodeficiency Virus-Infected Women
Northern California 22641193
KP author(s): Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E; Lorey, Thomas; Kinney, Walter

A comparison of human papillomavirus genotype-specific DNA and E6/E7 mRNA detection to identify anal precancer among HIV-infected men who have sex with men
Northern California 23155136
KP author(s): Follansbee, Stephen; Borgonovo, Sylvia; Tokugawa, Diane; Lorey, Thomas; LaMere, Brandon J; Fetterman, Barbara
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Epub Date</th>
<th>North West</th>
<th>Southwest</th>
<th>KP Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>136.</td>
<td>Caverly TJ, Al-Khatib SM, Kutner JS, Masoudi FA, Matlock DD</td>
<td>Patient Preference in the Decision to Place Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators</td>
<td><em>Arch Intern Med.</em> 2012 Jul 23;172(14):1104-5.</td>
<td></td>
<td>22688654</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Masoudi, Frederick A; Matlock, Dan D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
140. Chang ST, Tenforde AS, Grimsrud CD, O'Ryan F, Gonzalez JR, Baer DM, Chandra M, Lo JC
    Atypical Femur Fractures Among Breast Cancer and Multiple Myeloma Patients Receiving
    Intravenous Bisphosphonate Therapy: A Case Series
    Bone. 2012 May 23.
    Northern California 22634175
    KP author(s): Chang, Stephanie; Tenforde, Adam S; Grimsrud, Christopher D; O'Ryan, Felice;
    Gonzalez, Joel R; Baer, David; Chandra, Malini; Lo, Joan C

141. Chao C, Jacobsen SJ
    Evaluation of autoimmune safety signal in observational vaccine safety studies
    Hum Vaccin Immunother. 2012 Sep 1;8(9).
    Southern California 22871958
    KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J

142. Chao C, Jacobsen SJ
    Letter to the Editor
    Southern California 22471621
    KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J

143. Chao C, Jacobsen SJ
    Response to Letter to the Editor
    Southern California 22651888
    KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J

144. Chao C, Leyden WA, Xu L, Horberg MA, Klein D, Towner WJ, Quesenberry CP Jr, Abrams DI,
    Silverberg MJ
    Exposure to antiretroviral therapy and risk of cancer in HIV-infected persons
    Southern California/Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22951631
    KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Leyden, Wendy; Xu, Lanfang; Horberg, Michael; Klein, Daniel;
    Towner, William J; Quesenberry, Charles P; Silverberg, Michael J

    Said JW
    Epstein-Barr virus infection and expression of B-cell oncogenic markers in HIV-related diffuse
    large B-cell lymphoma
    Southern California/Northern California 22711707
    KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Silverberg, Michael J; Chi, Margaret D; Haque, Reina; Zha, Hongbin
    Dan; McGuire, Michelle M; Xu, Lanfang

    Risk Factors for Short-Term Virologic Outcomes Among HIV-Infected Patients Undergoing
    Regimen Switch of Combination Antiretroviral Therapy
    AIDS Res Hum Retroviruses. 2012 Apr 27.
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California/Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22475276
KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Tang, Beth T; Hurley, Leo; Silverberg, Michael J; Towner, William J; Preciado, Melissa; Horberg, Michael

Short-Term Clinical Outcomes Among Treatment-Experienced HIV-Positive Patients with Early Low Level Viremia
Southern California/Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22424146 PMC3335108
KP author(s): Chao, Chun R; Tang, Beth T; Towner, William J; Silverberg, Michael J; Hurley, Leo; Horberg, Michael

Disparities in the allocation of treatment in advanced ovarian cancer: are there certain patient characteristics associated with nonstandard therapy?
Northern California 22183213
KP author(s): Chou, Tatiana S

Comparative immunogenicity and safety of different multivalent component pertussis vaccine formulations and a 5-component acellular pertussis vaccine in infants and toddlers: A randomized, controlled, open-label, multicenter study
Northern California 22475857
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola

150. Chaudhary UB, Verma N, Keane T, Gudena V
A Phase II Study of Gemcitabine and Irinotecan in Patients With Locally Advanced or Metastatic Bladder Cancer
Mid-Atlantic 23241501
KP author(s): Verma, Nitin

Evaluation of maturation and function of visual pathways in neonates: role of flash visual-evoked potentials revisited
Southern California 22423547
KP author(s): Chayasirisobhon, Sirichai; Gurbani, Saumya; Spurgeon, Ben; Chai, Edward E; Yu, Luke; Bosu, Sogba; Gurbani, Suresh G

Kaiser Permanente's Community Health Initiative in Northern California: Evaluation Findings and Lessons Learned
153. Chen RT, Glanz JM, Vellozzi C
Pharmacoepidemiologic studies of vaccine safety

Colorado
KP author(s): Glanz, Jason M

154. Chen Z, Black MH, Watanabe RM, Trigo E, Takayanagi M, Lawrence JM, Buchanan TA, Xiang AH
Self-reported Physical Activity Is Associated With beta-Cell Function in Mexican American Adults
*Diabetes Care. 2012 Dec 5.*

Southern California
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen; Takayanagi, Miwa; Lawrence, Jean M; Xiang, Anny H

155. Chen Z, Chen L, Kwon P, Montez M, Voegeli T, Bueff H
Detection of positional brachial plexus injury by radial arterial line during spinal exposure before neuromonitoring confirmation: a retrospective case study

Northern California
KP author(s): Chen, Zhengyong; Chen, Leo L; Kwon, Paul S; Montez, Michele B; Voegeli, Thomas; Bueff, Hans

156. Cheng DW, Lu YW, Teller T, Sekhon HK, Wu BU
A modified Glasgow Blatchford Score improves risk stratification in upper gastrointestinal bleed: a prospective comparison of scoring systems

Southern California
KP author(s): Cheng, Derek W; Teller, Thomas; Sekhon, Harpreet K; Wu, Bechien U

157. Chi FW, Campbell CI, Sterling S, Weisner C
Twelve-step attendance trajectories over seven years among adolescents entering substance use treatment in an integrated health plan

Northern California
KP author(s): Chi, Felicia W; Campbell, Cynthia I; Sterling, Stacy A; Weisner, Constance

Key findings and clinical implications from The Epidemiology and Natural History of Asthma: Outcomes and Treatment Regimens (TENOR) study

Southern California
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S


166. Chuang Kl, Corley D, Postlethwaite DA, Merchant M, Harris HW
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Does increased experience with laparoscopic cholecystectomy yield more complex bile duct injuries?  
Northern California 22326050  
KP author(s): Chuang, Kelley I; Corley, Douglas; Postlethwaite, Debbie A; Merchant, Maqdooda

Providing care for cancer survivors in integrated health care delivery systems: practices, challenges, and research opportunities  
Colorado/Northern California/Hawaii 22942814 PMC3396808  
KP author(s): Rabin, Borsika A; Hornbrook, Mark C; Williams, Andrew E

168. Chun LJ, Haigh PI, Tam MS, Abbas MA  
Defunctioning loop ileostomy for pelvic anastomoses: predictors of morbidity and nonclosure  
Southern California 22228160  
KP author(s): Chun, Linda J; Haigh, Philip I; Tam, Michael S; Abbas, Maher A

169. Clarke G, Dickerson J, Gullion CM, Debar LL  
Trends in Youth Antidepressant Dispensing and Refill Limits, 2000 Through 2009  
Northwest 22251026  
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg; Dickerson, John F; Gullion, Christina; DeBar, Lynn

170. Clarke G, Harvey AG  
The complex role of sleep in adolescent depression  
Northwest 22537732  
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

171. Clauw D, McCarberg BH  
Managing chronic pain with nonopioid analgesics: a multidisciplinary consult  
Southern California 22482859  
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

Asthma outcomes: Composite scores of asthma control  
Southern California 22386507  
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Accuracy and reliability of fetal heart rate monitoring using maternal abdominal surface electrodes
Southern California 22924738
KP author(s): Schifrin, Barry S

174. Coleman KJ, Farrell MA, Rocha DA, Hayashi T, Hernandez M, Wolf J, Lindsay S
Readiness to Be Physically Active and Self-Reported Physical Activity in Low-Income Latinas,
California WISEWOMAN, 2006-2007
Southern California 22515969  PMC3406743
KP author(s): Coleman, Karen J

Implementation of Clinical Practice Guidelines for Pediatric Weight Management
Southern California 22240108
KP author(s): Coleman, Karen J; Koebnick, Corinna; Alpern, Ana F; Bley, Brenna; Yousef, Marianne; Shih, Erin M; Trimble, Keila J; Smith, Ning; Porter, Amy H; Woods, Steven D

176. Coleman KJ, Ngor E, Reynolds K, Quinn VP, Koebnick C, Young DR, Sternfeld B, Sallis RE
Initial Validation of an Exercise 'Vital Sign ' in Electronic Medical Records
Southern California/Northern California 22688832
KP author(s): Coleman, Karen J; Ngor, Eunis W; Reynolds, Kristi L; Quinn, Virginia P; Koebnick, Corinna; Young, Deborah Rohm; Sternfeld, Barbara; Sallis, Robert E

The healthy options for nutrition environments in schools (Healthy ONES) group randomized trial: using implementation models to change nutrition policy and environments in low income schools
Southern California 22734945  PMC3464788
KP author(s): Coleman, Karen J; Shordon, Maggie; Caparosa, Susan L; Pomichowski, Magdalena E

178. Constance BB, Auerbach PS, Johe DH
Prehospital Medical Care and the National Ski Patrol: How Does Outdoor Emergency Care Compare to Traditional EMS Training?
Northern California 22656667
KP author(s): Constance, Benjamin B; Auerbach, Paul S

Cigarette Smoking Increases Risk of Barrett's Esophagus: an Analysis of the Barrett's and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Consortium
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22245667 PMC3321098
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

180. Cooke CR, Erickson SE, Eisner MD, Martin GS
   Trends in the incidence of noncardiogenic acute respiratory failure: The role of race*
   Georgia 22511134 PMC3329645
   KP author(s): Erickson, Sara E

   Diabetes mellitus and sexual function in middle-aged and older women
   Northern California 22825093 PMC3404429
   KP author(s): Brown, Jeanette; VanDenEeden, Stephen; Ferrara, Assiamira

182. Corbett N, Hurko P, Vallee JT
   Debriefing as a strategic tool for performance improvement
   Northern California 22548250
   KP author(s): Corbett, Nancy; Hurko, Patricia; Vallee, John T

183. Corley DA, Bergman JJ
   Barrett’s Esophagus: Who Should Receive Ablation and How Can We Get the Best Results?
   Northern California 22841734
   KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

184. Corley DA, Jensen CD, Marks AR, Zhao WK, de Boer J, Levin TR, Doubeni C, Fireman BH, Quesenberry CP
   Variation of Adenoma Prevalence by Age, Sex, Race, and Colon Location in a Large Population: Implications for Screening and Quality Programs
   Northern California 22985608
   KP author(s): Corley, Douglas; Jensen, Christopher D; Marks, Amy; Zhao, Wei K; DeBoer, Jolanda; Levin, Theodore; Doubeni, Chyke; Fireman, Bruce; Quesenberry, Charles P

185. Coronado GD, Holte SE, Vigoren EM, Griffith WC, Barr DB, Faustman EM, Thompson B
   Do Workplace and Home Protective Practices Protect Farm Workers? Findings From the ‘For Healthy Kids’ Study
   Northwest 22772953
   KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

186. Coronado GD, Ondelacy S, Schwarz Y, Duggan C, Lampe J, Neuhouser ML
   Recruiting underrepresented groups into the carbohydrates and related biomarkers (CARB) cancer prevention feeding study
2012 Kaiser Permanente Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 22504222
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

Strategies for Diversifying the Pool of Graduate Students in Biomedical Sciences
Northwest 22576869
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

ACCF/SCAI/STS/AATS/AHA/ASNC/HFSA/SCCT 2012 appropriate use criteria for coronary revascularization focused update: A report of the American College of Cardiology Foundation Appropriate Use Criteria Task Force, Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Int
Northern California 22424518
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph

189. Cortese DA, Auerbach DM
Mid-radial portal for operative arthroscopy of the elbow: cadaveric and clinical description of a new portal
Northwest 22229607
KP author(s): Cortese, David A

190. Coulourides Kogan A, Brumley R, Wilber K, Enguidanos S
Physician factors that influence patient referrals to end-of-life care
Southern California 23198748
KP author(s): Brumley, Richard D

191. Crabtree TG
Evolution of US military humanitarian assistance
Hawaii 22595797
KP author(s): Crabtree, Thomas G

192. Crawford CL, Johnson JA
To aspirate or not: An integrative review of the evidence
Southern California 22343951
KP author(s): Crawford, Cecelia L; Johnson, Joyce A
193. Crawford CL, Omery A, Seago JA
The challenges of nurse-physician communication: a review of the evidence
Southern California/Northern California 23151924
KP author(s): Crawford, Cecelia L; Omery, Anna K; Seago, Jean A

194. Crawford GB, Brindis RG, Krucoff MW, Mansalis BP, Carroll JD
Percutaneous atrial Septal Occluder devices and cardiac erosion: A review of the literature
Northern California 22552868
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph; Mansalis, Benjamin P

195. Cueva RA
In reference to Cost analysis of asymmetric sensorineural hearing loss investigations
Southern California 22252979
KP author(s): Cueva, Roberto A

196. Cueva RA
Preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative auditory evaluation of patients with acoustic neuroma
Southern California 22483816
KP author(s): Cueva, Roberto A

Development of 2 registry-based risk models suitable for characterizing hospital performance on 30-day all-cause mortality rates among patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention
Northern California 22949491
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph

Design considerations, architecture, and use of the Mini-Sentinel distributed data system
Colorado 22262590
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A

199. Dakwar E, Mahony A, Pavlicova M, Glass A, Brooks D, Mariani JJ, Grabowski J, Rudnick Levin F
The utility of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder screening instruments in individuals seeking treatment for substance use disorders
Northwest 23218166
KP author(s): Glass, Andrew
Automated Identification of Patients With Pulmonary Nodules in an Integrated Health System Using Administrative Health Plan Data, Radiology Reports, and Natural Language Processing
Southern California  22627647  PMC3443078
KP author(s): DanForth, Kim N; Early, Megan I; Ngan, Sharon; Kosco, Anne; Zheng, Chengyi; Gould, Michael K

Open versus endovascular stent graft repair of abdominal aortic aneurysms: a meta-analysis of randomized trials
Southern California  23078738
KP author(s): Brar, Somjot S

Ethnic variability in bone geometry as assessed by hip structure analysis: Findings from the hip strength across the menopausal transition study
Northern California  23044816
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C

Interrater agreement of anal cytology
Northern California  22811048
KP author(s): Tokugawa, Diane; Follansbee, Stephen; Borgenovo, Sylvia; LaMere, Brandon J; Fetterman, Barbara; Lorey, Thomas

204. Daugherty SL, Powers JD, Magid DJ, Masoudi FA, Margolis KL, O’Connor PJ, Schmittdiel JA, Ho PM
The Association Between Medication Adherence and Treatment Intensification With Blood Pressure Control in Resistant Hypertension
Colorado/Northern California  22733464  PMC3423913
KP author(s): Daugherty, Stacie; Powers, J David; Magid, David J; Masoudi, Frederick A; Schmittdiel, Julie A; Ho, P Michael

205. Daugherty SL, Powers JD, Magid DJ, Tavel HM, Masoudi FA, Margolis KL, O'Connor PJ, Selby JV, Ho PM
Incidence and Prognosis of Resistant Hypertension in Hypertensive Patients
Colorado/Northern California  22379110  PMC3343635
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Transparency Matters: Kaiser Permanente's National Guideline Program Methodological Processes
Northwest/Colorado/Northern California/Southern California/Program Offices    22529761
PMC3327114
KP author(s): Davino, Carrie M; Krause, Lauren K; Robbins, Craig W; Harris, Jeffrey S; Koster, Marguerite A; Chan, Wiley; Tom, Gladys I

207. Davis JN, Gunderson EP, Gyllenhammer LE, Goran MI
Impact of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus on Pubertal Changes in Adiposity and Metabolic Profiles in Latino Offspring
Northern California    23149173
KP author(s): Gunderson, Erica

Does neighborhood environment influence girls' pubertal onset? Findings from a cohort study
Northern California    22414266    PMC3376028
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry; Greenspan, Louise C

209. Dearing JW, Lee KF
Historical roots of dissemination and implementation science
Colorado
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

A primary care-based interdisciplinary team approach to the treatment of chronic pain utilizing a pragmatic clinical trials framework
Transl Behav Med. 2012 August 30;10.1007/s13142-012-0163-2
Northwest
KP author(s): DeBar, Lynn; Green, Carla A; Smith, David H; Ames, Katharine E; Feldstein, Adrianne C

A Primary Care-Based, Multicomponent Lifestyle Intervention for Overweight Adolescent Females
Northwest    22331335
KP author(s): DeBar, Lynn; Stevens, Victor J; Perrin, Nancy; Wu, Philip P; Pearson, John A; Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H; Dickerson, John F; Lynch, Frances
Transforming the healthcare response to intimate partner violence and taking best practices to scale
Northern California 23210490
KP author(s): McCaw, Brigid

Validity of Eight Integrated Healthcare Delivery Organizations' Administrative Clinical Data to Capture Breast Cancer Chemotherapy Exposure
Colorado/Northern California/Northwest/Georgia 22337532 PMC3319397
KP author(s): Delate, Tom; Habel, Laurel; Goddard, Katrina AB; Davis, Robert L; Feigelson, Heather S; Freml, Jared M

214. Delate T, Albrecht G, Olson KL
Out-of-Plan Pharmacy Use by Members of a Managed Care Organization
*Perm J. 2012 Spring;16(2):15-21.*
Colorado 22745611 PMC3383156
KP author(s): Delate, Tom; Albrecht, Gale M; Olson, Kari

Outpatient Use of Low Molecular Weight Heparin Monotherapy for First-Line Treatment of Venous Thromboembolism in Advanced Cancer
Colorado/Northern California/Northwest 22334451 PMC3316928
KP author(s): Delate, Tom; Witt, Dan M; Ritzwoller, Debra; Kushi, Larry; Hornbrook, Mark C

Risk factors for unplanned transfer to intensive care within 24 hours of admission from the emergency department in an integrated healthcare system
Northern California 23024040
KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Kipnis, Patricia; Gardner, Marla N; Escobar, Gabriel

Incidence of atypical nontraumatic diaphyseal fractures of the femur
*J Bone Miner Res. 2012 Jul 26.*
Southern California 22836783
KP author(s): Dell, Richard M; Adams, Annette L; Greene, Denise; Funahashi, Tadashi T; Zhou, Hui; Burchette, Raoul J

218. Derose SF, Contreras R, Coleman KJ, Koebnick C, Jacobsen SJ
Race and Ethnicity Data Quality and Imputation Using U.S. Census Data in an Integrated Health System: The Kaiser Permanente Southern California Experience

Southern California 23169896
KP author(s): Derose, Stephen F; Contreras, Ricardo; Coleman, Karen J; Koebnick, Corinna; Jacobsen, Steven J

219. Derose SF, Gabayan GZ, Chiu VY, Sun BC
Patterns and preexisting risk factors of 30-day mortality after a primary discharge diagnosis of syncope or near syncope
Southern California 22594351 PMC3356934
KP author(s): Derose, Stephen F; Chiu, Vicki Y

220. Desai JR, Wu P, Nichols GA, Lieu TA, O’Connor PJ
Diabetes and asthma case identification, validation, and representativeness when using electronic health data to construct registries for comparative effectiveness and epidemiologic research
*Med Care.* 2012 Jul;50 Suppl:S30-5.
Northwest 22692256
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg

221. Deverka PA, Schully SD, Ishibe N, Carlson JJ, Freedman A, Goddard KA, Khoury MJ, Ramsey SD
Stakeholder assessment of the evidence for cancer genomic tests: insights from three case studies
Northwest 22481130
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB

222. Deverts DJ, Cohen S, Kalra P, Matthews KA
The prospective association of socioeconomic status with C-reactive protein levels in the CARDIA study
Northern California 22884413
KP author(s): Kalra, Preety

223. Deville J, Smith DH, Johnson ES, Yang X, Petrik AF, Weiss JR, Thorp ML
Predicting Chronic Kidney Disease Outcomes: Are Two Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rates Better Than One?
Northwest 22313437
KP author(s): DeVille, Jason M; Smith, David H; Johnson, Eric S; Yang, Xiuhai; Petrik, Amanda F; Thorp, Micah L

Lessons Learned and Challenges Ahead: Report from the OCHIN Safety Net West Practice-based Research Network (PBRN)
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

225. Deyo RA, Ching A
Surgical trials for pain relief: In search of better answers
_Pain_. 2012 Jul 27.
Northwest 22841877
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

Use of Bone Morphogenetic Proteins in Spinal Fusion Surgery for Older Adults with Lumbar Stenosis: Trends, Complications, Repeat Surgery, and Charges
Northwest 21494195 PMC3167951
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

227. Dhaliwal JK, Garmel GM
Image diagnosis: abdominal wall hematoma
Northern California 22745619 PMC3383165
KP author(s): Dhaliwal, Jasmine; Garmel, Gus

228. Didomenico LA, Ford LA, Jones CB, Krettek C, Schuberth JM
Minimally invasive surgery
Northern California 22593252
KP author(s): Ford, Lawrence; Schuberth, Jack

Early Term Delivery and Health Care Utilization in the First Year of Life
Northwest 22421263
KP author(s): Rizzo, Joanne; Vesco, Kimberly K; Bulkley, Joanna E; Hornbrook, Mark C

Health Care Utilization in the First Year of Life among Small- and Large- for-Gestational Age Term Infants
Northwest 22855007
KP author(s): Rizzo, Joanne; Vesco, Kimberly K; Bulkley, Joanna E; Hornbrook, Mark C

Screening history preceding a diagnosis of cervical cancer in women age 65 and older
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22561038
KP author(s): Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E; Kinney, Walter; Lorey, Thomas

232. Do JB, Rasgon BM, Gottschall JA
   Congenital Pharyngo-oto-cutaneous Fistula: Surgical Management of an Unusual Anomaly of the First Branchial Apparatus
Northern California 22351867
KP author(s): Do, Jennifer B; Rasgon, Barry; Gottschall, Joshua A

   Early Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression After Cardiac Surgery
Southern California 22635060
KP author(s): Magsarili, Marise C

   Height, adiposity and body fat distribution and breast density in young women
Northwest 22800711
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

   Neighborhood socioeconomic status and use of colonoscopy in an insured population - a retrospective cohort study
Georgia 22567154 PMC3342210
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W

   WIP1 Enhances Tumor Formation in a Sonic Hedgehog-Dependent Model of Medulloblastoma
   Neurosurgery. 2012 Apr;70(4):1003-10; discussion 1010.
Northern California 22037313
KP author(s): Kim, John Y1

237. Dowd MB, Kippes KA, Witt DM, Delate T, Martinez K
   A Randomized Controlled Trial of Empiric Warfarin Dose Reduction with the Initiation of Doxycycline Therapy
Colorado 22221937
KP author(s): Dowd, Mary Beth; Kippes, Kellie A; Witt, Dan M; Delate, Tom; Martinez, Kerri D

   HIV infection, aging, and immune function: implications for cancer risk and prevention
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications

Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22759737
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J

Cervical cancer screening and adherence to followup among Hispanic women study protocol: a randomized controlled trial to increase the uptake of cervical cancer screening in Hispanic women
Northwest 22559251
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

Adopting an Evidence-Based Lifestyle Physical Activity Program: Dissemination Study Design and Methods
Colorado 23181147 PMC3503455
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

241. Durston W
Stroke mimics and intravenous thrombolysis
Northern California 22818381
KP author(s): Durston, William

242. Duvall S
The process of purchasing a motorized health vehicle
Colorado 23130380
KP author(s): Duvall, Sheila

243. Eastman D, McCarthy C
Embracing change: Healthcare technology in the 21st century
Ohio 22643285
KP author(s): Eastman, Douglas

244. Eckstrom E, Feeny DH, Walter LC, Perdue LA, Whitlock EP
Individualizing Cancer Screening in Older Adults: A Narrative Review and Framework for Future Research
Northwest 23054920
KP author(s): Feeny, David; Perdue, Leslie A; Whitlock, Evelyn

245. Edmonds SW, Wolinsky FD, Christensen AJ, Lu X, Jones MP, Roblin DW, Saag KG, Cram P, on Behalf of the PAADRN Investigators
The PAADRN Study: A design for a randomized controlled practical clinical trial to improve bone health
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Georgia 23085132
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W

246. Ehrlich SF, Eskenazi B, Hedderson MM, Ferrara A
Sex ratio variations among the offspring of women with diabetes in pregnancy
Northern California 22443388
KP author(s): Ehrlich, Samantha; Hedderson, Monique M; Ferrara, Assiamira

Pregnancy Glucose Levels in Women without Diabetes or Gestational Diabetes and Childhood Cardiometabolic Risk at 7 Years of Age
Northern California 22790183
KP author(s): Ehrlich, Samantha; Ferrara, Assiamira; Hedderson, Monique M

248. Ehsan A, Hanel DP
Recurrent or Persistent Cubital Tunnel Syndrome
Southern California 22305725
KP author(s): Ehsan, Amirhesam

Scapholunate ligament reconstruction using an acellular dermal matrix: a mechanical study
Southern California 22749483
KP author(s): Ehsan, Amirhesam

Risk Factors for Mesh Extrusion After Prolapse Surgery: A Case-Control Study
Southern California 23143431
KP author(s): Brown, Heidi

251. Eisner MD, Zazzali JL, Miller MK, Bradley MS, Schatz M
Longitudinal Changes in Asthma Control with Omalizumab: 2-Year Interim Data from the EXCELS Study
Southern California 22793527
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Reductions in pain medication use associated with traditional chinese medicine for chronic pain
Perm J. 2012 Summer;16(3):18-23.
Northwest 23012594 PMC3442756
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Elder, Charles R

Randomized trial of Tapas Acupressure Technique for weight loss maintenance
Northwest 22417316  PMC3375195
KP author(s): Elder, Charles R; Gullion, Christina; DeBar, Lynn; Funk, Kristine; Lindberg, Nangel M; Meltesen, Gayle; Stevens, Victor J

Leveraging Epidemiology and Clinical Studies of Cancer Outcomes: Recommendations and Opportunities for Translational Research
Northern California 23197494
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

Vitamin D Intake and Season Modify the Effects of the GC and CYP2R1 Genes on 25-Hydroxyvitamin D Concentrations
Northwest 23190755
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S

256. Ensrud KE, Joffe H, Guthrie KA, Larson JC, Reed SD, Newton KM, Sternfeld B, Lacroix AZ, Landis CA, Woods NF, Freeman EW
Effect of escitalopram on insomnia symptoms and subjective sleep quality in healthy perimenopausal and postmenopausal women with hot flashes: a randomized controlled trial
Northern California 22433978  PMC3382013
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

Early detection of impending physiologic deterioration among patients who are not in intensive care: Development of predictive models using data from an automated electronic medical record
Northern California 22447632
KP author(s): Escobar, Gabriel; LaGuardia, JuanCarlos C; Turk, Benjamin J; Ragins, Arona; Kipnis, Patricia

258. Espinola-Zavaleta N, Chugh R, Ramirez GM
Parachute Mitral Valve with Severe Mitral Regurgitation in an Adult Patient
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 22329708
KP author(s): Chugh, Reema

259. Etchegaray JM, Ottenbacher AJ, Sittig DF, McCoy AB
Understanding Evidence-Based Research Methods: Survey Analysis, t-Tests, and Odds Ratios
HERD. 2012 Fall;6(1):143-7.
Northwest 23224848
KP author(s): Sittig, Dean F

Validation of FRC, a Fracture Risk Assessment Tool, in a Cohort of Older Men: The Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study
Northern California 22445858 PMC3387516
KP author(s): Ettinger, Bruce

261. Exalto LG, Whitmer RA, Kappele LJ, Biessels GJ
An update on type 2 diabetes, vascular dementia and Alzheimer's disease
Northern California 22884853
KP author(s): Whitmer, Rachel

262. Fabbri LM, Boyd C, Boschetto P, Rabe KF, Buist AS, Yawn B, Leff B, Kent DM, Schunemann HJ, on behalf of the ATS/ERS Ad Hoc Committee on Integrating and Coordinating Efforts in COPD Guideline Development
How to Integrate Multiple Comorbidities in Guideline Development: Article 10 in Integrating and Coordinating Efforts in COPD Guideline Development. An Official ATS/ERS Workshop Report
Northwest 23256171
KP author(s): Buist, A. Sonia

A Combination of Esomeprazole and Aspirin Reduce Tissue Concentrations of Prostaglandin E2 in Patients with Barrett's Esophagus
Northern California 22796132
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

264. Fallah HM, Currimbhoy S
Use of botulinum toxin a for treatment of myofascial pain and dysfunction
Northern California 22538024
KP author(s): Fallah, Heshaam M
265. Famenini S, Wu JJ
The safety of ustekinumab in psoriasis
Southern California 22859234
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

266. Fang CY, Egleston BL, Gabriel KP, Stevens VJ, Kwiterovich PO Jr, Snetselaar LG, Longacre ML, Dorgan JF
Depressive symptoms and serum lipid levels in young adult women
Northwest 22382824
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

Thirty-Day Mortality After Ischemic Stroke and Intracranial Hemorrhage in Patients With Atrial Fibrillation On and Off Anticoagulants
Northern California 22539546 PMC3383879
KP author(s): Go, Alan S; Pomernacki, Niela; Udaltsova, Natalia

268. Fang MC, Go AS, Singer DE
Reply
Northern California 22222086
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

A national infection control evaluation of drug-resistant tuberculosis hospitals in South Africa
Northwest 22236851
KP author(s): Perrin, Nancy

Hearing, mobility, and pain predict mortality: a longitudinal population-based study
Northwest 22521576
KP author(s): Feeny, David

Improving quality of breast cancer surgery through development of a national breast cancer surgical outcomes (BRCASO) research database
Colorado 22472011 PMC3350402
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S; Sterrett, Andrew T; Bischoff, Kimberly J
272. Feigelson HS, Goddard KA, Johnson MA, Funk KC, Rahm AK, Kauffman TL, Chitale DA, Le Marchand L, Richards CS
Reliability of KRAS mutation testing in metastatic colorectal cancer patients across five laboratories
Colorado/Northwest 22534075
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S; Goddard, Katrina AB; Funk, Kristine; Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Kauffman, Tia N

Factors Contributing to All-cause 30-day Readmissions: A Structured Case Series Across 18 Hospitals
Northern California/Program Offices 22354212
KP author(s): Feigenbaum, Paul; Neuwirth, Estee; Trowbridge, Linda; Teplitsky, Serge A; Barnes, Carol A; Fireman, Emily A; Dorman, Jann; Bellows, Jim

274. Feigenbaum SL, Crites Y, Hararah MK, Yamamoto MP, Yang J, Lo JC
Prevalence of cervical insufficiency in polycystic ovarian syndrome
*Hum Reprod. 2012 Jun 14.*
Northern California 22698930
KP author(s): Feigenbaum, Seth; Crites, Yvonne; Hararah, Mohammad K; Yamamoto, Miya P; Yang, Jingrong; Lo, Joan C

Health Care Worker Perspectives Inform Optimization of Patient Panel-Support Tools: A Qualitative Study
*Popul Health Manag. 2012 Dec 5.*
Northwest 23216061
KP author(s): Feldstein, Adrianne C; Schneider, Jennifer L; Unitan, Robert; Perrin, Nancy; Smith, David H; Nichols, Greg; Lee, Nancy Louie

Health and economic effects from linking bedside and outpatient tobacco cessation services for hospitalized smokers in two large hospitals: study protocol for a randomized controlled trial
*Trials. 2012 Aug 1;13(1):129.*
Northwest 22853325
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey; Mularski, Richard A; Waiwaiole, Lisa Ann; Funkhouser, Kimberly; Arnold, Kathleen Ann; Luke, Sabrina L

Referral to telephonic nurse management improves outcomes in women with gestational diabetes
Northern California 22631866 PMC3365516
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Ferrara, Assiamira; Hedderson, Monique M; Ching, Jenny; Peng, Tiffany; Crites, Yvonne

278. Fessel J
There are many potential medical therapies for atraumatic osteonecrosis
Northern California 23041599
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey

279. Finley DS, Ellingson BM, Natarajan S, Zaw TM, Raman SS, Schulam P, Reiter RE, Margolis D
Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance tractography of the prostate: feasibility for mapping periprostatic fibers
Southern California 22748877
KP author(s): Finley, David S

280. Fireman B, Toh S, Butler MG, Go AS, Joffe HV, Graham DJ, Nelson JC, Daniel GW, Selby JV
A protocol for active surveillance of acute myocardial infarction in association with the use of a new anti-diabetic pharmaceutical agent
Northern California/Georgia 22262618
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce; Butler, Melissa G; Go, Alan S; Selby, Joe V

281. Flaherman V, Ragins Al, Li SX, Kipnis P, Masaquel A, Escobar GJ
Frequency, duration and predictors of bronchiolitis episodes of care among infants [greater than or equal to]32 weeks gestation in a large integrated healthcare system: a retrospective cohort study
BMC Health Serv Res. 2012 Jun 8;12(1):144.
Northern California 22682080
KP author(s): Ragins, Arona; Li, Sherian Xu; Kipnis, Patricia; Escobar, Gabriel

282. Flaherman VJ, Gay B, Scott C, Aby J, Stewart AL, Lee KA
Development of the breast milk expression experience measure
Northern California 22236401
KP author(s): Scott, Cheryl J

283. Flint AC, Banki NM, Ren X, Rao VA, Go AS
Detection of Paroxysmal Atrial Fibrillation by 30-Day Event Monitoring in Cryptogenic Ischemic Stroke: The Stroke and Monitoring for PAF in Real Time (SMART) Registry
Northern California 22871679
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C; Banki, Nader M; Ren, Xiushui M; Rao, Vivek A; Go, Alan S

Inpatient statin use predicts improved ischemic stroke discharge disposition
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22614435
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C; Rao, Vivek A; Faigeles, Bonnie Sue; Conell, Carol; Klingman, Jeff; Nguyen-Huynh, Mai N; Cullen, Sean P; Sidney, Steve; Johnston, S. Claiborne

Validation of the Totaled Heath Risks In Vascular Events (THRIVE) score for outcome prediction in endovascular stroke treatment
Northern California 22928705
KP author(s): Flint, Alexander C; Rao, Vivek A; Cullen, Sean P; Faigeles, Bonnie Sue

The organizational structure and governing principles of the Food and Drug Administration's Mini-Sentinel pilot program
Northern California 22262588
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

Age-related somatic structural changes in the nuclear genome of human blood cells
Northern California 22305530 PMC3276669
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

288. Fox CK, Johnston SC, Sidney S, Fullerton HJ
High critical care usage due to pediatric stroke: Results of a population-based study
Northern California 22744664 PMC3405247
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

289. Franklin CC, Weiss JM
Stopping sports injuries in kids: an overview of the last year in publications
Southern California 22227777
KP author(s): Weiss, Jennifer M

290. Fraser CG, Allison JE, Halloran SP, Young GP, on behalf of the Expert Working Group on Fecal Immunochemical Tests for Hemoglobin CCSCWEO
A Proposal to Standardize Reporting Units for Fecal Immunochemical Tests for Hemoglobin
Northern California 22472305
KP author(s): Allison, James E
291. Fraser CG, Allison JE, Young GP, Halloran SP
Newer fecal tests: opportunities for professionals in laboratory medicine
Northern California 22452971
KP author(s): Allison, James E

Study Protocol- Lumbar Epidural Steroid Injections for Spinal Stenosis (LESS): a double-blind randomized controlled trial of epidural steroid injections for lumbar spinal stenosis among older adults
Northern California 22458343 PMC3349603
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L

293. Friedman GD, Asgari MM, Warton EM, Chan J, Habel LA
Antihypertensive Drugs and Lip Cancer in Non-Hispanic Whites
Northern California 22869299
KP author(s): Friedman, Gary; Asgari, Maryam M; Warton, Margaret M; Chan, James; Habel, Laurel

294. Frykberg RG, Sage RA, Wukich DK, Pinzur MS, Schuberth JM
Charcot arthropathy
Northern California 22843545
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack

295. Fuchshuber PR, Greif W, Tidwell CR, Klemm MS, Frydel C, Wali A, Rosas E, Clopp MP
The power of the national surgical quality improvement program-achieving a zero pneumonia rate in general surgery patients
Northern California 22529758 PMC3327110
KP author(s): Fuchshuber, Pascal; Greif, William; Tidwell, Chantal R; Klemm, Michael S; Frydel, Cheryl; Wali, Abdul; Rosas, Efren; Clopp, Molly P

Comparison of characteristics and outcomes by initial study contact (website versus staff) for participants enrolled in a weight management study
Northwest 22273589
KP author(s): Funk, Kristine; Elder, Charles R; Lindberg, Nangel M; Gullion, Christina; DeBar, Lynn; Meltesen, Gayle; Stevens, Victor J

297. Funkhouser E, Agee BS, Gordan VV, Rindal DB, Fellows JL, Qvist V, McClelland J, Gilbert GH, The DPBRN Collaborative Group
Use of online sources of information by dental practitioners: findings from The Dental Practice-Based Research Network

Northwest 22994848
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

Health-related quality of life among children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia

Northwest 22294502
KP author(s): Feeny, David

299. Gabow P, Halvorson G, Kaplan G
Marshaling Leadership for High-Value Health Care: An Institute of Medicine Discussion Paper

Program Offices 22669121
KP author(s): Halvorson, George C

300. Gaglio B, Glasgow RE, Bull SS
Do patient preferences for health information vary by health literacy or numeracy? A qualitative assessment

Mid-Atlantic 23030565
KP author(s): Gaglio, Bridget

Design considerations in an active medical product safety monitoring system

Northern California 22262591
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce

302. Garnick DW, Horgan CM, Acevedo A, McCorry F, Weisner C
Performance measures for substance use disorders -- what research is needed?

Northern California 23186374
KP author(s): Weisner, Constance

In Utero Exposure to Ischemic-Hypoxic Conditions and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

Southern California 23230063
KP author(s): Getahun, Darios T; Quinn, Virginia P; Fassett, Michael J; Jacobsen, Steven J

A comparison of lifestyle and behavioral cardiovascular disease risk factors between Asian Indian and White non-Hispanic men

2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Southern California 22764638
KP author(s): Ghai, Nirupa R; Jacobsen, Steven J; VanDenEeden, Stephen; Ahmed, Ameena T; Haque, Reina; Rhoads, George G; Quinn, Virginia P

305. Gharibian D, Polzin JK, Rho JP
Compliance and Persistence of Antidepressants Versus Anticonvulsants in Patients With Neuropathic Pain During the First Year of Therapy
Southern California 22914245
KP author(s): Gharibian, Derenik; Polzin, Jennifer K; Rho, Jay P

Northwest/Hawaii 22818906 PMC3448787
KP author(s): Pedula, Kathy

Caries treatment in a dental practice-based research network: movement toward stated evidence-based treatment
Northwest 23036131
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics--2013 Update A Report From the American Heart Association
Northern California/Colorado 23239837
KP author(s): Go, Alan S; Magid, David J

309. Goddard KA, Aiello Bowles EJ, Spencer Feigelson H, Habel LA, Alford SH, McCarty CA, Nekhlyudov L, Onitilo AA, Rahm AK, Webster JA
Utilization of HER2 genetic testing in a multi-institutional observational study
Northwest/Colorado/Northern California 23198713
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB; Feigelson, Heather S; Habel, Laurel; Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Webster, Jennifer A
Building the evidence base for decision making in cancer genomic medicine using comparative effectiveness research
Northwest/Colorado 22516979
KP author(s): Goddard, Katrina AB; Whitlock, Evelyn; Feigelson, Heather S

Feasibility of Evaluating the CHIPRA Care Quality Measures in Electronic Health Record Data
Northwest 22711724 PMCID3382922
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

Receipt of diabetes preventive care among safety net patients associated with differing levels of insurance coverage
Northwest 22218623
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel

Collaborative development of a randomized study to adapt a diabetes quality improvement initiative for federally qualified health centers
*J Health Care Poor Underserved.* 2012 Aug;23(3 Suppl):236-46.
Northwest 22864500
KP author(s): Gold, Rachel; Nichols, Greg

314. Goler NC, Armstrong MA, Osejo VM, Hung YY, Haimowitz M, Caughey AB
Early start: a cost-beneficial perinatal substance abuse program
Northern California 22183217
KP author(s): Goler, Nancy; Armstrong, Maryanne; Osejo, Veronica; Hung, Yun-Yi; Haimowitz, Monica

A pooled analysis of smoking and colorectal cancer: timing of exposure and interactions with environmental factors
Northern California 23001243
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Investigating Pain in Heart Failure Patients: The Pain Assessment, Incidence, and Nature in Heart Failure (PAIN-HF) Study

Mid-Atlantic/Colorado 23040113
KP author(s): Wingate, Suzanne; Storey, Porter


Repair or replacement of defective restorations by dentists in The Dental Practice-Based Research Network

Northwest 22653939 PMC3368503
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

318. Gordon NP, Caan BJ, Asgari MM

Variation in vitamin D supplementation among adults in a multi-race/ethnic health plan population, 2008

Northern California 23231734
KP author(s): Gordon, Nancy; Caan, Bette; Asgari, Maryam M

319. Gould MK, Cooke CR

A guide to guidelines for pulmonary, sleep, and critical care medicine clinicians

Southern California 23256160
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K


*Chest.* 2012 Feb;141(2 Suppl):e227s-77s.
Southern California 22315263 PMC3278061
KP author(s): Gould, Michael K

321. Graetz I, Reed M, Fung V, Dow WH, Newhouse JP, Hsu J

COBRA ARRA Subsidies: Was the Carrot Enticing Enough?

Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22515835
KP author(s): Graetz, Ilana P; Reed, Mary E; Fung, Vicki

322. Granan LP, Inacio MC, Maletis GB, Funahashi TT, Engebretsen L

Intraoperative findings and procedures in culturally and geographically different patient and surgeon populations

Southern California 23116436
KP author(s): Inacio, Maria C; Maletis, Gregory B; Funahashi, Tadashi T

   Development of a Chronic Care Ostomy Self-Management Program
   Northwest  23104143
   KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C

   Irrigation practices in long-term survivors of colorectal cancer with colostomies
   Northwest/Northern California  23022935
   KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit; Altschuler, Andrea; Hornbrook, Mark C; Herrinton, Lisa

   Personalized Genetic Risk Counseling to Motivate Diabetes Prevention: A randomized trial
   Northern California  22933432
   KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

326. Grant RW, Schmitttdiel JA
   Adults with diabetes who perceive family members' behaviour as unsupportive are less adherence to their medication regimen
   *Evid Based Nurs. 2012 Sep 5.*
   Northern California  22952019
   KP author(s): Grant, Richard W; Schmitttdiel, Julie A

327. Grant RW, Wexler DJ
   Lower blood pressure associated with higher mortality in retrospective study of patients with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes
   *Evid Based Med. 2012 Nov 20.*
   Northern California  23173154
   KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

328. Grattan A, Sullivan MD, Saunders KW, Campbell CI, Von Korff MR
   Depression and prescription opioid misuse among chronic opioid therapy recipients with no history of substance abuse
   Northern California  22778118  PMC3392289
   KP author(s): Campbell, Cynthia I

329. Gray WA, Macdonald S, Schneider PA
   Should Medicare reimbursement for carotid artery stenting be extended to standard and low risk symptomatic and asymptomatic patients with carotid stenosis?
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Hawaii 22277741
KP author(s): Schneider, Peter

Assessment of lifetime occupational exposure in an epidemiologic study of COPD
Northwest
KP author(s): Villnave, Jacqueline; Breen, Vic; Weinmann, Sheila; Vollmer, William; McBurnie, Mary Ann

Nonparticipation in a population-based trial to increase colorectal cancer screening
Northwest 22424252
KP author(s): Meenan, Richard

332. Green CA, Wisdom JP, Wolfe L, Firemark A
Engaging youths with serious mental illnesses in treatment: STARS study consumer recommendations
Northwest 23116376
KP author(s): Green, Carla A; Wolfe, Leah; Firemark, Alison J

The Asthma Disease Activity Score: A discriminating, responsive measure predicts future asthma attacks
Southern California 23036744
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

334. Greene DN
Childlike
Northern California 23104962
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N

335. Greene DN, Pyle AL, Chang JS, Hoke C, Lorey T
Comparison of Sebia Capillaries Flex capillary electrophoresis with the BioRad Variant II high pressure liquid chromatography in the evaluation of hemoglobinopathies
Northern California 22515960
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N; Chang, Judy S; Hoke, Carolyn; Lorey, Thomas

336. Greene DN, Schmidt RL, Kamer SM, Grenache DG, Hoke C, Lorey TS
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Limitations in qualitative point of care hCG tests for detecting early pregnancy
Northern California 23159297
KP author(s): Greene, Dina N; Kamer, Sandy A; Hoke, Carolyn; Lorey, Thomas

337. Greene SK, Huang J, Abrams AM, Gilliss D, Reed M, Platt R, Huang SS, Kulldorff M
Gastrointestinal Disease Outbreak Detection Using Multiple Data Streams from Electronic
Medical Records
Northern California 22429155 PMC3377951
KP author(s): Huang, Jie; Reed, Mary E

AL, Nordin JD, Narwaney KJ, Lieu TA
Risk of adverse events following oseltamivir treatment in influenza outpatients, Vaccine Safety
Datalink Project, 2007-2010
Southern California/Northern California/Northwest/Colorado 23129321
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J; Baxter, Roger; Naleway, Allison; Narwaney, Komal J

339. Greene SK, Rett M, Weintraub ES, Li L, Yin R, Amato AA, Ho DT, Sheikh SI, Fireman BH, Daley MF,
Risk of Confirmed Guillain-Barre Syndrome Following Receipt of Monovalent Inactivated
Influenza A (H1N1) and Seasonal Influenza Vaccines in the Vaccine Safety Datalink Project, 2009-
2010
Northern California/Colorado/Southern California 22582210
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce; Daley, Matthew F; Jacobsen, Steven J; Baxter, Roger

340. Greene SK, Shay DK, Yin R, McCarthy NL, Baxter R, Jackson ML, Jacobsen SJ, Nordin JD, Irving SA,
Naleway AL, Glanz JM, Lieu TA
Patterns in influenza antiviral medication use before and during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic,
Vaccine Safety Datalink Project, 2000-2010
*Influenza Other Respi Viruses.* 2012 Jun 11.
Northern California/Southern California/Northwest/Colorado 22687171
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Jacobsen, Steven J; Naleway, Allison; Glanz, Jason M

341. Greenhow TL, Hung YY, Herz AM
Changing Epidemiology of Bacteremia in Infants Aged 1 Week to 3 Months
Northern California 22371459
KP author(s): Greenhow, Tara; Hung, Yun-Yi; Herz, Arnd

342. Grether JK, Qian Y, Croughan MS, Wu YW, Schembri M, Camarano L, Croen LA
Is Infertility Associated with Childhood Autism?
Northern California 22777105
2012 Kaiser Permanente Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Qian, Yinge; Croen, Lisa A

Sacral Colpopexy Followed by Refractory Candida albicans Osteomyelitis and Discitis Requiring Extensive Spinal Surgery
Southern California 22825267
KP author(s): Grimes, Cara L; Tan-Kim, Jasmine

344. Grover CA, Elder JW, Close RJH, Curry SM
How frequently are "classic" drug-seeking behaviors used by drug-seeking patients in the emergency department?
Northern California
KP author(s): Grover, Casey A; Curry, Sean M

345. Grover CA, Flaherty B, Lung D, Pageler NM
Significant toxicity in a young female after low-dose tricyclic antidepressant ingestion
Northern California 23034495
KP author(s): Grover, Casey A

346. Grover CA, Garmel GM
How do emergency physicians interpret prescription narcotic history when assessing patients presenting to the emergency department with pain?
*Perm J.* 2012 Fall;16(4):32-6.
Northern California 23251114 PMC3523931
KP author(s): Grover, Casey A; Garmel, Gus

347. Grover CA, Robin JK, Gharahbaghian L
Anorexia nervosa: a case report of a teenager presenting with bradycardia, general fatigue, and weakness
Northern California 22307188
KP author(s): Grover, Casey A; Robin, Jennie K

Retinopathy and Chronic Kidney Disease in the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) Study
*Arch Ophthalmol.* 2012 Sep 1;130(9):1136-44.
Northern California 22965589
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C; Go, Alan S

Association Between Retinopathy and Cardiovascular Disease in Patients With Chronic Kidney Disease (from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort [CRIC] Study)
Northern California 22516527 PMC3383900
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C

Influence of breastfeeding during the postpartum oral glucose tolerance test on plasma glucose and insulin
Northern California 22914402 PMC3427537
KP author(s): Gunderson, Erica; Crites, Yvonne; Chiang, Vicky; Walton, David; Azevedo, Robert A; Fox, Gary; Elmasian, Cathie C; Young, Stephen; Salvador, Nora; Lum, Michael; Hedderson, Monique M; Quesenberry, Charles P; Lo, Joan C; Ferrara, Assiamira; Sternfeld, Barbara

Measurement of Colorectal Cancer Test Use With Medical Claims Data in a Safety-Net Health System
Northern California 22814361
KP author(s): Allison, James E

352. Guss J, Ashton-Sager AL, Fong BP
First bite syndrome caused by adenoid cystic carcinoma of the submandibular gland
Laryngoscope. 2012 Sep 18.
Northern California 22991297
KP author(s): Guss, Joel; Ashton-Sager, Amanda L; Fong, Bryan P

The Epidemiology of Herpes Zoster in Patients with Newly Diagnosed Cancer
Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 23118142
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Ray, Tom; Silverberg, Michael J; Horberg, Michael; Castillo, Adrienne; Quesenberry, Charles P; Li, Yan

PTGS1, PTGS2, ALOX5, ALOX12, ALOX15, and FLAP SNPs: interaction with fatty acids in colon cancer and rectal cancer
Northern California 22678777
KP author(s): Caan, Bette
Clinical and Functional Correlates of Early Microvascular Dysfunction Following Heart Transplantation
Circ Heart Fail. 2012 Aug 29.
Northern California 22933526
KP author(s): Weisshaar, Dana

Algorithm to assess causality after individual adverse events following immunizations
Vaccine. 2012 Apr 13.
Northern California 22507656
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Baxter, Roger

357. Halvorson GC
George C. Halvorson: the future is connectivity
Program Offices 22616510
KP author(s): Halvorson, George C

A Comparative Study of Stereotactic Radiosurgery, Hypofractionated, and Fractionated Stereotactic Radiotherapy in the Treatment of Skull Base Meningioma
Southern California 23241504
KP author(s): Han, Jeannie; Girvigian, Michael R; Chen, Joseph CT; Miller, Michael Jay; Lodin, Kenneth; Rahimian, Javad; Arellano, Alonso; Kaptein, John S

359. Han J, Kagan AR
Breaking bad news
Southern California 22810415
KP author(s): Han, Jeannie; Kagan, Robert A

360. Handler J
Malingering: an unusual cause of resistant hypertension
Southern California 22747622
KP author(s): Handler, Joel

361. Handler J
Overlapping spironolactone dosing in primary aldosteronism and resistant essential hypertension
Southern California 23031155
KP author(s): Handler, Joel
362. Handler J, Zhao Y, Egan BM
Impact of the Number of Blood Pressure Measurements on Blood Pressure Classification in US Adults: NHANES 1999-2008
Southern California 23126346 PMC3491581
KP author(s): Handler, Joel

A Large, Population-Based Study of 2009 Pandemic Influenza A Virus Subtype H1N1 Infection Diagnosis During Pregnancy and Outcomes for Mothers and Neonates
Georgia/Mid-Atlantic/Southern California/Northern California/Colorado 22859826
KP author(s): Hansen, Craig A; Desai, Sheila D; Bredfeldt, Christine E; Cheetham, Thomas C; Gallagher, Mia; Li, De-Kun; Raebel, Marsha A; Riedlinger, Karen; Davis, Robert L

Medication Exposure in Pregnancy Risk Evaluation Program: The Prevalence of Asthma Medication Use During Pregnancy
*Matern Child Health J. 2012 Oct 30.*
Georgia/Southern California/Northern California 23108737
KP author(s): Hansen, Craig A; Joski, Peter J; Freiman, Heather C; Cheetham, Thomas C; Li, De-Kun; Davis, Robert L

Impact of Breast Cancer Subtypes and Treatment on Survival: An Analysis Spanning Two Decades
*Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2012 Sep 18.*
Southern California 22989461
KP author(s): Haque, Reina; Ahmed, Syed Ajaz; Inzhakova, Galina; Shi, Jiaxiao M; Avila, Chantal C; Polikoff, Jonathan A; Enger, Shelly

366. Harness NG, Funahashi T, Dell R, Adams AL, Burchette R, Chen X, Greene D
Distal radius fracture risk reduction with a comprehensive osteoporosis management program
Southern California 22748352
KP author(s): Harness, Neil G; Funahashi, Tadashi T; Dell, Richard M; Adams, Annette L; Burchette, Raoul J; Chen, Xuan; Greene, Denise

Glenoid screw position in the Encore Reverse Shoulder Prosthesis: an anatomic dissection study of screw relationship to surrounding structures
Northern California 23158042
KP author(s): Hart, Nathan D
368. Hartman J, Rabinstein AA
Can we rule out a spinal arteriovenous fistula using only MRI?: Yes, we can
Northern California   22592375
KP author(s): Hartman, Jonathan

Hornbrook MC, Weeks JC
Validating Billing/Encounter Codes as Indicators of Lung, Colorectal, Breast, and Prostate Cancer
Recurrence Using 2 Large Contemporary Cohorts
Colorado/Northwest   23222531
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra; Carroll, Nikki M; Hornbrook, Mark C

370. Haug U, Poole EM, Xiao L, Curtin K, Duggan D, Hsu L, Makar KW, Peters U, Kulmacz RJ, Potter JD,
Koepl L, Caan BJ, Slattery ML, Ulrich CM
Glutathione peroxidase tagSNPs: Associations with rectal cancer but not with colon cancer
Northern California   22371331
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

The Effect of Values Affirmation on Race-Discordant Patient-Provider Communication
Arch Intern Med. 2012 Nov 5;1-6.
Colorado   23128568
KP author(s): Steiner, John F

372. Haynes A, Frederick A, Chirkoff A
APN Plan Improves Outcome for Pregnant Patient With Congenital Heart Disease
Northern California   22543487
KP author(s): Chirkoff, Andrea

373. Haynes K, Beukelman T, Curtis JR, Newcomb C, Herrinton LJ, Graham DJ, Solomon DH, Griffin
MR, Chen L, Liu L, Saag KG, Lewis JD, On behalf of the Safety Assessment of Biological
thERapeutics (SABER) Collaboration
Tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibitor therapy and cancer risk in chronic immune mediated
diseases
Northern California   23055441
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

374. Hazlehurst B, McBurnie MA, Mularski RA, Puro JE, Chauvie SL
Automating care quality measurement with health information technology
Northwest   22774999
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Hazlehurst, Brian; McBurnie, Mary Ann; Mularski, Richard A

Risk Factors for Coronary Artery Calcium Among Patients With Chronic Kidney Disease (from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort Study)
Northern California 22980963
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

376. Hearst MO, Patnode CD, Sirard JR, Farbakhsh K, Lytle LA
Multilevel predictors of adolescent physical activity: A longitudinal analysis
Northwest 22309949 PMC3305547
KP author(s): Patnode, Carrie D

Herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) as a coronary atherosclerosis risk factor in HIV-infected men: Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study
Southern California 22472456 PMC3392500
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C

378. Hechter RC, Chao C, Jacobsen SJ, Slezak JM, Quinn VP, Van Den Eeden SK, Tseng HF
Clinical effectiveness of pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine in men: California Men's Health Study
Southern California 22789510
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C; Chao, Chun R; Jacobsen, Steven J; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Quinn, Virginia P; VanDenEeden, Stephen; Tseng, Hung-Fu

379. Hechter RC, Chao C, Li Q, Jacobsen SJ, Tseng HF
Correlates for Second-Dose Varicella Vaccination in School-Age Children in a Managed Care Organization in California
Southern California 22466321
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C; Chao, Chun R; Li, Qiaowu; Jacobsen, Steven J; Tseng, Hung-Fu

Secular trends in diagnostic code density in electronic healthcare data from health care systems in the Vaccine Safety Datalink Project
*Vaccine.* 2012 Dec 22.
Southern California/Northwest/Northern California/Colorado 23267842
KP author(s): Hechter, Rulin C; Qian, Lei; Sy, Lina S; Naleway, Allison; Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Daley, Matthew F; Lugg, Marlene M; Jacobsen, Steven J
381. Hedderson M, Ehrlich S, Sridhar S, Darbinian J, Moore S, Ferrara A
Racial/Ethnic Disparities in the Prevalence of Gestational Diabetes by BMI
Northern California 22619080   PMC3379591
KP author(s): Hedderson, Monique M; Ehrlich, Samantha; Sridhar, Sneha; Darbinian, Jeanne; Moore, Susan D; Ferrara, Assiamira

382. Hedderson MM, Darbinian JA, Sridhar SB, Quesenberry CP
Prepregnancy cardiometabolic and inflammatory risk factors and subsequent risk of hypertensive disorders of pregnancy
Northern California 22727352
KP author(s): Hedderson, Monique M; Darbinian, Jeanne; Sridhar, Sneha; Quesenberry, Charles P

383. Heilmann RM, Friesleben CR, Billups SJ
Impact of a pharmacist-directed intervention in postmenopausal women after fracture
Colorado 22382482
KP author(s): Heilmann, Rachel M; Friesleben, Cari R; Billups, Sarah J

Improving Blood Pressure Control through a Clinical Pharmacist Outreach Program in Diabetes Patients in Two-High Performing Health Systems: The Adherence and Intensification of Medications (AIM) Cluster Randomized Controlled Pragmatic Trial
Northern California 22570370
KP author(s): Schmittdiel, Julie A

385. Henkle E, Steinhoff MC, Omer SB, Roy E, Arifeen SE, Raqib R, Breiman RF, Caulfield LE, Moss WJ, Zaman K
The Effect of Exclusive Breastfeeding on Respiratory Illness in Young Infants in a Maternal Immunization Trial in Bangladesh
Northwest/Georgia 23249922
KP author(s): Henkle, Emily M; Omer, Saad

Association between anti-TNF-alpha therapy and all-cause mortality
Northern California/Colorado 23065964
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa; Raebel, Marsha A

Incidence and Mortality of Colorectal Adenocarcinoma in Persons with Inflammatory Bowel Disease from 1998 to 2010  
Northern California 22609382  
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa; Liu, Liyan; Levin, Theodore; Allison, James E; Velayos, Fernando

Interpersonal Processes of Care and Cesarean Delivery in Two Health Care Settings  
Northern California 22720762  
KP author(s): Odouli, Roxana; Escobar, Gabriel

389. Hillyer GC, Hershman DL, Kushi LH, Lamerato L, Ambrosone CB, Bovbjerg DH, Mandelblatt JS, Rana S, Neugut AI  
A survey of breast cancer physicians regarding patient involvement in breast cancer treatment decisions  
Northern California 23107518  
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

Genome-Wide Association Analysis in Asthma Subjects Identifies SPATS2L as a Novel Bronchodilator Response Gene  
Southern California 22792082 PMC3390407  
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S

391. Hitchler MJ, Domann FE  
Redox regulation of the epigenetic landscape in Cancer: A role for metabolic reprogramming in remodeling the epigenome  
Southern California 23022407  
KP author(s): Hitchler, Michael J

Future Directions for Cardiovascular Disease Comparative Effectiveness Research: Report of a Workshop Sponsored by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
Northern California 22796257 PMC3416944  
KP author(s): Selby, Joe V

393. Hlatky MA, Solomon MD, Shilane D, Leong TK, Brindis R, Go AS
Use of Medications for Secondary Prevention After Coronary Bypass Surgery Compared With Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
Northern California 23246391
KP author(s): Solomon, Matthew D; Leong, Thomas K; Brindis, Ralph; Go, Alan S

394. Ho PC, Lee AC, Fortuna R
Drug-Eluting Stenting of Saphenous Vein Graft Versus Native Coronary Artery Supplying the Same Myocardial Perfusion Territory: A Pilot Retrospective 3-Year Follow-up
Hawaii/Northern California 23043035
KP author(s): Ho, Paul C; Lee, Arthur C; Fortuna, Richard

395. Hoffman KA, Green CA, Wisdom JP, Gustafson DH, McCarty D, Ford JH 2nd
Improving Quality of Care in Substance Abuse Treatment Using Five key Process Improvement Principles
Northwest 22282129
KP author(s): Green, Carla A

Evidence-Based Management of Anticoagulant Therapy: Antithrombotic Therapy and Prevention of Thrombosis, 9th ed: American College of Chest Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines
*Chest.* 2012 Feb;141(2 Suppl):e152S-84S.
Colorado 22315259
KP author(s): Witt, Dan M

397. Holm J, Vangelisti G, Remmers J
Use of the medial femoral condyle vascularized bone flap in traumatic avascular necrosis of the navicular: a case report
Northwest 22726653
KP author(s): Holm, Janson

398. Hood KK, Lawrence JM, Anderson A, Bell R, Dabelea D, Daniels S, Rodriguez B, Dolan LM, for the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study Group
Metabolic and Inflammatory Links to Depression in Youth With Diabetes
Southern California 23033243
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

399. Hoover KW, Butler M, Workowski KA, Follansbee S, Gratzer B, Hare CB, Johnston B, Theodore JL, Tao G, Smith BD, Chorba T, Kent CK, the Evaluation Group for Adherence to STD and Hepatitis Screening
Low Rates of Hepatitis Screening and Vaccination of HIV-Infected MSM in HIV Clinics
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22504597
KP author(s): Follansbee, Stephen

Determination of Optimized Multidisciplinary Care Team for Maximal Antiretroviral Therapy Adherence
Mid-Atlantic/Northern California/Southern California 22293551 PMC3360831
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Hurley, Leo; Towner, William J; Allerton, Michael; Tang, Beth T; Silverberg, Michael J; Quesenberry, Charles P

Influence of provider experience on antiretroviral adherence and viral suppression
Mid-Atlantic/Northern California/Southern California 22924015 PMC3423649
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Hurley, Leo; Towner, William J; Allerton, Michael; Tang, Beth T; Silverberg, Michael J; Quesenberry, Charles P

When Does an Episode of Care for Cancer Begin?
*Med Care*. 2012 Dec 5.
Northwest/Colorado 23222500
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; Ritzwoller, Debra; O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen

403. Howe CQ, Sullivan MD, Saunders KW, Merrill JO, Banta-Green CJ, Weisman C, Campbell CI, Von Korff M
Depression and Ambivalence Toward Chronic Opioid Therapy for Chronic Noncancer Pain
Northern California 22699127
KP author(s): Weisman, Constance; Campbell, Cynthia I

Body mass index in relation to oesophageal and oesophagogastric junction adenocarcinomas: a pooled analysis from the International BEACON Consortium
Northern California 23148106
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

Potential for overuse of corticosteroids and vasopressin in septic shock
Northern California 23102413
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Liu, Vincent

Pathophysiologic differences among Asians, Native Hawaiians, and other Pacific Islanders and treatment implications
Northern California 22517940 PMC3329855
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J

407. Hughes CD, Alkire B, Martin C, Semer N, Meara JG
American Plastic Surgery and Global Health: A Brief History
Southern California 21301287
KP author(s): Semer, Nadine B

408. Hughes SA, Jandial R
Ethical considerations in targeted paediatric neurosurgery missions
Northwest 23001919
KP author(s): Hughes, Samuel A

A Web-Delivered Care Management and Patient Self-Management Program for Recurrent Depression: A Randomized Trial
Psychiatr Serv. 2012 Sep 15.
Northern California 22983558
KP author(s): Hunkeler, Enid; Fireman, Bruce; Terdiman, Joe; Porterfield, Yvonne; Lee, Janelle; Dea, Robin

Prenatal and Perinatal Characteristics Associated with Pediatric-Onset Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Northern California 22447434
KP author(s): Li, De-Kun; Abramson, Oren; Herrinton, Lisa

Characterization of gene-environment interactions for colorectal cancer susceptibility loci
Northern California 22367214 PMC3374720
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

412. Imam TH, Tucker JD, Taur AS, Yamanishi FJ, Aka PK
Preoperative peritoneal scintigraphy
Southern California 22641744
KP author(s): Imam, Talha H; Tucker, John D; Taur, Alan; Yamanishi, Frank J; Aka, Paul K

Fecal Incontinence Decreases Sexual Quality of Life, But Does Not Prevent Sexual Activity in Women
Northern California 22965405
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen

Projections of Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes Burden in the U.S. Population Aged <20 Years Through 2050: Dynamic modeling of incidence, mortality, and population growth
Southern California 23173134 PMC3507562
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

415. Inacio MC, Kritz-Silverstein D, Paxton EW, Fithian DC
Do Patients Lose Weight After Joint Arthroplasty Surgery? A Systematic Review
Southern California 22956233
KP author(s): Paxton, Liz; Fithian, Donald

416. Iribarren C, Tolstykh IV, Miller MK, Sobel E, Eisner MD
Adult asthma and risk of coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, and heart failure: a prospective study of 2 matched cohorts
Northern California 23139248
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos; Tolstykh, Irina V; Sobel, Erica M

Prevalence and Correlates of Low Medication Adherence in Apparent Treatment-Resistant Hypertension
Southern California 23031147 PMC3464920
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L

418. Irwin MR, Olmstead RE, Ganz PA, Haque R
Sleep Disturbance, Inflammation and Depression Risk in Cancer Survivors
Southern California 22634367
KP author(s): Haque, Reina

419. Ismail M, Maibach HI
The clinical significance of immunological contact urticaria to processed grains
Indian J Dermatol Venereol Leprol. 2012 Sep;78(5):591-4.
Northern California 22960814
KP author(s): Ismail, Mike

Migration Status in Relation to Clinical Characteristics and Barriers to Care Among Youth with Diabetes in the US
Southern California 22481308
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

Self-reported diabetes is a valid outcome in pragmatic clinical trials and observational studies
Northwest 22564498
KP author(s): Whitlock, Evelyn; Williams, Selvi B

Northern California/Southern California 23230312
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph; Koster, Marguerite A

Sixteen-year longitudinal changes in serum prostate-specific antigen levels: the olmsted county study
Southern California 22212966
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

424. Jacobsen SJ, Jacobson DJ, St Sauver JL
In reply
Southern California 23036679
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J
An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
Southern California/Northern California 22580356
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J; Sy, Lina S; Ackerson, Bradley K; Chao, Chun R; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Cheetham, Thomas C; Takhar, Harpreet S; Hansen, John; Klein, Nicola

426. Janisse T, Lin B
The physician as storyteller & poet: quick writes from East bay writers' workshops
Northwest/Northern California 22529766 PMC3327120
KP author(s): Janisse, Tom; Lin, Betty

Study Protocol: The Back pain Outcomes using Longitudinal Data (BOLD) Registry
BMC Musculoskelet Disord. 2012 May 3;13:64.
Northern California 22554166 PMC3403933
KP author(s): Avins, Andy L

Evaluation of patient and proxy responses on the activity measure for postacute care
Northern California 22343646 PMC3291956
KP author(s): Appelman, Jed; Terdiman, Joe

Northern California 23114191
KP author(s): Jibodh, Stefan R

Case-finding options for COPD: Results from the BOLD Study
Eur Respir J. 2012 Jun 27.
Northwest 22743668
KP author(s): Gillespie, Suzanne E; Vollmer, William

Community-Responsive Interventions to Reduce Cardiovascular Risk in American Indians
Northwest 22983753
KP author(s): Karanja, Njeri
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

432. Johna S
Peritoneo-Fascial Suture Methods for Facilitating Loop Ileostomy Mobilization
Southern California 22552498
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D

433. Johna S, Tang T, Saidy M
Patient safety in surgical residency: root cause analysis and the surgical morbidity and mortality conference-case series from clinical practice
Southern California 22529763 PMC3327116
KP author(s): Johna, Samir D; Tang, Taylor; Ali, Maryam

The incident user design in comparative effectiveness research
Northwest 23023988
KP author(s): Johnson, Eric S

Key Articles and Guidelines in the Management of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension: 2011 Update
Colorado 22467427
KP author(s): Johnson, Samuel G

436. Johnston PC, Vartanian SM, Runge SJ, Hiramoto JS, Eichler CM, Owens CD, Schneider DB, Conte MS
Risk factors for clinical failure after stent graft treatment for femoropopliteal occlusive disease
Colorado 22633429
KP author(s): Johnston, Paul C

Association of Complete Recovery From Acute Kidney Injury With Incident CKD Stage 3 and All-Cause Mortality
Southern California 22541737 PMC3422603
KP author(s): Jones, Jason P

Predictive Accuracy of the Veterans Aging Cohort Study (VACS) Index for Mortality with HIV Infection: A North American Cross Cohort Analysis


Mid-Atlantic 23187941
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael

439. Kahn MG, Raebel MA, Glanz JM, Riedlinger K, Steiner JF
A Pragmatic Framework for Single-site and Multisite Data Quality Assessment in Electronic Health Record-based Clinical Research

Colorado/Northwest 22692254
KP author(s): Raebel, Marsha A; Glanz, Jason M; Riedlinger, Karen; Steiner, John F

The Toteled Health Risks in Vascular Events (THRIVE) Score Predicts Ischemic Stroke Outcomes Independent of Thrombolytic Therapy in the NINDS tPA Trial

Northern California 23122722
KP author(s): Patel, Nihar; Rao, Vivek A; Cullen, Sean P; Faigeles, Bonnie Sue; Flint, Alexander C

441. Kaptein EM, Chan LS, Kaptein JS
Assessment of maximum weight change and duration of therapeutic effect for non-surgical treatment of obesity using an exponential model

*Eat Weight Disord.* 2012 Sep 24.
Southern California 23007276
KP author(s): Kaptein, John S

A Community-Based Intervention to Prevent Obesity Beginning at Birth Among American Indian Children: Study Design and Rationale for the PTOTS Study

Northwest 23001689
KP author(s): Karanja, Njeri

443. Karimi S, Dharia SP, Flora DS, Slattum PW
Anticholinergic burden: clinical implications for seniors and strategies for clinicians

*Consult Pharm.* 2012 Aug;27(8):564-82.
Mid-Atlantic 22910177
KP author(s): Karimi, Sahar

Elevated Rates of Diabetes in Pacific Islanders and Asian Subgroups: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)

Northern California 23069837
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Adams, Alyce S; Moffet, Howard H; Liu, Jennifer Y
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Learning from Failure - Rationale and Design for a Study about Discontinuation of Randomized Trials (DISCO study)
Northwest 22928744
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

Can spirometric norms be set using pre- or post- bronchodilator test results in older people?
Northwest 23157675
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

Cost-effectiveness of a Multicondition Collaborative Care Intervention: A Randomized Controlled Trial
*Arch Gen Psychiatry. 2012 May;69(5):506-14.*
Northern California 22566583
KP author(s): Schmittdiel, Julie A

INCREMENTAL EXPENDITURE OF BIOLOGIC DISEASE MODIFYING ANTIRHEUMATIC TREATMENT USING INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES IN PANEL DATA
*Health Econ. 2012 Jun 21.*
Southern California 22718267
KP author(s): Kawatkar, Aniket A

Direct medical expenditure associated with rheumatoid arthritis in a nationally representative sample from the medical expenditure panel survey
Southern California/Northern California 22674912
KP author(s): Kawatkar, Aniket A; Jacobsen, Steven J; Levy, Gerald D; Medhekar, Swati S; Venkatasubramamian, Kumarapuram V; Herrinton, Lisa

450. Kei J, Dohrenwend PB
Case Report: Dealing with a Ventilation Complication after Successful Cricothyrotomy
Southern California 23200764
KP author(s): Kei, Jonathan; Dohrenwend, Paul B
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Effect of inhaled glucocorticoids in childhood on adult height
Southern California 22938716
KP author(s): Zeiger, Robert S

452. Kempe KL, Shetterly SM, France EK, Levin TR
Automated phone and mail population outreach to promote colorectal cancer screening
Colorado/Northern California 22823531
KP author(s): Shetterly, Susan; Levin, Theodore

Miniarc((R)) single-incision sling for treatment of stress urinary incontinence: 2-year clinical outcomes
*Int Urogynecol J.* 2012 Apr 20.
Southern California 22527540
KP author(s): Nguyen, John N

454. Kepka DL, Coronado GD, Rodriguez HP, Thompson B
Development of a radionovela to promote HPV vaccine awareness and knowledge among Latino parents
Northwest 22298937 PMC3234394
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

455. Kepka DL, Ulrich AK, Coronado GD
Low Knowledge of the Three-Dose HPV Vaccine Series among Mothers of Rural Hispanic Adolescents
*J Health Care Poor Underserved.* 2012 May;23(2):626-35.
Northwest 22643612
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

Neurocognitive profiles in children with epilepsy
Southern California 23126490
KP author(s): Gurbani, Suresh G

457. Kernbach KJ
Hammertoe surgery: arthroplasty, arthrodesis or plantar plate repair?
Northern California 22727377
KP author(s): Kernbach, Klaus J

458. Kessler J, Koebnick C, Smith N, Adams A
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications  
Alphabetical by Author

Childhood Obesity Is Associated With Increased Risk of Most Lower Extremity Fractures  
Southern California  23054515  
KP author(s): Kessler, Jeffrey I; Koebnick, Corinna; Smith, Ning; Adams, Annette L

459.  
Khandewal S, Chandra M, Lo JC  
Clinical characteristics, bone mineral density and non-vertebral osteoporotic fracture outcomes among post-menopausal U.S. South Asian Women  
*Bone. 2012 Aug 19.*  
Northern California  22921875  
KP author(s): Khandelwal, Stutee; Chandra, Malini; Lo, Joan C

460.  
2012 American College of Rheumatology guidelines for management of gout. Part 1: Systematic nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic therapeutic approaches to hyperuricemia  
Southern California  23024028  
KP author(s): Levy, Gerald D

461.  
2012 American College of Rheumatology guidelines for management of gout. Part 2: Therapy and antiinflammatory prophylaxis of acute gouty arthritis  
Southern California  23024029  
KP author(s): Levy, Gerald D

462.  
California Very Preterm Birth Study: design and characteristics of the population- and biospecimen bank-based nested case-control study  
Northern California  22471684  
KP author(s): DeLorenze, Gerald N

463.  
Khush KK, Menza R, Nguyen J, Goldstein BA, Zaroff JG, Drew BJ  
Electrocardiographic Characteristics of Potential Organ Donors and Associations with Cardiac Allograft Utilization  
Northern California  22615333  
PMC3400714  
KP author(s): Zaroff, Jonathan G
Beta-Adrenergic Receptor Polymorphisms and Cardiac Graft Function in Potential Organ Donors
Northern California 22994654
KP author(s): Zaroff, Jonathan G

465. Kim DH, Berkowitz MJ
Double density sign variant in fracture-dislocation of the calcaneus: clinical tip
Colorado 22735328
KP author(s): Kim, David H

466. King CM, Cobb M, Collman DR, Lagaay PM, Pollard JD
Bicortical fixation of medial malleolar fractures: a review of 23 cases at risk for complicated bone healing
Northern California 22196457
KP author(s): King, Christy M; Cobb, Matthew D; Collman, David; Lagaay, Pieter; Pollard, Jason

467. King CM, Hamilton GA, Cobb M, Carpenter D, Ford LA
Association between Ankle Fractures and Obesity
Northern California 22789485
KP author(s): King, Christy M; Hamilton, Graham A; Carpenter, Diane; Ford, Lawrence

468. Kinikar SA, Delate T, Menaker-Wiener CM, Bentley WH
Clinical Outcomes Associated with Brand-to-Generic Phenytoin Interchange
Colorado 22550275
KP author(s): Kinikar, Shilpa A; Delate, Tom; Menaker-Wiener, C Mindy; Bentley, William H

469. Kirby KA, Spooner SK, Scherer PR, Schubert JM
Foot orthoses
Northern California 22965220
KP author(s): Schubert, Jack

470. Klapman MH, Sosa VB, Mattson-Gates GF, Baker CN, Sydorak RM, Ong VL, Li BH, Yao JF
Smaller Platelet Volumes Associated With Vascular Malformations
Southern California 22297559
KP author(s): Klapman, Marvin H; Sosa, Valentina; Mattson-Gates, Gail F; Baker, Cindy; Sydorak, Roman M; Ong, Victor L; Li, Bonnie H; Yao, Janis

Waning protection after fifth dose of acellular pertussis vaccine in children
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California/Program Offices 22970945
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Bartlett, Joan; Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Fireman, Bruce; Baxter, Roger

Safety of Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Administered Routinely to Females
Northern California/Southern California 23027469
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Hansen, John; Chao, Chun R; Emery, Michael H; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Lewis, Edwin M; Deosaransingh, Kamala A; Sy, Lina S; Ackerson, Bradley K; Cheetham, Thomas C; Takhar, Harpreet S; Jacobsen, Steven J

Measles-Containing Vaccines and Febrile Seizures in Children Age 4 to 6 Years
Northern California/Colorado/Northwest 22473362
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola; Lewis, Edwin M; Baxter, Roger; Glanz, Jason M; Naleway, Allison; Fireman, Bruce

Safety and Immunogenicity of a Novel Quadrivalent Meningococcal CRM-Conjugate Vaccine Given Concomitantly With Routine Vaccinations in Infants
Northern California 22094635
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola

475. Klein NP, Shepard J, Bedell L, Odrlijn T, Dull P
Immunogenicity and safety of a quadrivalent meningococcal conjugate vaccine administered concomitantly with measles, mumps, rubella, varicella vaccine in healthy toddlers
Northern California 22504039
KP author(s): Klein, Nicola

476. Klest B, Freyd JJ, Hampson SE, Dubanoski JP
Trauma, socioeconomic resources, and self-rated health in an ethnically diverse adult cohort
Hawaii 22732011
KP author(s): Dubanoski, Joan P

477. Kline JA, Pollack CV, Schreiber D, Briese B
Propensity-adjusted risk of mortality with fibrinolysis for normotensive pulmonary embolism: Results from the EMPEROR registry
Northern California 22702976
KP author(s): Briese, Beau
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>PMCID</th>
<th>PMID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northern California 22827502</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kline-Simon, Andrea H; Mertens, Jennifer; Weisner, Constance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northwest 22686119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeny, David</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northwest 23117108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, David H; Johnson, Eric S; Yang, Xiuhai; Petrik, Amanda F; Deyo, Richard A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koebnick, Corinna; Langer-Gould, Annette; Gould, Michael K; Chao, Chun R; Iyer, Rajan L; Smith, Ning; Chen, Wansu; Jacobsen, Steven J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koebnick, Corinna; Smith, Ning; Black, MaryHelen; Porter, Amy H; Richie, Bradley A; Hudson, Sharon M; Gilillard, Deborah Y; Jacobsen, Steven J; Longstreth, George F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern California/Northern California</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koebnick, Corinna; Smith, Ning; Huang, Karl; Martinez, Mayra P; Clancy, Heather A; Kushi, Larry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

OBAYA (obesity and adverse health outcomes in young adults): feasibility of a population-based multiethnic cohort study using electronic medical records
Southern California/Northern California/Hawaii 22909293 PMCID3493285
KP author(s): Koebnick, Corinna; Smith, Ning; Huang, Karl; Martinez, Mayra P; Clancy, Heather A; Williams, Andrew E; Kushi, Larry

Extramedullary relapse following reduced intensity allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation for adult acute myelogenous leukemia
Southern California 22906206
KP author(s): Kogut, Neil M

A general binomial regression model to estimate standardized risk differences from binary response data
Northern California 22865328
KP author(s): Fetterman, Barbara; Poitras, Nancy E

Effectiveness of medical and surgical therapies for lower urinary tract symptoms in the community setting
*BJU Int.* 2012 Apr 3.
Southern California 22471348
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

Using Photovoice as a Participatory Evaluation Tool in Kaiser Permanente's Community Health Initiative
*Health Promot Prac.* 2012 Nov 16.
Northern California 23159999
KP author(s): Schwartz, Pamela M

489. Krassner A, Dhaliwal G, Baudendistel TE
Overcome by weakness
Northern California 22407607
KP author(s): Krassner, Alexander D; Baudendistel, Thomas E

A practical molecular assay to predict survival in resected non-squamous, non-small-cell lung cancer: development and international validation studies
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22285053
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen; Quesenberry, Charles P; Habel, Laurel

A prognostic assay to identify patients at high risk of mortality despite small, node-negative lung
tumors
Northern California 23093159
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen

492. Krauss WC
Image diagnosis: foot pain and Fever
*Perm J. 2012 Summer;16(3):66.*
Southern California 23012604 PMC3442767
KP author(s): Krauss, William C

Second primary malignancies after autologous hematopoietic cell transplantation for multiple
myeloma
Southern California 23073267
KP author(s): Sahebi, Firoozeh

WM, Mularski RA
Stakeholder Priorities for Comparative Effectiveness Research in COPD: a Workshop Report
*Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2012 Nov 15.*
Northwest 23155144
KP author(s): McBurnie, Mary Ann; Vollmer, William; Mularski, Richard A

495. Krishnaswami A, Albers KB, Fross RD, Jang JJ, Berkheimer SB, Kwai Ben VC, Vandeneeden SK
Valvular heart disease in patients exposed to pergolide: insights from the clinical presentation
Northern California 22231899
KP author(s): Krishnaswami, Ashok; Albers, Kathleen B; Fross, Robin; Jang, James J; Berkheimer,
Sarah B; KwaiBen, Valerie; VanDenEeden, Stephen

496. Krishnaswami J, Martinson M, Wakimoto P, Anglemeyer A
Community-engaged interventions on diet, activity, and weight outcomes in u.s. Schools: a
systematic review
Northern California 22704752
KP author(s): Krishnaswami, Janani

AZ, Park HL, Sims ST, Vitolins M, Wallace R
Effects of a dietary intervention and weight change on vasomotor symptoms in the Women's Health Initiative
Northern California/Northwest 22781782
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H; Caan, Bette; LeBlanc, Erin S

Social networks, social support and burden in relationships, and mortality after breast cancer diagnosis
Northern California 22331479
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H

499. Kroenke CH, Quesenberry C, Kwan ML, Sweeney C, Castillo A, Caan BJ
Social networks, social support, and burden in relationships, and mortality after breast cancer diagnosis in the Life After Breast Cancer Epidemiology (LACE) Study
Southern California 23143212
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H; Quesenberry, Charles P; Kwan, Marilyn L; Castillo, Adrienne; Caan, Bette

500. Kroenke CH, Seeman T, Matthews K, Adler N, Epel E
Mood Patterns Based on Momentary Assessment of Positive and Negative Moods Over a Day and Coronary Artery Calcification in the CARDIA Study
Northern California 22685242
KP author(s): Kroenke, Candyce H

501. Kunitake H, Abbas MA
Transanal endoscopic microsurgery for rectal tumors: a review
*Perm J. 2012 Spring;16(2):45-50.*
Southern California 22745615 PMC3383161
KP author(s): Abbas, Maher A

Clostridium difficile Infection, Colorado and the Northwestern United States, 2007(1)
Northwest/Colorado 22608207 PMC3358157
KP author(s): Kuntz, Jennifer L; Johnson, Eric S; Raebel, Marsha A; Petrik, Amanda F; Yang, Xiuhai; Thorp, Micah L; Spindel, Steven; Smith, David H

Epidemiology and Healthcare Costs of Incident Clostridium difficile Infections Identified in the Outpatient Healthcare Setting
Northwest/Colorado 22961023
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Kuntz, Jennifer L; Johnson, Eric S; Raebel, Marsha A; Petrik, Amanda F; Yang, Xiuhai; Thorp, Micah L; Spindel, Steven; Smith, David H

Patterns and predictors of breast cancer chemotherapy use in Kaiser Permanente Northern California, 2004-2007
_Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2012 Nov 9._
Northern California 23139057
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry; Habel, Laurel; Kolevska, Tatjana; Caan, Bette

American Cancer Society guidelines on nutrition and physical activity for cancer prevention: Reducing the risk of cancer with healthy food choices and physical activity
Northern California 22237782
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

506. Kwan ML, Chen WY, Flatt SW, Weltzien EK, Nechuta S, Poole EM, Holmes M, Patterson RE, Shu XO, Pierce JP, Caan BJ
Post-diagnosis Alcohol Consumption and Breast Cancer Prognosis in the After Breast Cancer Pooling Project
_Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2012 Nov 13._
Northern California 23150063
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Weltzien, Erin K; Caan, Bette

Validation of AJCC TNM staging for breast tumors diagnosed before 2004 in cancer registries
_Cancer Causes Control. 2012 Jul 14._
Northern California/Southern California 22798182
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Haque, Reina; Lee, Valerie S; Chung, Joanie WL; Avila, Chantal C; Clancy, Heather A; Quinn, Virginia P; Kushi, Larry

Patient awareness and knowledge of breast cancer-related lymphedema in a large, integrated health care delivery system
Northern California 22903688
KP author(s): Kwan, Marilyn L; Shen, Ling; Munneke, Julie R; Tam, Emily K; Partee, Paula N; Andre, Mary; Kutner, Susan E; Somkin, Carol; Ackerson, Lynn M

2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

A High-Density Genome-Wide Association Screen of Sporadic ALS in US Veterans
Northern California 22470424 PMC3314660
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen

510. Lacey JV Jr, Chia VM, Rush BB, Carreon DJ, Richesson DA, Ioffe OB, Ronnett BM, Chatterjee N, Langholz B, Sherman ME, Glass AG
Incidence rates of endometrial hyperplasia, endometrial cancer, and hysterectomy from 1980 to 2003 within a large prepaid health plan
Northwest 22290745
KP author(s): Rush, Brenda; Glass, Andrew

Effects of escitalopram on menopause-specific quality of life and pain in healthy menopausal women with hot flashes: A randomized controlled trial
*Maturitas. 2012 Sep 29.*
Northern California 23031421
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

512. Lane-Carlson ML, Kumar J
Engaging patients in managing their health care: patient perceptions of the effect of a total joint replacement presurgical class
*Perm J. 2012 Summer;16(3):42-7.*
Southern California 23012598 PMC3442761
KP author(s): Lane-Carlson, Mary Louise; Kumar, John

Impact of Routine Angiographic Follow-Up After Percutaneous Coronary Intervention With Drug-Eluting Stents in the SPIRIT III Randomized Trial at Three Years
Southern California 22464212
KP author(s): Brar, Somjot S

Central venous pressure and shock index predict lack of hemodynamic response to volume expansion in septic shock: A prospective, observational study
Southern California 23084132
KP author(s): Jones, Jason P

515. Laraia BA, Karter AJ, Warton EM, Schillinger D, Moffet HH, Adler N
Place matters: Neighborhood deprivation and cardiometabolic risk factors in the Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California      22373821    PMC3437771
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Warton, Margaret M; Moffet, Howard H

516. Larsen KD, Rubinfeld IS
    Changing risk of perioperative myocardial infarction
    *Perm J. 2012 Fall;16(4):4-9.*
    Northwest      23251110    PMC3523933
    KP author(s): Larsen, Kenneth

517. Lau B, Kim H, Haigh PI, Tejirian T
    Obesity increases the odds of acquiring and incarcerating noninguinal abdominal wall hernias
    Southern California      23025954
    KP author(s): Lau, Briana J; Kim, Hanjoo; Haigh, Philip I; Tejirian, Talar

518. Lauren Crain A, Solberg LI, Unutzer J, Ohnsorg KA, Maciosek MV, Whitebird RR, Beck A, Molitor BA
    Designing and Implementing Research on a Statewide Quality Improvement Initiative: The DIAMOND Study and Initiative
    *Med Care. 2012 Feb 8.*
    Colorado      22322100
    KP author(s): Beck, Arne

    Demographic and Clinical Correlates of Diabetes-Related Quality of Life among Youth with Type 1 Diabetes
    Southern California      22361221
    KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M; Black, MaryHelen

    Associations Between 25-Hydroxyvitamin D and Weight Gain in Elderly Women
    Northwest/Hawaii      22731629    PMC3466912
    KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S; Rizzo, Joanne; Pedula, Kathy; Hillier, Teresa

    Effects of proactive population-based nephrologist oversight on progression of chronic kidney disease: a retrospective control analysis
    Hawaii/Northwest/Northern California/Program Offices 22894681
    KP author(s): Lee, Brian J; Turley, Marianne C; Meng, Di; Zhou, Yvonne Y; Garrido, Terhilda; Lau, Alan; Radler, Linda

522. Lee BY, Ok JJ, Abdelaziz Elsayed AA, Kim Y, Han DH
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Preparative Fasting for Contrast-enhanced CT: Reconsideration
Southern California 22517959
KP author(s): Kim, Youngjin

523. Lee GC, Liou H, Yee R, Quan CF, Neldner K
Outcomes of extended-infusion piperacillin-tazobactam: a retrospective analysis of critically ill patients
Southern California/Northern California 23195962
KP author(s): Lee, Grace A; Liou, Hansheng; Quan, Clifford F; Neldner, Katherine

Subcutaneous cervical emphysema associated with mastoid fracture
Northern California 22237412
KP author(s): Zovickian, John; Pang, Dachling

525. Lee KK, Lacerna C
Patient-days used for isolation in a community hospital
Northern California 23219671
KP author(s): Lee, Kenneth K; Lacerna, Cristine C

Is the physical functioning of older adults with diabetes associated with the processes and outcomes of care? Evidence from Translating Research Into Action for Diabetes (TRIAD)
Hawaii/Northern California 22268866
KP author(s): Waitzfelder, Beth E; Karter, Andy J

527. Lee SK
A retirement and a reservation: a retrospective autobiography
*Perm J.* 2012 Spring;16(2):65-6.
Southern California 22745621 PMC3383167
KP author(s): Lee, Sok K

528. Lee SL, Yaghoubian A, Stark R, Sydorak RM, Kaji A
Are There Differences in Access to Care, Treatment, and Outcomes for Children with Appendicitis Treated at County versus Private Hospitals?
*Perm J.* 2012 Winter;16(1):4-6.
Southern California 22529753 PMC3327111
KP author(s): Lee, Steven L; Sydorak, Roman M

529. Leo MC, Peterson D, Haas M, Lefebvre R, Bhalerao S
Development and psychometric evaluation of an evidence-based practice questionnaire for a chiropractic curriculum
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 23206964
KP author(s): Leo, Michael C

530. Levin TR
Editorial: Taking FIT to the People: Out of the Office and Into the Mail
Northern California 22218032
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore

531. Levin TR
The importance of choosing colorectal cancer screening tests: comment on 'adherence to colorectal cancer screening'
*Arch Intern Med. 2012 Apr 9;172(7):582-3.*
Northern California 22493464
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore

532. Levis JT
ECG Diagnosis: Flecainide Toxicity
*Perm J. 2012 Fall;16(4):53.*
Northern California 23251119 PMC3523937
KP author(s): Levis, Joel

533. Levis JT
ECG Diagnosis: Hypokalemia
*Perm J. 2012 Spring;16(2):57.*
Northern California 22745618 PMC3383164
KP author(s): Levis, Joel

Improved Prenatal Detection of Congenital Heart Disease in an Integrated Health Care System
*Pediatr Cardiol. 2012 Nov 2.*
Southern California 23117330
KP author(s): Levy, Denis; Gonzales, Marcos J; Rao, Cherie S; Nunes, Mark E; Bendelstein, Julian; Mehalek, Karen E; Thomas, Amy A; Nehlsen, Candace L; Ehr, Jessica D; Burchette, Raoul J

535. Li DK, Ferber JR, Odouli R, Quesenberry CP Jr
A Prospective Study of In-utero Exposure to Magnetic Fields and the Risk of Childhood Obesity
Northern California 22844581
KP author(s): Li, De-Kun; Ferber, Jeannette R; Odouli, Roxana; Quesenberry, Charles P

Intakes of long-chain omega-3 (n-3) PUFA s and fish in relation to incidence of asthma among American young adults: the CARDIA study
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 23193002
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

537. Lieberman DA, Rex DK, Winawer SJ, Giardiello FM, Johnson DA, Levin TR
Guidelines for Colonoscopy Surveillance After Screening and Polypectomy: A Consensus Update
by the US Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer
Northern California 22763141
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore

CJ, St Sauver JL
Nocturia is associated with an increased risk of coronary heart disease and death
Southern California 22233166
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

539. Liles EG, Perrin N, Rosales AG, Feldstein AC, Smith DH, Mosen DM, Schneider JL
Change to FIT increased CRC screening rates: evaluation of a US screening outreach program
Northwest 23145804
KP author(s): Liles, Beth G; Perrin, Nancy; Rosales, Ana G; Feldstein, Adrianne C; Smith, David H;
Mosen, David M; Schneider, Jennifer L

Therapy and outcomes in massive pulmonary embolism from the Emergency Medicine
Pulmonary Embolism in the Real World Registry
Northern California 22633723
KP author(s): Lin, Brian

541. Lin CY
Improving care coordination in the specialty referral process between primary and specialty care
Southern California 22619859
KP author(s): Lin, Caroline Y

Evaluating genomic tests from bench to bedside: a practical framework
Northwest 23078403
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Goddard, Katrina AB; Whitlock, Evelyn; Thompson, Matthew

Fecal DNA Testing in Screening for Colorectal Cancer in Average-Risk Adults
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2012 Feb. Report No.: 12-EHC022-EF
Northwest 22457883
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Webber, Elizabeth M; Beil, Tracy; Goddard, Katrina AB; Whitlock, Evelyn

Challenges in Synthesizing and Interpreting the Evidence From a Systematic Review of Multifactorial Interventions to Prevent Functional Decline in Older Adults
Northwest 23193611
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Whitlock, Evelyn; Fu, Rongwei; Perdue, Leslie A; Beil, Tracy

Challenges in Synthesizing and Interpreting the Evidence from a Systematic Review of Multifactorial Interventions to Prevent Functional Decline in Older Adults
Northwest 23072282
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A; Beil, Tracy

Lin PH, Chen C, Young DR, Mitchell D, Elmer P, Wang Y, Batch B, Champagne C
Glycemic index and glycemic load are associated with some cardiovascular risk factors among the PREMIER study participants
Northwest 22675288 PMC3368490
KP author(s): Chen, Chuhe; Elmer, Patricia J

Lindberg NM, Stevens VJ, Elder C, Funk K, Debar L
Use of Alternative Medicine for Weight Loss Among Mexican-American Women
Northwest 22773011
KP author(s): Lindberg, Nangel M; Stevens, Victor J; Elder, Charles R; Funk, Kristine; DeBar, Lynn

Lindberg NM, Stevens VJ, Vega-Lopez S, Kauffman TL, Calderon MR, Cervantes MA
A Weight-Loss Intervention Program Designed for Mexican-American Women: Cultural Adaptations and Results
Northwest 22460538
KP author(s): Lindberg, Nangel M; Stevens, Victor J; Kauffman, Tia N; Calderon, Mariana Rosales

Liu AY, Scherer D, Poole E, Potter JD, Curtin K, Makar K, Slattery ML, Caan BJ, Ulrich CM
Gene-diet-interactions in folate-mediated one-carbon metabolism modify colon cancer risk
Mol Nutr Food Res. 2012 Sep 7.
Northern California 22961839
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Liu V, Kipnis P, Rizk NW, Escobar GJ
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Adverse outcomes associated with delayed intensive care unit transfers in an integrated healthcare system
_J Hosp Med. 2011 Oct 28._
Northern California 22038879
KP author(s): Kipnis, Patricia; Escobar, Gabriel

The association between sepsis and potential medical injury among hospitalized patients
_Chest. 2012 Mar 1._
Northern California 22383667
KP author(s): Liu, Vincent; Turk, Benjamin J; Kipnis, Patricia; Escobar, Gabriel

552. Livaudais JC, Li C, John EM, Terry MB, Daly M, Buys SS, Habel L, Thompson B, Yanez ND, Coronado GD
Patterns of Adjuvant Hormonal Therapy Use in the Northern California Breast Cancer Family Registry
Northern California/Northwest 22731764 PMC3430474
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Coronado, Gloria D

Clinical correlates of atypical femoral fracture
Northern California 22414379
KP author(s): Lo, Joan C; Huang, Susie Y; Lee, Grace A; Khandelwal, Stutee; Provus, Jason; Ettinger, Bruce; Gonzalez, Joel R; Hui, Rita L; Grimsrud, Christopher D

554. Loeb DF, Bayliss EA, Binswanger IA, Candrian C, Degruy FV
Primary Care Physician Perceptions on Caring for Complex Patients with Medical and Mental Illness
_J Gen Intern Med. 2012 Feb 28._
Colorado 22370766
KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth

555. Loeb DF, Ghushchyan V, Huebschmann AG, Lobo IE, Bayliss EA
Association of treatment modality for depression and burden of comorbid chronic illness in a nationally representative sample in the United States
Colorado 23089065 PMC3479411
KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth

556. Lofgren DG
Build a confident employee culture
_Mark Health Serv. 2012 Winter;32(1):28-9._
Program Offices 22458106
KP author(s): Gage-Lofgren, Diane
557. Lofgren DG, Paige C
Meet your customers on their turf
Program Offices/Northern California  22708215
KP author(s): Gage-Lofgren, Diane; Paige, Christine

558. Longstreth GF
Ischemic colitis and bleeding
*Gastrointest Endosc. 2012 Mar;75(3):697; author reply 697-8.*
Southern California  22341122
KP author(s): Longstreth, George F

Acute diverticulitis: demographic, clinical and laboratory features associated with computed tomography findings in 741 patients
*Aliment Pharmacol Ther. 2012 Sep 11.*
Southern California  22967027
KP author(s): Longstreth, George F; Iyer, Rajan L; Chu, Li-Hao; Chen, Wansu; Kawatkar, Aniket A

560. Lopez L, Grant RW
Closing the gap: eliminating health care disparities among Latinos with diabetes using health information technology tools and patient navigators
Northern California  22401336  PMC3320835
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

Recruitment of Hispanics into an Observational Study of Chronic Kidney Disease: The Hispanic Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort Study Experience
*Contemp Clin Trials. 2012 Jul 26.*
Northern California  22841929
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

562. Lott Limbach AA, Hoschar AP, Thompson LD, Stelow EB, Chute DJ
Middle Ear Adenomas Stain for Two Cell Populations and Lack Myoepithelial Cell Differentiation
*Head Neck Pathol. 2012 May 24.*
Southern California  22623086
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

Causality assessment of adverse events reported to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)
*Vaccine. 2012 Oct 9.*
Northern California  23063829
KP author(s): Baxter, Roger; Klein, Nicola
564. Lovett KM, Liang BA
Direct-to-Consumer Disease Screening with Finger-Stick Testing: Online Patient Safety Risks
Southern California 22473031
KP author(s): Lovett, Kimberly M

565. Lovett KM, Liang BA
Quality care opportunities: refining physician performance measurement in ambulatory care
Southern California 22775072
KP author(s): Lovett, Kimberly M

566. Lovett KM, Liang BA, Mackey TK
Risks of Online Direct-to-Consumer Tumor Markers for Cancer Screening
Southern California 22355060
KP author(s): Lovett, Kimberly M

Brown AF, Crosson JC, Ross SV, Lasser N
Evaluation of risk equations for prediction of short-term coronary heart disease events in
patients with long-standing type 2 diabetes: the translating research into action for diabetes
(triad) study
Northern California/Hawaii 22776317 PMc3433369
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Waitzfelder, Beth E

The importance of exposure rate on odds ratios by cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption
for esophageal adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma in the Barrett's Esophagus and
Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Consortium
Northern California 22504051
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

569. Lung D, Yeh K, Kiang C
Delayed, fatal cardiotoxicity associated with bupropion and citalopram overdose
Northern California 22561480
KP author(s): Yeh, Kelly W

570. Lutfiyaa W, Parsons D, Breen J
A colorectal 'care bundle' to reduce surgical site infections in colorectal surgeries: a single-center
experience
Perm J. 2012 Summer;16(3):10-6.
Northwest  23012593  PMC3442755
KP author(s): Lutfiyya, Waleed L; Parsons, David Paul; Breen, Juliann M

Northern California  22795314
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L

Northwest  22284022
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

Northern California  22836722
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce

Northern California  22262593
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce

Southern California  23251121  PMC3523939
KP author(s): Macy, Eric M

Northern California
KP author(s): Garmel, Gus

2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

*Prog Community Health Partnersh.* 2012 Fall;6(3):381-7.
Colorado 22982851
KP author(s): Magid, David J

578. Maisonet M, Terrell ML, McGeehin MA, Christensen KY, Holmes A, Calafat AM, Marcus M
   Maternal Concentrations of Polyfluoroalkyl Compounds during Pregnancy and Fetal and
   Postnatal Growth in British Girls
   Georgia 22935244
   KP author(s): Marcus, Michele S

579. Maletis GB, Inacio MC, Reynolds S, Funahashi TT
   Incidence of symptomatic venous thromboembolism after elective knee arthroscopy
   Southern California 22517387
   KP author(s): Maletis, Gregory B; Inacio, Maria C; Reynolds, Sarah; Funahashi, Tadashi T

   Medical Oncologists' Perceptions of Financial Incentives in Cancer Care
   Northwest 23269996
   KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C

581. Maloney C
   Critical incident stress debriefing and pediatric nurses: an approach to support the work
   environment and mitigate negative consequences
   Northern California 22685873
   KP author(s): Maloney, Carrie J

582. Manace LC, Babyatsky MW
   Putting genome analysis to good use: Lessons from C-reactive protein and cardiovascular
   disease
   Northern California 22383552
   KP author(s): Manace, Leslie C

   BOLD Collaborative Research Group
   Restricted spirometry in the Burden of Lung Disease Study
   Northwest 22863565
   KP author(s): McBurnie, Mary Ann; Vollmer, William

   Gaziano JM, Hirschfeld S, Marcus PM, Masys D, McCarty CA, McLaughlin J, Patel AV, Peakman T,
   Pedersen NL, Schaefer C, Scott JA, Sprosen T, Walport M, Collins FS
New Models for Large Prospective Studies: Is There a Better Way?
Northern California 22411865 PMC3339313
KP author(s): Schaefer, Cathy

585. Manos MM, Shvachko VA, Murphy RC, Arduino JM, Shire NJ
Distribution of hepatitis C virus genotypes in a diverse US integrated health care population
Northern California 22997077
KP author(s): Manos, Michele; Shvachko, Valentina; Murphy, Rosemary

The Ethics of Health Care Reform: Impact on Emergency Medicine
Colorado 22506951
KP author(s): Bryant, Eric

587. Mark DG, Hung YY, Offerman SR, Rauchwerger AS, Reed ME, Chettipally U, Vinson DR, Ballard DW, for the Kaiser Permanente CREST Network Investigators
Nontraumatic Subarachnoid Hemorrhage in the Setting of Negative Cranial Computed Tomography Results: External Validation of a Clinical and Imaging Prediction Rule
Northern California 23026788
KP author(s): Mark, Dustin G; Hung, Yun-Yi; Offerman, Steven R; Rauchwerger, Adina S; Reed, Mary E; Chettipally, Uli; Vinson, David R; Ballard, Dustin

588. Martin BI, Gerkovich MM, Deyo RA, Sherman KJ, Cherkin DC, Lind BK, Goertz CM, Lafferty WE
The Association of Complementary and Alternative Medicine Use and Health Care Expenditures for Back and Neck Problems
Med Care. 2012 Dec;50(12):1029-1036.
Northwest 23132198 PMC3494804
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

589. Martin BI, Mirza SK, Franklin GM, Lurie JD, Mackenzie TA, Deyo RA
Hospital and Surgeon Variation in Complications and Repeat Surgery Following Incident Lumbar Fusion for Common Degenerative Diagnoses
Health Serv Res. 2012 Jun 20.
Northwest 22716168
KP author(s): Deyo, Richard A

590. Martinez-Gutierrez J, Jhingan E, Angulo A, Jimenez R, Thompson B, Coronado GD
Cancer Screening at a Federally Qualified Health Center: A Qualitative Study on Organizational Challenges in the Era of the Patient-Centered Medical Home
Northwest 22878911
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D
2012 Kaiser Permanente Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Longitudinal study of implantable cardioverter-defibrillators: methods and clinical characteristics of patients receiving implantable cardioverter-defibrillators for primary prevention in contemporary practice
Colorado/Northern California/Southern California/Northwest 23170006
KP author(s): Masoudi, Frederick A; Go, Alan S; Magid, David J; Doris, Jonathan M; Glenn, Karen A; Gupta, Nigel; Jackson, Nat P; Lauer, Michael; Peterson, Pamela N; Reifler, Liza M; Reynolds, Kristi L; Smith, David H; Sung, Sue HEE; Varosy, Paul D

592. Mastal M, Levine J
The value of registered nurses in ambulatory care settings: a survey
Northern California 23198613
KP author(s): Levine, June

Variation in use of dual-chamber implantable cardioverter-defibrillators: results from the national cardiovascular data registry
Colorado 22529229
KP author(s): Matlock, Dan D; Peterson, Pamela N; Masoudi, Frederick A

594. Matsuda DK
Author's Reply
Southern California 22920419
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K

595. Matsuda DK
Protrusio acetabuli: contraindication or indication for hip arthroscopy? And the case for arthroscopic treatment of global pincer impingement
Southern California 22551946
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K

596. Matsuda DK, Calipusan CP
Adolescent femoroacetabular impingement from malunion of the anteroinferior iliac spine apophysis treated with arthroscopic spinoplasty
Southern California 22385466
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K; Calipusan, Charito P

597. Matsuda DK, Calipusan CP
Emergent Hip Arthroscopy: Life-saving Intervention for Septic Hip and Secondary Multiorgan Failure
Southern California 22784906
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K; Calipusan, Charito P

598. Matsuda DK, Khatod M
Rapidly progressive osteoarthritis after arthroscopic labral repair in patients with hip dysplasia
Southern California 23107251
KP author(s): Matsuda, Dean K; Khatod, Monti

Comparison of risk prediction using the CKD-EPI equation and the MDRD study equation for estimated glomerular filtration rate
Northwest 22570462
KP author(s): Smith, David H

Diabetic retinopathy in the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Cohort: a pilot study
Southern California 22269205
KP author(s): Lawrence, Jean M

Toward Patient-Centered Cancer Care: Patient Perceptions of Problematic Events, Impact, and Response
Georgia 22508828  PMC3383179
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W; Calvi, Josephine

Health literacy and cancer prevention: Two new instruments to assess comprehension
Georgia/Hawaii/Colorado 22244323  PMC3350821
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W; Williams, Andrew E; Gaglio, Bridget; Calvi, Josephine; Cowan, Rebecca B

603. Mazor KM, Rogers HJ, Williams AE, Roblin DW, Gaglio B, Field TS, Greene SM, Han PK, Costanza ME
The Cancer Message Literacy Tests: Psychometric analyses and validity studies
Hawaii/Georgia/Mid-Atlantic 22789147
KP author(s): Williams, Andrew E; Roblin, Douglas W; Gaglio, Bridget

604. McBride D
Cancer cell line encyclopedia will help researchers match drugs to patients in clinical trials
Northern California 22774345
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

605. McBride D
Cancer during pregnancy can be treated successfully
Northern California 22455173
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

606. McBride D
Cancer therapies are linked to thyroid dysfunction
Northern California 22375510
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

607. McBride D
First trial tests targeted nanoparticles in patients
Northern California 22855987
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

608. McBride D
Mutated gene markers predict outcome for patients with AML
Northern California 22690521
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

609. McBride D
New drugs help immune system fight cancer
Northern California 22873087
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

610. McBride D
New research provides insight into the link between obesity and cancer
Northern California 22355898
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah
611. McBride D
Researchers uncover new evidence for stem cells
Northern California 23094452
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

612. McBride D
Risk of miscarriage is increased for nurses handling chemotherapy
Northern California 22662588
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

613. McBride D
Some children with Hodgkin lymphoma may not require radiation therapy
Northern California 23008911
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

614. McBride DL
Children and Outdoor Play
Northern California 22564393
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

615. McBride DL
Circumcision Benefits Outweigh Risks, But Parents Should Choose According to Revised AAP Policy
Northern California 23153513
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

616. McBride DL
Concussion: The Hidden Injury
Northern California 22981941
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

617. McBride DL
Health Datapalooza 2012
Northern California 22819879
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

618. McBride DL
Homelessness and Health Care Disparities Among Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Youth
Northern California 22207265
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

619. McBride DL
Prenatal Pesticide Exposure Linked to Lower IQ in Children
Northern California 22100724
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

620. McBride DL
The Distracted Nurse
Northern California 22391149
KP author(s): McBride, Deborah

621. McCahill LE, Single RM, Aiello Bowles EJ, Feigelson HS, James TA, Barney T, Engel JM, Onitilo AA
Variability in reexcision following breast conservation surgery
Colorado 22298678
KP author(s): Feigelson, Heather S

Primary mFOLFOX6 Plus Bevacizumab Without Resection of the Primary Tumor for Patients Presenting With Surgically Unresectable Metastatic Colon Cancer and an Intact Asymptomatic Colon Cancer: Definitive Analysis of NSABP Trial C-10
Northern California 22869888 PMC3434981
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou

623. McCarberg B, Barkin RL, Zaleon C
The Management of Neuropathic Pain With a Focus Upon Older Adults
Southern California 22198068
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

624. McCarberg BH, Stanos S, Williams DA
Comprehensive Chronic Pain Management: Improving Physical and Psychological Function (CME Multimedia Activity)
Southern California 22624694
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

625. McClure DL, Xu S, Weintraub E, Glanz JM
An efficient statistical algorithm for a temporal scan statistic applied to vaccine safety analyses
Colorado 22531555
KP author(s): McClure, David L; Xu, Stan
626. McConnell KJ, Delate T, Newlon CL
Impact of continuing professional development versus traditional continuing pharmacy education on learning behaviors
Colorado 23229960
KP author(s): McConnell, Karen; Delate, Tom; Newlon, Carey

Physician Attitudes Regarding School-Located Vaccinations
Colorado 23027169
KP author(s): Daley, Matthew F; Hambidge, Simon

Predictors of Mortality Over 8 Years in Type 2 Diabetic Patients: Translating Research Into Action for Diabetes (TRIAD)
Northern California/Hawaii 22432119 PMC3357242
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Waitzfelder, Beth E

629. McLeod JD
The pediatric medical home: Will it become the norm?
Southern California 23014179
KP author(s): McLeod, Judith D

Anhedonia predicts poorer recovery among youth with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor treatment-resistant depression
Northwest 22449646
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg; Lynch, Frances; Dickerson, John F

Carotid MPRAGE Signal Is Associated with Acute Territorial Cerebral Ischemic Events Detected by Diffusion Weighted MRI
Hawaii 22495769
KP author(s): Yoon, Hyo-Chun

Lower Numeracy Is Associated with Increased Odds of 30-Day Emergency Department and Hospital Recidivism for Patients with Acute Heart Failure

*Circ Heart Fail. 2012 Dec 10.*
Northwest 23230305
KP author(s): Arbogast, Patrick G

The prognosis of acute low back pain in primary care in the United States: a 2-year prospective cohort study

Northern California 22504516 PMC3335773
KP author(s): Pressman, Alice; Goldberg, Harley; Avins, Andy L

634. Mehrotra A, Reid RO, Adams JL, Friedberg MW, McGlynn EA, Hussey PS
Physicians with the least experience have higher cost profiles than do physicians with the most experience

Southern California 23129676
KP author(s): Adams, John L; McGlynn, Elizabeth A

Relative Impact of HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase Mutations on Nucleoside RT Inhibitor Susceptibility: A Standardized Comparison

Northern California/Southern California 22330916 PMC3346663
KP author(s): Fessel, Jeffrey; Towner, William J

Reliability, validity, and responsiveness of the Rhinitis Control Assessment Test in patients with rhinitis

Southern California 23219170
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

Techniques of arthrodesis in the foot and ankle

*Foot Ankle Spec. 2012 Dec;5(6):408-16.*
Northern California 23136267
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack

638. Merrill JO, Korff MV, Banta-Green CJ, Sullivan MD, Saunders KW, Campbell CI, Weisner C
Prescribed opioid difficulties, depression and opioid dose among chronic opioid therapy patients

*Gen Hosp Psychiatry. 2012 Sep 5.*
Northern California 22959422
KP author(s): Campbell, Cynthia I; Weisner, Constance
Ten-year stability of remission in private alcohol and drug outpatient treatment: Non-problem users versus abstainers
Northern California 22542217
KP author(s): Mertens, Jennifer; Kline-Simon, Andrea H; Moore, Charlie; Weisner, Constance

640. Meunier S, Russmann H, Shamim E, Lamy JC, Hallett M
Plasticity of cortical inhibition in dystonia is impaired after motor learning and paired-associative stimulation
Mid-Atlantic 22429246 PMC3310890
KP author(s): Shamim, Ejaz A

641. Milchak JL, Shanahan RL, Kerzee JA
Implementation of a Peer Review Process to Improve Documentation Consistency of Care Process Indicators in the EMR in a Primary Care Setting
Colorado 22235954
KP author(s): Milchak, Jessica L; Shanahan, Roberta L; Kerzee, Jane

642. Miller ME, Mastrodimos B, Cueva RA
Hearing Preservation in Management of Epidermoids of the Cerebellopontine Angle: CPA Epidermoids and Hearing Preservation
Southern California 23032664
KP author(s): Mastrodimos, Bill; Cueva, Roberto A

643. Mirmirani P
Managing hair loss in midlife women
Northern California 23182767
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi

Association of N-terminal Pro-B-type Natriuretic Peptide With Left Ventricular Structure and Function in Chronic Kidney Disease (from the Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort [CRIC])
Am J Cardiol. 2012 Nov 22.
Northern California 23178053
KP author(s): Go, Alan S


Design of Clinical Trials in AKI: A Report from an NIDDK Workshop. Trials of Patients with Sepsis and in Selected Hospital Settings

Northern California 22442184

KP author(s): Go, Alan S


Causal inference in epidemiological studies with strong confounding

Northern California 22362629

KP author(s): Neugebauer, Romain S

647. Moorman AC, Gordon SC, Rupp LB, Spradling PR, Teshale EH, Lu M, Nerenz DR, Nakasato CC, Boscarino JA, Henkle EM, Oja-Tebbe NJ, Xing J, Ward JW, Holmberg SD, for the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS) Investigators

Baseline Characteristics and Mortality Among People in Care for Chronic Viral Hepatitis: The Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS)

Northern California 22990852

KP author(s): Nakasato, Cynthia; Holmberg, Scott


Reduced elastogenesis: a clue to the arteriosclerosis and emphysematous changes in Schimke immuno-osseous dysplasia?

_Orphanet J Rare Dis._ 2012 Sep 22;7(1):70.
Northern California 22998683

KP author(s): Kobelka, Christine


Asian Ethnicity is Associated With a Higher Trunk/Peripheral Fat Ratio in Women and Adolescent Girls

Hawaii 22327117

KP author(s): Novotny, Rachel


Antibiotic prophylaxis for selected gynecologic surgeries

Northern California 23040720
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Morrill, Michelle Y; Margulies, Rebecca U

651. Mosen DM, Pihlstrom DJ, Snyder JJ, Shuster E
Assessing the association between receipt of dental care, diabetes control measures and health care utilization
Northwest  22207663
KP author(s): Mosen, David M; Pihlstrom, Dan J; Snyder, John J; Shuster, Elizabeth

652. Mularski KS, Yeh CP, Bains JK, Mosen DM, Hill AK, Mularski RA
Pharmacist glycemic control team improves quality of glycemic control in surgical patients with perioperative dysglycemia
Northwest  22529756   PMC3327108
KP author(s): Mularski, Karen Smith; Yeh, Cynthia P; Mosen, David M; Hill, Ariel K; Mularski, Richard A

Comparative effectiveness research in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Northwest  23105965   PMC3479302
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A; McBurnie, Mary Ann; Vollmer, William

654. Mulder GD, Lee DK, Jeppesen NS
Comprehensive review of the clinical application of autologous mesenchymal stem cells in the treatment of chronic wounds and diabetic bone healing
Northern California  22372562
KP author(s): Lee, Daniel K; Jeppesen, Nathan

655. Mundt MP, Parthasarathy S, Chi FW, Sterling S, Campbell CI
12-Step participation reduces medical use costs among adolescents with a history of alcohol and other drug treatment
Northern California  22633367
KP author(s): Parthasarathy, Sujaya; Chi, Felicia W; Sterling, Stacy A; Campbell, Cynthia I

656. Munro MG
Classification of menstrual bleeding disorders
Southern California  22851041
KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

657. Munro MG
Electrosurgery research
Southern California  22459345
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

658.  Munro MG
Surgical simulation: where have we come from? Where are we now? Where are we going?
Southern California  22546418
KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

659.  Munro MG, Critchley HO, Fraser IS
The FIGO systems for nomenclature and classification of causes of abnormal uterine bleeding in
the reproductive years: who needs them?
Southern California  22386064
KP author(s): Munro, Malcolm G

Within-Visit Variability of Blood Pressure and All-Cause and Cardiovascular Mortality Among US
Adults
Southern California  22372776
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L

661.  Murase JE, Broussard KC, Wu JJ
Pruritic erythematous papules on an actinically damaged scalp
Southern California  22342024
KP author(s): Wu, Jashin J

Severity of asthma in pregnancy affects perinatal outcomes
Southern California  22324927
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

663.  Murray CB, Murphy LK, Palermo TM, Clarke GM
Pain and Sleep-Wake Disturbances in Adolescents With Depressive Disorders
Northwest  22420746
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

664.  Myers VH, McVay MA, Champagne CM, Hollis JF, Coughlin JW, Funk KL, Gullion CM, Jerome GJ,
Loria CM, Samuel-Hodge CD, Stevens VJ, Svetkey LP, Brantley PJ
Weight loss history as a predictor of weight loss: results from Phase I of the weight loss
maintenance trial
Northwest  22907176
KP author(s): Hollis, Jack; Funk, Kristine; Gullion, Christina; Stevens, Victor J
665. Myerson M, Christensen JC, Steck JK, Schuberth JM
Avascular necrosis of the foot and ankle
Northern California 22461683
KP author(s): Schuberth, Jack

Fibronectin Glomerulopathy: An Unusual Cause of Adult-Onset Nephrotic Syndrome
Northern California 22721928
KP author(s): Mazbar, Sami

A randomized trial of urodynamic testing before stress-incontinence surgery
Southern California 22511014
KP author(s): Menefee, Shawn Adam

Reported Adverse Events in Young Women Following Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
Northwest 22229713
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Gold, Rachel; Drew, Lois; Riedlinger, Karen; Henninger, Michelle L

669. Namazy JA, Murphy VE, Powell H, Gibson PG, Chambers C, Schatz M
Effects of asthma severity, exacerbations and oral corticosteroids on perinatal outcomes
Eur Respir J. 2012 Aug 16.
Southern California 22903964
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

670. Namba RS, Inacio MC, Paxton EW
Risk factors associated with surgical site infection in 30 491 primary total hip replacements
Southern California 23015556
KP author(s): Namba, Robert S; Inacio, Maria C; Paxton, Liz

Risk of revision for fixed versus mobile-bearing primary total knee replacements
Southern California 23138235
KP author(s): Namba, Robert S; Inacio, Maria C; Paxton, Liz; Ake, Christopher F
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Details</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>KP author(s):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>678</td>
<td>Nekhlyudov L, Greene SM, Chubak J, Rabin B, Tuzzio L, Rolnick S, Field TS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cancer research network: using integrated healthcare delivery systems as platforms for cancer survivorship research
Colorado 23239136
KP author(s): Rabin, Borsika A

Ten-Year Risk of Diagnostic Mammograms and Invasive Breast Procedures After Breast-Conserving Surgery for DCIS
Northern California/Southern California 22491230 PMC3328423
KP author(s): Habel, Laurel; Achacoso, Ninah S; Haque, Reina; Quesenberry, Charles P

680. Nelson C
The familiar foundation and the fuller sense: ethics consultation and narrative
*Perm J.* 2012 Spring;16(2):60-3.
Southern California 22745620 PMC3383166
KP author(s): Nelson, Craig M

Challenges in the design and analysis of sequentially monitored postmarket safety surveillance evaluations using electronic observational health care data
Northern California/Southern California 22262594
KP author(s): Fireman, Bruce; Jacobsen, Steven J

Dynamic marginal structural modeling to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of more or less aggressive treatment intensification strategies in adults with type 2 diabetes
Northern California 22552985
KP author(s): Neugebauer, Romain S; Fireman, Bruce

Noninitiation of Adjuvant Chemotherapy in Women With Localized Breast Cancer: The Breast Cancer Quality of Care Study
Northern California 23008305
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

Non-initiation of adjuvant hormonal therapy in women with hormone receptor-positive breast cancer: The Breast Cancer Quality of Care Study (BQUAL)
Northern California 22487337
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry

The Breast Cancer Quality of Care Study (BQUAL): A Multi-Center Study to Determine Causes for Noncompliance with Breast Cancer Adjuvant Therapy

Northwest 22362582 PMC3324430
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

The Influence of Health and Lifestyle Characteristics on the Relation of Serum 25-Hydroxyvitamin D With Risk of Colorectal and Breast Cancer in Postmenopausal Women

Program Offices 22665836
KP author(s): Neuwirth, Estee; Bellows, Jim; Jackson, Ana H; Price, Patricia M

Image diagnosis: perilunate and lunate dislocations
Northern California 22529764 PMC3327118
KP author(s): Newberry, Jennifer A; Garmel, Gus

Infant siblings and the investigation of autism risk factors
Northern California 22958474 PMC3436647
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A; Hess, Haley N; Massolo, Maria L

Perioperative complications and reoperations after incontinence and prolapse surgeries using prosthetic implants
Southern California/Northern California/Hawaii 22353951
KP author(s): Nguyen, John N; Jakus, Sharon; Walter, Andrew J; White, Terry; Menefee, Shawn Adam

692. Nguyen QT, Wu AP, Mastrodimos BJ, Cueva RA
Impact of Fundal Extension on Hearing After Surgery for Vestibular Schwannomas
Southern California 22334158
KP author(s): Nguyen, Quyen T; Wu, Amy P; Mastrodimos, Bill; Cueva, Roberto A

693. Nichols GA, Arondekar B, Jacobson TA
Hospital use and medical care costs up to 5 years after triglyceride lowering among patients with severe hypertriglyceridemia
Northwest 23009780
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg

Construction of a Multisite DataLink Using Electronic Health Records for the Identification, Surveillance, Prevention, and Management of Diabetes Mellitus: The SUPREME-DM Project
Northwest/Southern California/Colorado/Georgia/Hawaii 22677160
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg; Lawrence, Jean M; Raebel, Marsha A; Steiner, John F; Vupputuri, Suma; Waitzfelder, Beth E

695. Nichols GA, Kimes TM, Harp JB, Kou TD, Brodovicz KG
Glycemic Response and Attainment of A1C Goals Following Newly Initiated Insulin Therapy for Type 2 Diabetes
Northwest 22279033 PMC3322680
KP author(s): Nichols, Greg; Kimes, Terry

696. Niederkohr RD
Technical feasibility vs. clinical utility: a question of 'can we?' vs. 'should we?'
Northern California 22160199
KP author(s): Niederkohr, Ryan D

697. Niederkohr RD, Levin LA
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Author response: bayesian estimation of sensitivity of temporal artery biopsies
Northern California 22298152
KP author(s): Niederkohr, Ryan D

698. Nishijima DK, Offerman SR, Ballard DW, Vinson DR, Chettipally UK, Rauchwerger AS, Reed ME, Holmes JF, Clinical Research in Emergency Services and Treatment (CREST) Network Immediate and delayed traumatic intracranial hemorrhage in patients with head trauma and preinjury warfarin or clopidogrel use
Northern California 22626015 PMC3361700
KP author(s): Offerman, Steven R; Ballard, Dustin; Vinson, David R; Chettipally, Uli; Rauchwerger, Adina S; Reed, Mary E

Northwest 23063220
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

700. Nonnenmann MW, Coronado G, Thompson B, Griffith WC, Hanson JD, Vesper S, Faustman EM Utilizing pyrosequencing and quantitative PCR to characterize fungal populations among house dust samples
Northwest 22767010
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

701. Norris SL, Burda BU, Holmer HK, Ogden LA, Fu R, Bero L, Schunemann H, Deyo R Author's specialty and conflicts of interest contribute to conflicting guidelines for screening mammography
Northwest 22498428
KP author(s): Burda, Brittany U

702. Norris SL, Holmer HK, Burda BU, Ogden LA, Fu R Conflict of interest policies for organizations producing a large number of clinical practice guidelines
Northwest 22629391 PMC3358298
KP author(s): Burda, Brittany U

703. Norris SL, Holmer HK, Ogden LA, Burda BU, Fu R Characteristics of physicians receiving large payments from pharmaceutical companies and the accuracy of their disclosures in publications: an observational study
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 23013260
KP author(s): Burda, Brittany U

Evaluation of the Cephid(R) Xpert(R) Flu Assay for Rapid Identification and Differentiation of Influenza A, Influenza A 2009 H1N1, and Influenza B
Southern California 22378908 PMC3347140
KP author(s): Novak, Susan M

705. Novelli WD, Halvorson GC, Santa J
Recognizing an Opinion: Findings From the IOM Evidence Communication Innovation Collaborative
Program Offices 23011640
KP author(s): Halvorson, George C

US Acculturation Is Associated with Health Behaviors and Obesity, but not Their Change, with a Hotel-Based Intervention among Asian-Pacific Islanders
Hawaii/Northeast 22709769 PMC3378986
KP author(s): Novotny, Rachel; Chen, Chuhe; Williams, Andrew E; Oshiro, Caryn ES; Stevens, Victor J

Dietary Intake Among Native Hawaiian, Filipino, and White Children and Caregivers in Hawai'i
Hawaii 23251873 PMC3525334
KP author(s): Vijayadeva, Vinutha

Breathing Exercises and/or Retraining Techniques in the Treatment of Asthma: Comparative Effectiveness
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2012 Sep. Report No.: 12-EHC092-EF.
Northwest 23101047
KP author(s): O'Connor, Elizabeth; Patnode, Carrie D; Burda, Brittany U; Whitlock, Evelyn

Benefits of Early Hypertension Control on Cardiovascular Outcomes in Patients With Diabetes
Northern California 22966094
KP author(s): Schmittle, Julie A; Magid, David J
710. Oh SS, Tcheurekdjian H, Roth LA, Nguyen EA, Sen S, Galanter JM, Davis A, Farber HJ, Gilliland FD, 
Kumar R, Avila PC, Brignino-Buenaventura E, Chapela R, Ford JG, Lenoir MA, Lurmann F, Meade K, 
Serebrisky D, Thyne S, Rodriguez-Cintron W, Rodriguez-Santana JR, Williams LK, Borrell LN, 
Burchard EG 
Effect of secondhand smoke on asthma control among black and Latino children 
Northern California 22552109 PMC3367092 
KP author(s): Buenaventura, Emerita

711. Okusa MD, Molitoris BA, Palevsky PM, Chinchilli VM, Liu KD, Cheung AK, Weisbord SD, Faubel S, 
Kellum JA, Wald R, Chertow GM, Levin A, Waikar SS, Murray PT, Parikh CR, Shaw AD, Go AS, 
Chawla LS, Kaufman JS, Devarajan P, Toto RM, Hsu CY, Greene TH, Mehta RL, Stokes JB, 
EG, Kimmel PL, Star RA 
Design of Clinical Trials in Acute Kidney Injury: A Report from an NIDDK Workshop--Prevention 
Trials 
Northern California 22442188 
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

HS, Lieu TA, Ball R 
The Risk of Immune Thrombocytopenic Purpura After Vaccination in Children and Adolescents 
Colorado/Hawaii/Northern California/Georgia 22232308 
KP author(s): O'Leary, Sean T; Glanz, Jason M; McClure, David L; Daley, Matthew F; Nakasato, 
Cynthia; Baxter, Roger; Davis, Robert L

713. Olinghouse C 
Development of a Computerized Intravenous Insulin Application (AutoCal) at Kaiser Permanente 
Northwest, Integrated into Kaiser Permanente HealthConnect: Impact on Safety and Nursing 
Workload 
Northwest 23012605 PMC3442768 
KP author(s): Olinghouse, Christine

714. Olson JM, Alam M, Asgari MM 
Needs assessment for general dermatologic surgery 
Northern California 22117876 
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M

715. Ong ME, Mackey KE, Zhang ZC, Tanaka H, Ma MH, Swor R, Shin SD 
Mechanical CPR devices compared to manual CPR during out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and 
ambulance transport: a systematic review 
Northern California 22709917 PMC3416709
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Mackey, Kevin E

716. O’Ryan FS, Lo JC
Bisphosphonate-Related Osteonecrosis of the Jaw in Patients With Oral Bisphosphonate Exposure: Clinical Course and Outcomes
Northern California 22595135
KP author(s): O’Ryan, Felice; Lo, Joan C

Mesh erosion in robotic sacrocolpopexy
Northwest 22453317
KP author(s): Clark, Amanda Lou

718. Ottman R, Risch N
Genetic Epidemiology and Gene Discovery in Epilepsy
Northern California 22787608
KP author(s): Risch, Neil

Placebo adherence and mortality in the heart and estrogen/progestin replacement study
Northern California 22840666 PMC3423204
KP author(s): Pressman, Alice; Ackerson, Lynn M; Avins, Andy L

720. Page AE, Butler CA, Bozic KJ
Factors Driving Physician-Hospital Alignment in Orthopaedic Surgery
Southern California 23229427
KP author(s): Page, Alexandra Elizabeth

721. Palen TE, Price D, Shetterly S, Wallace KB
Comparing virtual consults to traditional consults using an electronic health record: an observational case inverted question markcontrol study
Colorado 22769592
KP author(s): Palen, Ted E; Price, David; Shetterly, Susan; Wallace, Kristin B

722. Palen TE, Ross C, Powers JD, Xu S
Association of online patient access to clinicians and medical records with use of clinical services
Colorado 23168824
KP author(s): Palen, Ted E; Ross, Colleen; Powers, J David; Xu, Stan
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Design of Clinical Trials in Acute Kidney Injury: Report from an NIDDK Workshop on Trial Methodology
Northern California 22442182
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

A genome-wide association search for type 2 diabetes genes in african americans
Northern California 22238593  PMC3251563
KP author(s): Ferrara, Assiamira

725. Pan MG, Xiong Y, Chen F
NFAT Gene Family in Inflammation and Cancer
Northern California 22950383
KP author(s): Pan, Minggui

726. Pang D
Treating Atlantooccipital Dislocation in Very Young Children and Infants: Solving the Archimedean Spiral
Northern California 22381216
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling

Terminal Myelocystocele: Surgical Observations and Theory of Embryogenesis
Northern California 22270234
KP author(s): Pang, Dachling; Zovickian, John; Moes, Greg S

728. Parekh J, Corley DA, Feng S
Diabetes, Hypertension and Hyperlipidemia: Prevalence Over Time and Impact on Long-Term Survival After Liver Transplantation
Northern California 22548965
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas
Hip pain while using lower extremity joints is associated with sleep disturbances in elderly caucasian women: The study of osteoporotic fractures
Northwest 22998286 PMC3355201
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

Associations between Kidney Function and Subclinical Cardiac Abnormalities in CKD
Northern California 22935481 PMC3458463
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

731. Parker ED, Margolis KL, Trower NK, Magid DJ, Tavel HM, Shetterly SM, Ho PM, Swain BE, O'Conner PJ
Comparative Effectiveness of 2 beta-Blockers in Hypertensive Patients
Colorado/Northern California 22928181
KP author(s): Magid, David J; Tavel, Heather M; Shetterly, Susan; Swain, Bix

732. Parthasarathy S, Chi FW, Mertens JR, Weisner C
The Role of Continuing Care in 9-year Cost Trajectories of Patients With Intakes Into an Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
Northern California 22584889 PMC3354333
KP author(s): Parthasarathy, Sujaya; Chi, Felicia W; Mertens, Jennifer; Weisner, Constance

Simple and Reliable Determination of the Modified Rankin Scale in Neurosurgical and Neurological Patients: The mRS-9Q
Northern California 22843133
KP author(s): Patel, Nihar; Rao, Vivek A; Heilman, Elizabeth R; Lai, Raymond; Quesada, Ramon A; Flint, Alexander C

734. Patel PB, Vinson DR
Ambulance Diversion Reduction and Elimination: The 3-2-1 Plan
Northern California 22464612
KP author(s): Patel, Pankaj; Vinson, David R

735. Patel PB, Vinson DR
Stand by to repel boarders
Northern California 22265135
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Patel, Pankaj; Vinson, David R

736. Pating DR, Miller MM, Goplerud E, Martin J, Ziedonis DM
New systems of care for substance use disorders: treatment, finance, and technology under health care reform
Northern California 22640759
KP author(s): Pating, David

737. Patnode CD, Burda BU, Whitlock EP
Future research needs for the comparative effectiveness of breathing exercises and/or retraining techniques in the treatment of asthma
_Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2012 Sep. AHRQ Publication No. 12-EHC118-EF._
Northwest 22640322
KP author(s): Patnode, Carrie D; Burda, Brittany U; Whitlock, Evelyn

Primary Care Relevant Interventions for Tobacco Use Prevention and Cessation in Children and Adolescents: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
_Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2012 Dec. Report No.: 12-05175-EF-1._
Northwest 23229625
KP author(s): Patnode, Carrie D; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A; Soh, Clara; Hollis, Jack

Primary Care-Relevant Interventions for Tobacco Use Prevention and Cessation in Children and Adolescents: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
_Ann Intern Med. 2012 Dec 11._
Northwest 23229625
KP author(s): Patnode, Carrie D; O'Connor, Elizabeth; Whitlock, Evelyn; Perdue, Leslie A; Soh, Clara; Hollis, Jack

Systemic Immune Suppression Predicts Diminished Merkel Cell Carcinoma-Specific Survival Independent of Stage
_J Invest Dermatol. 2012 Nov 29._
Northern California 23190897
KP author(s): Warton, Margaret M

741. Paxton EW, Ake CF, Inacio MC, Khatod M, Marinac-Dabic D, Sedrakyan A
Evaluation of total hip arthroplasty devices using a total joint replacement registry
_Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2012 May;21 Suppl 2:S3-9._
Southern California 22552980
KP author(s): Paxton, Liz; Ake, Christopher F; Inacio, Maria C; Khatod, Monti
742. Paxton EW, Inacio MC, Kiley ML
The kaiser permanente implant registries: effect on patient safety, quality improvement, cost effectiveness, and research opportunities
*Perm J. 2012 Spring;16(2):36-44.*
Southern California 22745614 PMC3383159
KP author(s): Paxton, Liz; Inacio, Maria C; Kiley, Mary-Lou

Healthcare information technology and economics
*J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2012 Jul 10.*
Program Offices 22781191
KP author(s): Liang, Louise

744. Peace RA, Hamilton GA
End-stage hallux rigidus: cheilectomy, implant, or arthrodesis?
Northern California 22727376
KP author(s): Peace, Ruth; Hamilton, Graham A

Clinical, Epidemiologic, Histopathologic and Molecular Features of an Unexplained Dermopathy
Northern California 22295070 PMC3266263
KP author(s): Selby, Joe V; Cantrell, Virginia; Motipara, Sarita

746. Pedrajas FG, Cafasso DE, Schneider PA
Endovascular therapy: is it effective in the diabetic limb?
Hawaii 22817859
KP author(s): Pedrajas, Fernando Gallardo; Cafasso, Danielle E; Schneider, Peter

Rapid health impact assessment of policies to reduce vehicle miles traveled in Oregon
Northwest 22818411
KP author(s): Perdue, Leslie A

Identification of Genetic Susceptibility Loci for Colorectal Tumors in a Genome-Wide Meta-Analysis
Northern California 23266556
KP author(s): Caan, Bette

Acculturation and Outcomes among Patients with Heart Failure
Colorado 22247483
KP author(s): Peterson, Pamela N; Steiner, John F; Havranek, Edward P; Masoudi, Frederick A

Pettit KE, Merchant M, Machin GA, Tacy TA, Norton ME
Congenital heart defects in a large, unselected cohort of monochorionic twins
Northern California 23223160
KP author(s): Pettit, Kate E; Merchant, Maqdooda

Piccini JP, Mi X, Dewald TA, Go AS, Hernandez AF, Curtis LH
Pharmacotherapy in Medicare Beneficiaries With Atrial Fibrillation
Heart Rhythm. 2012 Apr 23.
Northern California 22537885
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Renal Dysfunction as a Predictor of Stroke and Systemic Embolism in Patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation: Validation of the R2CHADS2 Index in the ROCKET AF and ATRIA Study Cohorts
Circulation. 2012 Dec 3.
Northern California 23212720
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Insulin Regimens and Clinical Outcomes in a Type 1 Diabetes Cohort: The SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth study
Southern California 22961571
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L
754. Pirouzian A
Restrictive strabismus
Northern California 2214960
KP author(s): Pirouzian, Amir A

Association between marijuana exposure and pulmonary function over 20 years
Northern California 2235088
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

756. Poland GA, Jacobsen SJ
Influenza vaccine, Guillain-Barre syndrome, and chasing zero
*Vaccine. 2012 Aug 31;30(40):5801-3.*
Southern California 22883638
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

Adherence to placebo and mortality in the Beta Blocker Evaluation of Survival Trial (BEST)
Northern California 2265975 PMC3312975
KP author(s): Pressman, Alice; Avins, Andy L; Ackerson, Lynn M

758. Pretorius RG, Belinson JL
Colposcopy
*Minerva Ginecol. 2012 Apr;64(2):173-80.*
Southern California 22481626
KP author(s): Pretorius, Robert G

759. Pretorius RG, Belinson JL, Azizi F, Peterson PC, Belinson S
Utility of Random Cervical Biopsy and Endocervical Curettage in a Low-Risk Population
*J Low Genit Tract Dis. 2012 May 22.*
Southern California 22622343
KP author(s): Pretorius, Robert G; Azizi, Faramarz; Peterson, Pat

760. Price DW, Ma Y, Rubin RR, Perreault L, Bray GA, Marrero D, Knowler WC, Barrett-Connor E, Lacoursiere DY, for the Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group
Depression as a Predictor of Weight Regain Among Successful Weight Losers in the Diabetes Prevention Program
*Diabetes Care. 2012 Sep 21.*
Colorado 23002085
KP author(s): Price, David

761. Qian L, Tseng HF, Sy LS, Jacobsen SJ
Confounder adjustment in vaccine safety studies: Comparing three offset terms for case-centered approach
Southern California 22871350
KP author(s): Qian, Lei; Tseng, Hung-Fu; Sy, Lina S; Jacobsen, Steven J

762. Qiu X, Miles A, Jiang X, Sun X, Yang N
Sulfotanshinone sodium injection for unstable angina pectoris: a systematic review of randomized controlled trials
Northwest 22548119 PMC3325017
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

763. Quigley DI, Foster JA, Carter SN, Wolff DJ
Cytogenetics caseload survey summary 2012
Northwest 23183332
KP author(s): Quigley, Denise; Foster, Jessica A

764. Quinn VP, Jacobsen SJ, Slezak JM, Van Den Eeden SK, Caan B, Sternfeld B, Haque R
Preventive care and health behaviors among overweight/obese men in HMOs
Southern California/Northern California 22435746
KP author(s): Quinn, Virginia P; Jacobsen, Steven J; Slezak, Jeffrey M; VanDenEeden, Stephen; Caan, Bette; Sternfeld, Barbara; Haque, Reina

765. Rabin BA, Purcell P, Naveed S, Moser RP, Henton MD, Proctor EK, Brownson RC, Glasgow RE
Advancing the application, quality and harmonization of implementation science measures
Colorado 23231885
KP author(s): Rabin, Borsika A; Henton, Michelle D

766. Rahm AK, Feigelson HS, Wagner N, Le AQ, Halterman E, Cornish N, Dearing JW
Perception of Direct-To-Consumer Genetic Testing and Direct-To-Consumer Advertising of Genetic Tests among Members of a Large Managed Care Organization
Colorado 22278218
KP author(s): Rahm, Alanna Kulchak; Feigelson, Heather S; Wagner, Nicole M; Le, Anh Quynh; Dearing, James W

An Over-the-Counter Simulation Study of a Single-Tablet Emergency Contraceptive in Young Females
Northern California 22395146
KP author(s): Raine-Bennett, Tina

768. Ramirez R, Hinman A, Sterling S, Weisner C, Campbell C
Peer Influences on Adolescent Alcohol and Other Drug Use Outcomes
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22339982  PMC3287367
KP author(s): Hinman, Agatha S; Sterling, Stacy A; Weisner, Constance; Campbell, Cynthia I

Complementary and Alternative Medicine Use, Patient-reported Outcomes, and Treatment Satisfaction Among Men With Localized Prostate Cancer
Northern California 22546381
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen

Mediators of asthma outcomes
Northwest 22386506
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

Association between periprocedural bleeding and long-term outcomes following percutaneous coronary intervention in older patients
Northern California 22995883
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph

772. Rastogi D, Pelter MA, Deamer RL
Evaluations of hospitalizations associated with thiazide-associated hyponatremia
Southern California 22372775
KP author(s): Rastogi, Divaker; Pelter, Mitchell A; Deamer, Robert L

Getting Under the Skin of Clinical Inertia in Insulin Initiation: The Translating Research Into Action for Diabetes (TRIAD) Insulin Starts Project
Northern California 22222513
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J

774. Ray CE Jr, Battaglia C, Libby AM, Prochazka A, Xu S, Funaki B
Interventional Radiologic Treatment of Hepatocellular Carcinoma-A Cost Analysis from the Payer Perspective
Colorado 22277271
KP author(s): Xu, Stan

775. Ray GT, Suaya JA, Baxter R
Trends and Characteristics of Culture-Confirmed Staphylococcus aureus Infections in a Large U.S. Integrated Health Care Organization
Northern California 22422853 PMC3372166
KP author(s): Ray, Tom; Baxter, Roger

Mid-Atlantic/Northern California 23242158
KP author(s): Horberg, Michael; Silverberg, Michael J

A systematic analysis of small supernumerary marker chromosomes using array CGH exposes unexpected complexity
Southern California 22935720
KP author(s): Reddy, Kavita S; Tiller, George E; Abbey, Sridevi; Bass, Harold N

Consumer-directed Health Plans With Health Savings Accounts: Whose Skin is in the Game and How do Costs Affect Care Seeking?
Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22322099
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Graetz, Ilana P; Fung, Vicki

779. Reed M, Huang J, Graetz I, Brand R, Hsu J, Fireman B, Jaffe M
Outpatient electronic health records and the clinical care and outcomes of patients with diabetes mellitus
Northern California 23027319
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Hsu, John T; Fireman, Bruce; Jaffe, Marc

780. Reed ME, Graetz I, Fung V, Newhouse JP, Hsu J
In consumer-directed health plans, a majority of patients were unaware of free or low-cost preventive care
*Health Aff (Millwood).* 2012 Dec;31(12):2641-8.
Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 23213148
KP author(s): Reed, Mary E; Graetz, Ilana P; Fung, Vicki

781. Ren X, Banki NM
Classic hemodynamic findings of severe aortic regurgitation
Northern California 22801656
KP author(s): Ren, Xiushui M; Banki, Nader M
782. Reynolds K
Epidemiology of obesity and metabolic syndrome in China
Southern California
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L

Psychometric Properties of the Osteoporosis-Specific Morisky Medication Adherence Scale in Postmenopausal Women with Osteoporosis Newly Treated with Bisphosphonates (May)
Southern California
22510666
KP author(s): Reynolds, Kristi L; Harrison, Teresa N; Cheetham, Thomas C; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y

784. Rhee E
Placement of quadratic male sling
Southern California
22372653
KP author(s): Rhee, Eugene Y

Standardized representation, visualization and searchable repository of antiretroviral treatment-change episodes
Southern California/Northern California
22554313
PMC3439255
KP author(s): Towner, William J; Fessel, Jeffrey

Longitudinal Changes of Benign Prostate-specific Antigen and [-2]Proprostate-specific Antigen in Seven Years in a Community-based Sample of Men
Southern California
22386420
PMC3297985
KP author(s): Jacobsen, Steven J

Components of patient satisfaction with a dental restorative visit: Results from The Dental Practice-Based Research Network
Northwest
22942147
PMC3432985
KP author(s): Fellows, Jeffrey

Overview of the Consortium of Hospitals Advancing Research on Tobacco (CHART)
Northwest 22852768
KP author(s): Stevens, Victor J

A randomized, 14-day, double-blind study evaluating conversion from hydrocodone/acetaminophen (Vicodin) to buprenorphine transdermal system 10 mug/h or 20 mug/h in patients with osteoarthritis pain
Southern California 22409388
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

790. Risbood V, Lee JR, Roche-Desilets J, Fuller MA
Lurasidone: An Atypical Antipsychotic for Schizophrenia (July/August)
Ohio 22828971
KP author(s): Risbood, Vineeta S

791. Ritchey J, Gay EG, Spencer BA, Miller DC, Wallner LP, Stewart AK, Dunn RL, Litwin MS, Wei JT
Assessment of the Quality of Medical Care Among Patients with Early Stage Prostate Cancer Undergoing Expectant Management in the United States
Southern California 22818140
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P

792. Ritenbaugh C, Hammerschlag R, Dworkin SF, Aickin MG, Mist SD, Elder CR, Harris RE
Comparative Effectiveness of Traditional Chinese Medicine and Psychosocial Care in the Treatment of Temporomandibular Disorders-AssOCIated Chronic Facial Pain
Northwest 23059454
KP author(s): Elder, Charles R

793. Ritterman J
The reply
Northern California 22269630
KP author(s): Ritterman, Jeffrey

Validation of Electronic Data on Chemotherapy and Hormone Therapy Use in HMOs
Med Care. 2012 Apr 23.
Colorado/Northwest 22531648
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra; Carroll, Nikki M; Delate, Tom; O'Keeffe-Rossetti, Maureen; Hornbrook, Mark C
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Patterns and predictors of first-line chemotherapy use among adults with advanced non-small cell lung cancer in the cancer research network
*Lung Cancer.* 2012 Sep 27.
Colorado/Northwest/Northern California 23022316
KP author(s): Ritzwoller, Debra; Carroll, Nikki M; Delate, Tom; Hornbrook, Mark C; Kushi, Larry; Freml, Jared M; Huang, Karl

What women want - quantifying the perception of hair amount: an analysis of hair diameter and density changes with age in Caucasian women
Northern California 22524482
KP author(s): Mirmirani, Paradi

797. Roberts SC, Avalos LA, Sinkford D, Foster DG
Alcohol, tobacco and drug use as reasons for abortion
*Alcohol Alcohol.* 2012 Aug 22.
Northern California 22917755
KP author(s): Avalos, Lyndsay A

Burden of Illness and Treatment Patterns for Patients with Fibromyalgia
Southern California 22958298
KP author(s): McCarberg, Bill H

799. Roblin DW
Validation of a Neighborhood SES Index in a Managed Care Organization
Georgia 22437617
KP author(s): Roblin, Douglas W

800. Rock CL, Emond JA, Flatt SW, Heath DD, Karanja N, Pakiz B, Sherwood NE, Thomson CA
Weight Loss Is Associated With Increased Serum 25-Hydroxyvitamin D in Overweight or Obese Women
*Obesity (Silver Spring).* 2012 Mar 8.
Northwest 22402737
KP author(s): Karanja, Njeri

Statistics Committee and Stroke Statistics Subcommittee, on behalf of the American Heart Association Statistics Committee and Stroke Statistics Subcommittee

Executive Summary: Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics--2012 Update: A Report From the American Heart Association


Northern California 22215894
KP author(s): Go, Alan S


Seven-Year Follow-Up Assessment of Cardiac Function in NSABP B-31, a Randomized Trial Comparing Doxorubicin and Cyclophosphamide Followed by Paclitaxel (ACP) With ACP Plus Trastuzumab As Adjuvant Therapy for Patients With Node-Positive, Human Epidermal Gr

_J Clin Oncol_. 2012 Sep 17.

Northern California/Southern California 22987084
KP author(s): Fehrenbacher, Lou; Polikoff, Jonathan A

803. Rondinelli J, Ecker M, Crawford C, Seelinger C, Omery A

Hourly Rounding Implementation: A Multisite Description of Structures, Processes, and Outcomes


Southern California 22617698
KP author(s): Rondinelli, June L; Ecker, Margaret A; Crawford, Cecelia L; Seelinger, Connie L; Omery, Anna K

804. Rootman DB, Rootman J, Gregory S, Feldman KA, Ma R

Stereotactic Fractionated Radiotherapy for Cavernous Venous Malformations (Hemangioma) of the Orbit


Southern California 22410657
KP author(s): Feldman, Kenneth A


Trajectories of health-related quality of life by socio-economic status in a nationally representative Canadian cohort


Northwest 21441176
KP author(s): Feeny, David


Epidemiologic and Clinical Features of Bell's Palsy among Children in Northern California


Program Offices/Northern California 22678408
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Baxter, Roger; Rasgon, Barry; Ray, Paula; Black, Steven; Klein, Jerome O; Klein, Nicola
Rowhani-Rahbar et al. Respond to 'Immunization and Bell's Palsy in Children'
Program Offices/Northern California  22411863
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Fireman, Bruce; Lewis, Edwin M; Ray, Paula; Rasgon, Barry; Klein, Jerome O; Black, Steven; Klein, Nicola; Baxter, Roger

808. Rowhani-Rahbar A, Klein NP, Baxter R
Assessing the safety of influenza vaccination in specific populations: children and the elderly
Program Offices/Northern California  23002978
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Klein, Nicola; Baxter, Roger

Biologically plausible and evidence-based risk intervals in immunization safety research
*Vaccine.* 2012 Jul 23.
Program Offices/Northern California  22835735
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Klein, Nicola; Fireman, Bruce; Baxter, Roger

Immunization and Bell's Palsy in Children: A Case-Centered Analysis
Program Offices/Northern California  22411861
KP author(s): Rowhani-Rahbar, Ali; Klein, Nicola; Lewis, Edwin M; Fireman, Bruce; Ray, Paula; Rasgon, Barry; Baxter, Roger

811. Rucker Wright D, Johnson DA
Reply
Mid-Atlantic  22177637
KP author(s): Wright, Dakara R

High NRBP1 expression in prostate cancer is linked with poor clinical outcomes and increased cancer cell growth
Northwest  22473923
KP author(s): Glass, Andrew

Glycemic load effect on fasting and post-prandial serum glucose, insulin, IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 in a randomized, controlled feeding study
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 22892437 PMCID3463643
KP author(s): Coronado, Gloria D

CareTrack: assessing the appropriateness of health care delivery in Australia
Northern California 23163676
KP author(s): McGlynn, Elizabeth A

Report on the Myomatrix Conference April 22-24, 2012, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada, USA
Southern California 22800409
KP author(s): Rutkowski, Anne M

Discontinuation of Long-Term Clopidogrel Therapy Is Associated With Death and Myocardial Infarction After Saphenous Vein Graft Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
Southern California 23141495
KP author(s): Sachdeva, Amit; Bavisetty, Sumati; Beckham, Gerald E; Shen, Albert Y-J; Aharonian, Vicken J; Mansukhani, Prakash W; Moore, Naing A; Hyett, Ric R; Contreras, Ricardo; Brar, Somjot S

817. Sacks DA, Hadden DR, Maresh M, Deerocchanawong C, Dyer AR, Metzger BE, Lowe LP, Coustan DR, Hod M, Oats JJ, Persson B, Trimble ER, HAPO Study Cooperative Research Group
Frequency of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus at Collaborating Centers Based on IADPSG Consensus Panel-Recommended Criteria: The Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcome (HAPO) Study
Southern California 22355019 PMCID3322716
KP author(s): Sacks, David A

HPV genotype attribution and estimation of preventable fraction of anal intraepithelial neoplasia among HIV-infected men who have sex with men
Northern California 23162133
KP author(s): Follansbee, Stephen; Borgenovo, Sylvia; Tokugawa, Diane; Lorey, Thomas; LaMere, Brandon J; Fetterman, Barbara
Late relapses following reduced intensity allogeneic transplantation in patients with multiple myeloma: a long-term follow-up study
Southern California 23151215
KP author(s): Sahebi, Firoozeh

Ultrasound measurements in hypertrophic pyloric stenosis: don't let the numbers fool you
Southern California 23012595 PMC3442757
KP author(s): Said, Meena; Shaul, Donald B; Fujimoto, Michele A; Radner, Gary W; Sydorak, Roman M; Applebaum, Harry

821. Saidy MN, Tessier M, Tessier D
Single-incision laparoscopic surgery-hype or reality: a historical control study
Southern California 22529759 PMC3327112
KP author(s): Ali, Maryam; Tessier, Michele L; Tessier, Deron J

822. Salloum RG, Hornbrook MC, Fishman PA, Ritzwoller DP, O'Keeffe Rossetti MC, Elston Lafata J
Adherence to surveillance care guidelines after breast and colorectal cancer treatment with curative intent
Northwest/Colorado 22434568
KP author(s): Hornbrook, Mark C; Ritzwoller, Debra; O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen

Success Of Program Linking Data Sources To Monitor H1N1 Vaccine Safety Points To Potential For Even Broader Safety Surveillance
*Health Aff (Millwood).* 2012 Nov;31(11):2518-2527.
Northern California 23129683
KP author(s): Lieu, Tracy A

824. Samra M, Abcar AC
False estimates of elevated creatinine
*Perm J.* 2012 Spring;16(2):51-2.
Southern California 22745616 PMC3383162
KP author(s): Samra, Manpreet; Abcar, Antoine C

825. Sandel ME
What's on the Horizon: The Rehabilitation Hospitalist
Northern California 22269448
KP author(s): Sandel, Elizabeth
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Designing and Implementing a System for Tracking Functional Status After Stroke: A Feasibility Study
Northern California 23159241
KP author(s): Sandel, Elizabeth; Appelman, Jed; Terdiman, Joe; Delmonico, Richard L; Wang, Hua; Camicia, Michelle

Patient-reported outcome 2 years after lung transplantation: does the underlying diagnosis matter?
Northwest 23204877 PMC3508652
KP author(s): Feeny, David

The 4G/4G Genotype of the PAI-1 (Serpine-1) 4G/5G Polymorphism Is Associated with Decreased Lung Allograft Utilization
Northern California 22390401
KP author(s): Zaroff, Jonathan G

Challenges of making a diagnosis in the outpatient setting: a multi-site survey of primary care physicians
Program Offices/Northern California 22626738
KP author(s): Bonacum, Doug; Strull, William

830. Sarmiento JM, Wisniewski PJ, Do NT, Slezak JM, Tayyarah M, Aka PK, Vo TD, Hsu JH
The Kaiser Permanente Experience With Ultrasound-Guided Percutaneous Endovascular Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Repair
Southern California 22534260
KP author(s): Sarmiento, Jose M; Do, Natalie T; Slezak, Jeffrey M; Tayyarah, Majid; Aka, Paul K; Vo, Trung D; Hsu, Jeffrey H

Identifying High-risk Geographic Areas for Cardiac Arrest Using Three Methods for Cluster Analysis
Colorado 22320364
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Magid, David J

832. Sasson C, Haukoos JS, Magid DJ
Public access defibrillation: a call to arms for systematic data collection and integration into 911
Colorado 22626021
KP author(s): Magid, David J

833. Sasson C, Magid DJ, Chan P, Root ED, McNally BF, Kellermann AL, Haukoos JS, CARES
Surveillance Group
Association of neighborhood characteristics with bystander-initiated CPR
Colorado 23094722 PMC3515681
KP author(s): Magid, David J

The Changing Landscape of America's Health Care System and the Value of Emergency Medicine
Colorado 22994373
KP author(s): Magid, David J

835. Satre DD, Chi FW, Mertens JR, Weisner CM
Effects of age and life transitions on alcohol and drug treatment outcome over nine years
Northern California 22456251 PMC3316718
KP author(s): Satre, Derek; Chi, Felicia W; Mertens, Jennifer; Weisner, Constance

836. Satre DD, Delucchi K, Lichtmacher J, Sterling SA, Weisner C
Motivational interviewing to reduce hazardous drinking and drug use among depression patients
Northern California 22999815
KP author(s): Satre, Derek; Sterling, Stacy A; Weisner, Constance

837. Satre DD, McCance-Katz EF, Moreno-John G, Julian KA, O'Sullivan PS, Satterfield JM
Using Needs Assessment to Develop Curricula for Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to
Treatment (SBIRT) in Academic and Community Health Settings
Northern California 22738009
KP author(s): Satre, Derek

Using Standardized Patients to Evaluate Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment
(SBIRT) Knowledge and Skill Acquisition for Internal Medicine Residents
Northern California 22738010
KP author(s): Satre, Derek
839. Saunders KW, Von Korff M, Campbell CI, Banta-Green CJ, Sullivan MD, Merrill JO, Weisner C
Concurrent Use of Alcohol and Sedatives Among Persons Prescribed Chronic Opioid Therapy: Prevalence and Risk Factors
Northern California 22285611  PMC3294025
KP author(s): Campbell, Cynthia I; Weisner, Constance

840. Scannell K
A case of baffling fatigue with a spectral twist
Northern California 22529760  PMC3327113
KP author(s): Scannell, Kate

841. Schatz M
Predictors of asthma control: what can we modify?
Southern California 22517290
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

842. Schatz M, Zeiger RS
Telephone-based environmental control interventions in asthmatic patients: what are patients willing to do?
Southern California 22840249
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael; Zeiger, Robert S

843. Schatz M, Zeiger RS, Chen W, Yang SJ, Stanford RH, Garris CP
A comparison of the psychometric properties of the Mini-Rhinitis Quality of Life Questionnaire and the Rhinitis Control Assessment Test
Southern California 22487290
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael; Zeiger, Robert S; Chen, Wansu; Yang, Su-Jau T

844. Schatz M, Zeiger RS, Zhang F, Chen W
Development and Preliminary Validation of the Asthma Intensity Manifestations Score (AIMS) Derived from Asthma Control Test, FEV(1), Fractional Exhaled Nitric Oxide, and Step Therapy Assessments
Southern California 22304003
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael; Zeiger, Robert S; Zhang, Feng; Chen, Wansu

845. Scheirer MA, Dearing JW
Scheirer and Dearing Respond
Colorado 22420790
KP author(s): Dearing, James W
846. Scheirer MA, Dearing JW
Scheirer and Dearing Respond
Colorado 22515872
KP author(s): Dearing, James W

The Study to Explore Early Development (SEED): A Multisite Epidemiologic Study of Autism by the Centers for Autism and Developmental Disabilities Research and Epidemiology (CADDRE) Network
Northern California 22350336
KP author(s): Croen, Lisa A

848. Schimpf MO, Morrill MY, Margulies RU, Ward RM, Carberry CL, Sung VW
Surgeon Practice Patterns for Antibiotic Prophylaxis in Gynecologic Surgery
Northern California 22983271
KP author(s): Morrill, Michelle Y; Margulies, Rebecca U

Social organization of self-management support of persons with diabetes: A health systems comparison
Northern California 22839353
KP author(s): Taylor, Warren W

Self-Management Support to People with Type 2 Diabetes - A comparative study of Kaiser Permanente and the Danish Healthcare System
Program Offices 22697597
KP author(s): Bellows, Jim

851. Schlansky B, Lee B, Hartwell L, Urquhart J, Willis B, Zaman A
Guideline Adherence and Outcomes in Esophageal Variceal Hemorrhage: Comparison of Tertiary Care and Non-Tertiary Care Settings
Northwest 21778893
KP author(s): Willis, Brian
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

852.  Schnipper JL, Gandhi TK, Wald JS, Grant RW, Poon EG, Volk LA, Businger A, Williams DH, Siteman E, Buckel L, Middleton B
Effects of an online personal health record on medication accuracy and safety: a cluster-randomized trial
Northern California 22556186 PMC3422826
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

853.  Schreck GA, Niederkohr RD
153Sm-EDTMP Appears to Accumulate Only Trivially Within Peritoneal Ascites
Northern California 22235143
KP author(s): Schreck, Gene A; Niederkohr, Ryan D

Simultaneous Control of Diabetes Mellitus, Hypertension, and Hyperlipidemia in 2 Health Systems
Colorado 22851534
KP author(s): Schroeder, Emily; Bayliss, Elizabeth; Steiner, John F

Genetic markers of ovarian follicle number and menopause in women of multiple ethnicities
Northern California 22696150
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

856.  Schulz RJ, Kagan AR
Correspondence
Southern California 22223862
KP author(s): Kagan, Robert A

857.  Schulz RJ, Kagan AR
In reply to drs bowes and crook
*Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2012 Sep 1;84(1):5-6.*
Southern California 22901417
KP author(s): Kagan, Robert A

858.  Schunemann HJ, Woodhead M, Anzueto A, Buist AS, Macnee W, Rabe KF, Heffner J, on behalf of the ATS/ERS Ad Hoc Committee on Integrating and Coordinating Efforts in COPD Guideline Development
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northwest 23256161
KP author(s): Buist, A. Sonia

859. Scruth EA, Cheng E, Worrall-Carter L
Risk score comparison of outcomes in patients presenting with ST-elevation myocardial
infarction treated with percutaneous coronary intervention
Northern California 22694809
KP author(s): Scruth, Elizabeth; Worrall-Carter, Linda

860. Scruth EA, Page K, Cheng E, Campbell M, Worrall-Carter L
Risk Determination After an Acute Myocardial Infarction: Review of 3 Clinical Risk Prediction
Tools
Northern California 22146272
KP author(s): Cheng, Eugene

861. Sedlak T, Shufelt C, Iribarren C, Merz CN
Sex Hormones and the QT Interval: A Review
Northern California 22663191 PMC3430484
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos

Improving treatment intensification to reduce cardiovascular disease risk: a cluster randomized trial
Northern California 22747998
KP author(s): Schmittteld, Julie A; Fireman, Bruce; Jaffe, Marc; Ransom, Laura J; Dyer, Wendy; Uratsu, Connie S; Reed, Mary E

Procedural complications, rehospitalizations, and repeat procedures after catheter ablation for
atrial fibrillation
Northern California 22222078
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Developing an Interactive Web-Based Learning Program on Skin Cancer: the Learning Experiences of Clinical Educators
Northern California 22614576
KP author(s): Asgari, Maryam M
Adjunctive Sleep Medications and Depression Outcome in the Treatment of Serotonin-Selective Reuptake Inhibitor Resistant Depression in Adolescents Study
Northwest 22251024 PMC3281285
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

Permanent neonatal diabetes mellitus: prevalence and genetic diagnosis in the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study
Southern California 23050777
KP author(s): Black, MaryHelen

Hormone therapy and Alzheimer disease dementia: New findings from the Cache County Study
Northern California 23100399
KP author(s): Whitmer, Rachel

The American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy PIVI (Preservation and Incorporation of Valuable Endoscopic Innovations) on imaging in Barrett's Esophagus
Northern California 22817781
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

869. Shehab S, Harrison M, Zhang Z, Friedlander J
Severe Erosive Hemorrhagic Gastritis in a Pediatric Patient
Northwest 22197945
KP author(s): Shehab, Samir

Interpersonal influences and attitudes about adjuvant therapy treatment decisions among non-metastatic breast cancer patients: an examination of differences by age and race/ethnicity in the BQUAL study
Northern California 23263696
KP author(s): Kushi, Larry
871. Shi ZS, Ziegler J, Feng L, Gonzalez NR, Tateshima S, Jahan R, Martin NA, Vinuela F, Duckwiler GR
Middle Cranial Fossa Sphenoidal Region Dural Arteriovenous Fistulas: Anatomic and Treatment
Considerations
Southern California 22790245
KP author(s): Ziegler, Jordan; Feng, Lei

872. Shil AB, Greer JR
Screening strategies for treatment of osteoporosis in long-term care residents
Southern California 23231569
KP author(s): Shil, Asit B; Greer, Jonathan R

Characterizing phenotypes and outcomes of drug-associated liver injury using electronic medical
record data
Southern California 23258383
KP author(s): Shin, Janet; Cheetham, Thomas C

874. Shin J, McCombs JS, Sanchez RJ, Udall M, Deminski MC, Cheetham TC
Primary nonadherence to medications in an integrated healthcare setting
Southern California 22928758
KP author(s): Shin, Janet; Cheetham, Thomas C

875. Shorstein NH, Winthrop KL, Herrinton LJ
Decreased postoperative endophthalmitis rate after institution of intracameral antibiotics in a
Northern California eye department
Northern California 23036356
KP author(s): Herrinton, Lisa

876. Shui IM, Baggs J, Patel M, Parashar UD, Rett M, Belongia EA, Hambidge SJ, Glanz JM, Klein NP,
Weintraub E
Risk of intussusception following administration of a pentavalent rotavirus vaccine in US infants
Colorado/Northern California 22318281
KP author(s): Hambidge, Simon; Glanz, Jason M; Klein, Nicola

877. Sidney S
Response to the letter from Dr. Szarewski
Northern California 23246306
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve
Recent combined hormonal contraceptives (CHCs) and the risk of thromboembolism and other cardiovascular events in new users
Northern California 23083525
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve; Cheetham, Thomas C; Sorel, Mike; Quesenberry, Charles P

879. Sidney S, Rosamond WD, Howard VJ, Luepker RV
The 2013 Heart Disease and Stroke Statistical Update and the Need for a National Cardiovascular Surveillance System
Northern California 23239838
KP author(s): Sidney, Steve

Risk of Anal Cancer in HIV-Infected and HIV-Uninfected Individuals in North America
Northern California 22291097 PMC3297645
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J

Prescription Long-term Opioid Use in HIV-infected Patients
Northern California 21677568 PMC3175344
KP author(s): Silverberg, Michael J; Ray, Tom; Campbell, Cynthia I; Weisner, Constance

882. Simmons BJ, Jenner KM, Delate T, Clark NP, Kurz D, Witt DM
Pilot study of a novel patient self-management program for warfarin therapy using venipuncture-acquired international normalized ratio monitoring
Colorado 23112110
KP author(s): Delate, Tom; Kurz, Deanna; Witt, Dan M

883. Simons FE, Schatz M
Anaphylaxis during pregnancy
Southern California 22871389
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

884. Singer DE, Go AS
A New Era in Stroke Prevention for Atrial Fibrillation: Comment on 'Current Trial-Associated Outcomes With Warfarin in Prevention of Stroke in Patients With Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation'
Northern California 22450211
KP author(s): Go, Alan S

Both Pulmonary and Extra-Pulmonary Factors Predict the Development of Disability in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Northern California 22688324
KP author(s): Iribarren, Carlos; Sanchez, Gabriela

A survey of informatics platforms that enable distributed comparative effectiveness research using multi-institutional heterogenous clinical data
Northwest 22692259 PMC3415281
KP author(s): Hazlehurst, Brian

887. Siu VW, Lambert WE, Fu R, Hillier TA, Bosworth M, Michael YL
Built Environment and Its Influences on Walking among Older Women: Use of Standardized Geographic Units to Define Urban Forms
Northwest 22956966 PMC3432378
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

Changes in body mass index and stoma related problems in the elderly
Northwest/Northern California
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit; Bulkley, Joanna E; Hornbrook, Mark C; Herrinton, Lisa

889. Slatore CG, Hansen L, Ganzini L, Press N, Osborne ML, Chesnutt MS, Mularski RA
Communication by Nurses in the Intensive Care Unit: Qualitative Analysis of Domains of Patient-Centered Care
Northwest 23117904
KP author(s): Mularski, Richard A

Genetic Variation in the Transforming Growth Factor-beta-Signaling Pathway, Lifestyle Factors, and Risk of Colon or Rectal Cancer
Northern California 22513431
KP author(s): Caan, Bette
Sinonasal tumors: a clinicopathologic update of selected tumors
_Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol._ 2012 May 18.
Southern California 22610012
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

Automated telephone calls to enhance colorectal cancer screening: economic analysis
Northwest 23198712
KP author(s): Smith, David H; Feldstein, Adrianne C; Perrin, Nancy; Rosales, Ana G; Mosen, David M; Liles, Beth G; Schneider, Jennifer L

893. Smith DH, Johnson ES, Blough DK, Thorp ML, Yang X, Petrik AF, Crispell KA
Predicting costs of care in heart failure patients
Northwest 23194470 PMC3527310
KP author(s): Smith, David H; Johnson, Eric S; Thorp, Micah L; Yang, Xiuhai; Petrik, Amanda F; Crispell, Kathy

Clinician's use of automated reports of estimated glomerular filtration rate: A qualitative study
Northwest/Georgia 23173944
KP author(s): Smith, David H; Schneider, Jennifer L; Thorp, Micah L; Vupputuri, Suma; Weiss, Jessica W; Johnson, Eric S; Feldstein, Adrianne C; Petrik, Amanda F; Yang, Xiuhai

895. Smith DS
Travel medicine and vaccines for HIV-infected travelers
Northern California 22954612
KP author(s): Smith, Darvin S

896. Smith M, Halvorson G, Kaplan G
What's needed is a health care system that learns: recommendations from an IOM report
Program Offices23093161
KP author(s): Halvorson, George C

Use of diagnostic imaging studies and associated radiation exposure for patients enrolled in large integrated health care systems, 1996-2010
898. Sobel EM, Ettinger B, Lo JC, Pressman AR
Application of new method for evaluating performance of fracture risk tool
Northern California 23145848
KP author(s): Sobel, Erica M; Ettinger, Bruce; Lo, Joan C; Pressman, Alice

Heart failure risk among patients with rheumatoid arthritis starting a TNF antagonist
Northern California 23155221
KP author(s): Liu, Liyan

Evaluation of Clinical and Safety Outcomes Associated with Conversion from Brand-Name to Generic Tacrolimus in Transplant Recipients Enrolled in an Integrated Health Care System
*Pharmacotherapy. 2012 Oct 16.*
Southern California/Northern California 23074134
KP author(s): Spence, Michele M; Hui, Rita L; Chan, James

Poor sleep quality and functional decline in older women
Northwest 22690985 PMC3375617
KP author(s): Hillier, Teresa

902. Spradling PR, Rupp L, Moorman AC, Lu M, Teshale EH, Gordon SC, Nakasato C, Boscarino JA, Henkle EM, Nerenz DR, Denniston MM, Holmberg SD, the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS) Investigators
Hepatitis B and C Virus Infection Among 1.2 Million Persons With Access to Care: Factors Associated With Testing and Infection Prevalence
Hawaii/Northwest 22875876
KP author(s): Nakasato, Cynthia; Henkle, Emily M

903. Stanford RH, Shah MB, D'Souza AO, Dhamane AD, Schatz M
Short-acting beta-agonist use and its ability to predict future asthma-related outcomes
Southern California 23176877
KP author(s): Schatz, Michael

904. Starkweather MP, Collman DR, Schuberth JM
Early Protected Weightbearing after Open Reduction Internal Fixation of Ankle Fractures
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22819002
KP author(s): Collman, David; Schuberth, Jack

905. Steiner JF
Rethinking adherence
Colorado 23070491
KP author(s): Steiner, John F

906. Steiner JF
Self-reported Adherence Measures: What Do They Assess and How Should We Use Them?
Colorado 23138156
KP author(s): Steiner, John F

907. Sterling S, Valkanoff T, Hinman A, Weisner C
Integrating Substance Use Treatment Into Adolescent Health Care
Northern California 22872492
KP author(s): Sterling, Stacy A; Valkanoff, Tina N; Hinman, Agatha S; Weisner, Constance

Screening for adolescent alcohol and drug use in pediatric health-care settings: predictors and
implications for practice and policy
Northern California 23186254
KP author(s): Sterling, Stacy A; Kline-Simon, Andrea H; Wibbelsman, Charles; Wong, Anna O;
Weisner, Constance

909. Sternfeld B, Goldman-Rosas L
A systematic approach to selecting an appropriate measure of self-reported physical activity or
sedentary behavior
Northern California 22287444
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

910. Sternfeld B, Jiang SF, Picchi T, Chasan-Taber L, Ainsworth B, Quesenberry CP Jr
Evaluation of a Cell Phone-Based Physical Activity Diary
Northern California 21857369
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara; Jiang, Sheng-Fang; Picchi, Teresa; Quesenberry, Charles P

911. Stratton-Loeffler MJ, Lo JC, Hui RL, Coates A, Minkoff JR, Budayr A
Treatment of vitamin d deficiency within a large integrated health care delivery system
Northern California 22971203
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

KP author(s): Stratton, Moxie J; Lo, Joan C; Hui, Rita L; Coates, Ashley; Minkoff, Jerome; Budayr, Amer

912. Strauss JA, Chao CR, Kwan ML, Ahmed SA, Schottinger JE, Quinn VP
Identifying primary and recurrent cancers using a SAS-based natural language processing algorithm
*J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2012 Jul 21.*
Southern California/Northern California 22822041
KP author(s): Strauss, Justin A; Chao, Chun R; Kwan, Marilyn L; Ahmed, Syed Ajaz; Schottinger, Joanne E; Quinn, Virginia P

913. Su JK, Ramirez JF
Management of the athlete with concussion
*Perm J. 2012 Spring; 16(2):54-6.*
Southern California 22745617 PMC3383163
KP author(s): Su, John K; Ramirez, Joel F

Common variants at the MHC locus and at chromosome 16q24.1 predispose to Barrett’s esophagus
Northern California 22961001 PMC3459818
KP author(s): Corley, Douglas

915. Suba EJ, Gonzalez-Mena LE, Arrecillas-Zamora MD, Raab SS
Self-collection of vaginal specimens for HPV testing
Northern California 22541576
KP author(s): Suba, Eric
916. Subherwal S, Peterson ED, Dai D, Thomas L, Messenger JC, Xian Y, Brindis RG, Feldman DN, Senter S, Klein LW, Marso SP, Roe MT, Rao SV
Temporai Trends in and Factors Associated With Bleeding Complications Among Patients Undergoing Percutaneous Coronary Intervention: A Report From the National Cardiovascular Data CathPCI Registry
Northern California 22595404
KP author(s): Brindis, Ralph

Symptom Burden of Adults with Type 2 Diabetes Across the Disease Course: Diabetes & Aging Study
Northern California 22854982
KP author(s): Karter, Andy J; Moffet, Howard H; Adams, Alyce S; Whitmer, Rachel; Liu, Jennifer Y

918. Sufrin CB, Postlethwaite D, Armstrong MA, Merchant M, Wendt JM, Steinauer JE
Neisseria gonorrhea and Chlamydia trachomatis Screening at Intrauterine Device Insertion and Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
Northern California 23168755
KP author(s): Postlethwaite, Debbie A; Armstrong, Maryanne; Merchant, Maqdooda

919. Suh-Burgmann E, Hung YY, Armstrong MA
The value of additional pathology comments indicating suspicion of adenocarcinoma among women diagnosed preoperatively with complex atypical endometrial hyperplasia
Northern California 22498938
KP author(s): Suh-Burgmann, Betty; Hung, Yun-Yi; Armstrong, Maryanne

920. Sullivan PW, Ghushchyan VH, Bayliss EA
The impact of co-morbidity burden on preference-based health-related quality of life in the United States
*Pharmacoeconomics.* 2012 May;30(5):431-42.
Colorado 22452633
KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth

Surviving Colorectal Cancer: Long-term, Persistent Ostomy-Specific Concerns and Adaptations
*J Wound Ostomy Continence Nurs.* 2012 Dec 5.
Northwest/Northern California 23222968
KP author(s): McMullen, Carmit; Altschuler, Andrea; Hornbrook, Mark C; Herrinton, Lisa
Northwest 22422832
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

Northern California 23080403
KP author(s): Szpakowski, Jean-Luc; Tucker, Lue-Yen

924. Tabano DC Modular processing for prep-to-research analysis: Interfacing XML, SAS, and Microsoft Excel In: Health outcomes and healthcare research methodologies; Proceedings: of the WUSS 2012 Conference; 2012 Sep 5-7; Long Beach, California. Available at: http://www.wuss.org/proceedings12/64.pdf Colorado
KP author(s): Tabano, David C

Program Offices/Northern California 23012596 PMC3442758
KP author(s): Tallman, Karen; Greenwald, Ruth N; Reidenouer, Alice K; Pantel, Laurel

Northwest 22544896 PMC3402754
KP author(s): Vollmer, William

Northern California 23012601 PMC3442764
KP author(s): Tang, Christopher G; Schmidtkench, Tom; Schloegel, Luke; Rasgon, Barry

Northern California 23062903
KP author(s): Lau, Christopher; Asgari, Maryam M
929. Tang JY, Fu T, Lau C, Oh DH, Bikle DD, Asgari MM
Vitamin D in cutaneous carcinogenesis: Part II
Northern California 23062904
KP author(s): Lau, Christopher; Asgari, Maryam M

930. Tarlton NJ, Green CM, Lazarus NH, Rott L, Wong AP, Abramson ON, Bremer M, Butcher EC, Abramson T
Plasmablast frequency and trafficking receptor expression are altered in pediatric ulcerative colitis
Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2012 Apr 5.
Northern California 22488927
KP author(s): Wong, Anthony P; Abramson, Oren

931. Temporini H
Child pornography and the internet
Northern California 23107565
KP author(s): Temporini, Humberto D

932. Teng M, Doniger SJ
Subungual wooden splinter visualized with bedside sonography
Northern California 22472661
KP author(s): Teng, Margie S

Sexual transmission of HCV among monogamous heterosexual couples: The HCV partners study
Northern California 23175457
KP author(s): Levin, Theodore


Large-scale association analysis identifies new risk loci for coronary artery disease


Northern California 23202125

KP author(s): Go, Alan S; Iribarren, Carlos

935. Thompson LD

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of the nasopharynx

*Ear Nose Throat J.* 2012 May;91(5):192, 194.

Southern California 22614552

KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

936. Thompson LD

Oral lichen planus


Southern California 22430334

KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

937. Thompson LD

Paranasal sinus mucocele


Southern California 22829031

KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

938. Thompson LD

Pilomatrixoma


Southern California 22278863

KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

939. Thompson LD

Salivary duct carcinoma

*Ear Nose Throat J.* 2012 Sep;91(9):356-9.

Southern California 22996706

KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

940. Thompson LD, Seethala RR, Muller S
Ectopic Sphenoid Sinus Pituitary Adenoma (ESSPA) with Normal Anterior Pituitary Gland: A Clinicopathologic and Immunophenotypic Study of 32 Cases with a Comprehensive Review of the English Literature
Southern California 22430769 PMC3311955
KP author(s): Thompson, Lester DR

The expected emotional benefits of influenza vaccination strongly affect pre-season intentions and subsequent vaccination among healthcare personnel
Northwest 22475860
KP author(s): Naleway, Allison; Henkle, Emily M

Relationship between Sleep Quality and Quantity and Weight Loss in Women Participating in a Weight Loss Intervention Trial
Northwest 22402738
KP author(s): Karanja, Njeri

Estimating kinship in admixed populations
Northern California 22748210 PMC3397261
KP author(s): Caan, Bette; Risch, Neil

Proteinuria among patients with chronic kidney disease: a performance measure for improving patient outcomes
Northwest/Georgia 22737779
KP author(s): Thorp, Micah L; Smith, David H; Johnson, Eric S; Vupputuri, Suma; Weiss, Jessica W; Petrik, Amanda F; Yang, Xiuhai; Muoneke, Rosemary

Vasomotor Symptoms and Lipid Profiles in Women Transitioning Through Menopause
Northern California 22433339 PMC3343636
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Vasomotor Symptoms and Insulin Resistance in the Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation
Northern California 22851488
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

Third universal definition of myocardial infarction
Northwest 22922414
KP author(s): Fortmann, Stephen P

948. Timperi AW, Ergas IJ, Rehkopf DH, Roh JM, Kwan ML, Kushi LH
Employment status and quality of life in recently diagnosed breast cancer survivors
*Psychooncology.* 2012 Aug 22.
Northern California 22912069
KP author(s): Timperi, Allegra W; Ergas, Isaac J; Roh, Janise M; Kwan, Marilyn L; Kushi, Larry

Prospective Markers for Early Diagnosis and Prognosis of Sporadic Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma
Northern California 23001406
KP author(s): Lawson, Michael J

950. Todd BA, Billups SJ, Delate T, Canty KE, Kauffman AB, Rawlins JE, Wagner TM
Assessment of the Association Between Colchicine Therapy and Serious Adverse Events
Pharmacotherapy. 2012 Sep 27.
Colorado 23019065
KP author(s): Todd, Brittany; Billups, Sarah J; Delate, Tom; Canty, Kara E; Kauffman, Amy B; Rawlings, Julia B; Wagner, Theresa M

Comparative safety of infliximab and etanercept on the risk of serious infections: does the association vary by patient characteristics?
Colorado/Northern California 22411435 PMC3330193
KP author(s): Bayliss, Elizabeth; Liu, Liyan; Herrinton, Lisa

952. Toluie S, Thompson LD
Sinonasal Tract Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma Ex-Pleomorphic Adenoma: A Clinicopathologic and Immunophenotypic Study of 9 Cases Combined with a Comprehensive Review of the Literature
Head Neck Pathol. 2012 Sep 1.
Southern California 22941242
KP author(s): Toluie, Sherwin; Thompson, Lester DR

953. Tom JO, Mangione-Smith R, Solomon C, Grossman DC
Integrated Personal Health Record Use: Association With Parent-Reported Care Experiences
Hawaii 22689872
KP author(s): Tom, Jeffrey O

954. Tornabene SV, Crose J, Cruz RM
Pertussis presenting as hoarseness in an adult
Northern California 22359141
KP author(s): Tornabene, Stephen V; Cruz, Raul

The Effect of HIV Infection, Immunodeficiency and Antiretroviral Therapy on the Risk of Hepatic Dysfunction
Southern California/Northern California/Mid-Atlantic 22343179 PMC3376230
KP author(s): Towner, William J; Xu, Lanfang; Leyden, Wendy; Horberg, Michael; Chao, Chun R; Tang, Beth T; Klein, Daniel; Hurley, Leo; Quesenberry, Charles P; Silverberg, Michael J

Assessing Equivalence and Noninferiority
Northwest 22834031
KP author(s): Sun, Xin
957. Trento LU, Pruetz JD, Chang RK, Detterich J, Sklansky MS
Prenatal diagnosis of congenital heart disease: impact of mode of delivery on neonatal outcome
_Prenat Diagn. 2012 Oct 18;1-6._
Northern California  23080120
KP author(s): Trento, Luca

958. Troiano RP, Pettee Gabriel KK, Welk GJ, Owen N, Sternfeld B
Reported physical activity and sedentary behavior: why do you ask?
Northern California  2287450
KP author(s): Sternfeld, Barbara

959. Truong MT, Woo VG, Koltai PJ
Sleep endoscopy as a diagnostic tool in pediatric obstructive sleep apnea
_Int J Pediatr Otorhinolaryngol. 2012 Mar 13._
Northern California  22421163
KP author(s): Truong, MaiThy

960. Tsai CL, Sullivan AF, Gordon JA, Kaushal R, Magid DJ, Blumenthal D, Camargo CA Jr
Racial/ethnic differences in emergency care for joint dislocation in 53 US EDs
Colorado  22795991
KP author(s): Magid, David J

Signal identification and evaluation for risk of febrile seizures in children following trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in the Vaccine Safety Datalink Project, 2010-2011
_Vaccine. 2012 Mar 2;30(11):2024-31._
Southern California  22361304
KP author(s): Tseng, Hung-Fu

962. Tse DG, Shely WW, Dexter ME, Davis RF, Hill JR
Correction of a postpneumonectomy intracardiac shunt using a tissue expander
Northwest  23176953
KP author(s): Tse, David; Shely, William W; Dexter, Maxine E; Davis, Richard F; Hill, Joshua R

963. Tseng HF, Chi M, Smith N, Marcy SM, Sy LS, Jacobsen SJ
Herpes zoster vaccine and the incidence of recurrent herpes zoster in an immunocompetent elderly population
Southern California  22669900
KP author(s): Tseng, Hung-Fu; Chi, Margaret D; Smith, Ning; Marcy, S. Michael; Sy, Lina S; Jacobsen, Steven J
2012 Kaiser Permanente Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Safety of a Tetanus-Diphtheria-Acellular Pertussis Vaccine When Used Off-Label in an Elderly Population
Southern California 23196953
KP author(s): Tseng, Hung-Fu; Sy, Lina S; Qian, Lei; Marcy, S. Michael; Glanz, Jason M; Baxter, Roger; Naleway, Allison; Jacobsen, Steven J

Association between personal health record enrollment and patient loyalty
Northwest/Program Offices 22823553
KP author(s): Turley, Marianne C; Garrido, Terhilda; Lowenthal, Alexander J; Zhou, Yvonne Y

966. Urdaneta-Moncada A, Feng L, Chen J
Occlusion of a clival dural arteriovenous fistula using a novel approach through the foramen ovale
Southern California 23166179
KP author(s): Urdaneta, Alfonso R; Feng, Lei T; Chen, Joseph CT

967. Urdaneta-Moncada A, Feng L, Chen J
Occlusion of a clival dural arteriovenous fistula using a novel approach through the foramen ovale
Southern California 23188786
KP author(s): Urdaneta, Alfonso R; Feng, Lei T; Chen, Joseph CT

Assessment of target enrichment platforms using massively parallel sequencing for the mutation detection for congenital muscular dystrophy
Southern California 22426012 PMC3349841
KP author(s): Rutkowski, Anne M

969. Valkanoff TA, Kline-Simon AH, Sterling S, Campbell C, Von Korff M
Functional disability among chronic pain patients receiving long-term opioid treatment
Northern California 22630601
KP author(s): Valkanoff, Tina N; Kline-Simon, Andrea H; Sterling, Stacy A; Campbell, Cynthia I

Addition of Aflibercept to Fluorouracil, Leucovorin, and Irinotecan Improves Survival in a Phase III Randomized Trial in Patients With Metastatic Colorectal Cancer Previously Treated With an Oxaliplatin-Based Regimen
Southern California 22949147
KP author(s): Polikoff, Jonathan A

971. van den Berg K, Lam J, Bruhn R, Custer B, Murphy EL
Water administration and the risk of syncope and presyncope during blood donation: a randomized clinical trial
*Transfusion.* 2012 Apr 4.
Northern California 22486209
KP author(s): Lam, Jameson

972. Van Den Eeden SK
What Epidemiological Studies are Telling Us About Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms that Should Change Practice
Northern California 22704097
KP author(s): VanDenEeden, Stephen

973. Van Le M
Image diagnosis: ramsay hunt syndrome
*Perm J.* 2012 Fall;16(4):51-2.
Southern California 23251118 PMC3523936
KP author(s): Le, Minh

974. Van Pelt RE, Gozansky WS, Kohrt WM
A Novel Index of Whole Body Antilipolytic Insulin Action
*Obesity (Silver Spring).* 2012 Jun 25.
Colorado 22728694
KP author(s): Gozansky, Wendolyn S

Blunt Head Trauma in Children in a Community Health Care Setting: Outcomes and Variables Associated with the Use of Computed Tomography
Southern California 22504105
KP author(s): Van Winkle, Patrick J; Ho, Ngoc J; Rodriguez, Casey A; Sirikulvadhana, Laura; Mcmillan, Jane A

976. Van Zoeren DM
Can the practice of retainer medicine improve primary care?
Mid-Atlantic 22393141
KP author(s): Vanzoeren, Douglas
977. Vance MC, Tucker JJ, Harness NG
The association of hemoglobin a1c with the prevalence of stenosing flexor tenosynovitis
Southern California 22854253
KP author(s): Harness, Neil G

The eyes have it
Northern California/Southern California 22931263
KP author(s): Baudendistel, Thomas E; Ohikhuare, Christine E

979. Veenstra DL, Piper M, Haddow JE, Pauker SG, Klein R, Richards CS, Tunis SR, Djulbegovic B,
Marrone M, Lin JS, Berg AO, Calonge N
Improving the efficiency and relevance of evidence-based recommendations in the era of
whole-genome sequencing: an EGAPP methods update
Northwest 22955111
KP author(s): Lin, Jennifer S

980. Velentgas P, Amato AA, Bohn RL, Arnold Chan K, Cochrane T, Funch DP, Dashevsky I, Duddy AL,
Gadowski P, Greenberg SA, Kramer JM, McMahan-Walraven C, Nakasato C, Spettell CM, Syat BL,
Risk of Guillain-Barre syndrome after meningococcal conjugate vaccination
Hawaii 22807266
KP author(s): Nakasato, Cynthia

981. Vergara-Lluri ME, Stohr BA, Puligandla B, Brenholz P, Horvai AE
A novel sarcoma with dual differentiation: clinicopathologic and molecular characterization of a
combined synovial sarcoma and extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma
Northern California 22743288
KP author(s): Puligandla, Balaram

982. Vesco KK, Dietz PM, Bulkley J, Bruce FC, Callaghan WM, England L, Kimes T, Bachman DJ,
Hartinger KJ, Hornbrook MC
A system-based intervention to improve postpartum diabetes screening among women with
gestational diabetes
Northwest 23021689
KP author(s): Vesco, Kimberly K; Bulkley, Joanna E; Kimes, Terry; Bachman, Don; Hartinger,
Karen J; Hornbrook, Mark C

Healthy Moms, a randomized trial to promote and evaluate weight maintenance among obese
pregnant women: Study design and rationale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Start Page</th>
<th>End Page</th>
<th>PubMed ID</th>
<th>KP Region</th>
<th>KP Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>990</td>
<td>Can Selected Patients With Newly Diagnosed Pulmonary Embolism Be Safely Treated Without Hospitalization? A Systematic Review</td>
<td>Vinson DR, Zehtabchi S, Yealy DM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author
2012 Kaiser Permanente-Authored Publications
Alphabetical by Author

Northern California 22944455
KP author(s): Vinson, David R

Southern California 23036134
KP author(s): Menefee, Shawn Adam

Northern California 23051759
KP author(s): Rittenberg, Joshua D

Northwest 22691240
KP author(s): Vollmer, William; Feldstein, Adrianne C; Smith, David H; Waterbury, Amy

Hawaii 22628494
KP author(s): Vogt, Tom M; Decker, Robert

Northwest 22745613 PMC3383158
KP author(s): Vuckovic, Nancy; Schneider, Jennifer L; Gullion, Christina

Northwest 22251022 PMC3281287
KP author(s): Clarke, Greg

997. Walker TL, Shil AB
Magnesium homeostasis and metabolic complications in elderly adults with chronic kidney disease

*J Am Geriatr Soc.* 2012 Sep;60(9):1794-5; author reply 1795.
Southern California 22985162
KP author(s): Walker, Tina L

Prostate cancer screening trends in a large, integrated health care system
*Perm J.* 2012 Summer;16(3):4-9.
Southern California 23012592  PMC3442760
KP author(s): Wallner, Lauren P; Hsu, Jin-Wen Y; Loo, Ronald K; Jacobsen, Steven J

999. Walter SD, Sun X, Heels-Ansdell D, Guyatt G
Treatment effects on patient-important outcomes can be small, even with large effects on surrogate markers
Northwest 22609140
KP author(s): Sun, Xin

1000. Wang ET, Ku IA, Shah SJ, Daviglus ML, Schreiner PJ, Konety SH, Williams OD, Siscovick D, Bibbins-Domingo K
Polycystic Ovary Syndrome Is Associated with Higher Left Ventricular Mass Index: The CARDIA Women's Study
*J Clin Endocrinol Metab.* 2012 Sep 25.
Northern California 23012389
KP author(s): Ku, Ivy K

Daily Treatment Time and Functional Gains of Stroke Patients During Inpatient Rehabilitation
*PM R.* 2012 Nov 2.
Northern California 23122894
KP author(s): Wang, Hua; Camicia, Michelle; Terdiman, Joe; Mannava, Murali K; Sidney, Steve; Sandel, Elizabeth

Recent Trends in Hospitalization for Acute Myocardial Infarction
Southern California 22440114  PMC3351562
KP author(s): Wang, Oliver J

1003. Waring AC, Harrison S, Samuels MH, Ensrud KE, Leblanc ES, Hoffman AR, Orwoll E, Fink HA, Barrett-Connor E, Bauer DC, Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS) Study
Thyroid Function and Mortality in Older Men: A Prospective Study
Northwest 22238396  PMC3319205
KP author(s): LeBlanc, Erin S
Genetic Counseling as a Tool for Type 2 Diabetes Prevention: A Genetic Counseling Framework for Common Polygenetic Disorders
*J Genet Couns. 2012 Feb 3.*
Northern California 22302620
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

KRAS Testing and Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Inhibitor Treatment for Colorectal Cancer in Community Settings
*Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2012 Nov 15.*
Northwest/Colorado/Northern California/Hawaii 23155138
KP author(s): Webster, Jennifer A; Kauffman, Tia N; Feigelson, Heather S; Mirabedi, Anousheh S; Delate, Tom; Daida, Yeehwa G; Williams, Andrew E; Honda, Stacey; Kushi, Larry; Goddard, Katrina AB

1006. Wei NJ, Wexler D, Nathan DM, Grant RW
Intensification of diabetes medication and risk for 30-day readmission
*Diabet Med. 2012 Nov 5.*
Northern California 23126686
KP author(s): Grant, Richard W

HPV genotyping, HPV mRNA expression, and p16/Ki-67 cytology to detect anal cancer precursors in HIV-infected men who have sex with men
*AIDS. 2012 Sep 26.*
Northern California 23018436
KP author(s): Follansbee, Stephen; Borgenovo, Sylvia; Tokugawa, Diane; Lorey, Thomas; LaMere, Brandon J; Fetterman, Barbara

Methylation of HPV18, HPV31, and HPV45 Genomes and Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Grade 3
Northern California 23093560
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